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At last we have something the Study Group agree withl!
I think packs such as suggested by Major Spafford could

be very attractive• In fact, in our ignorance, we envisaged
something like this in 1 974 when Crown Agents first mentioned
Souvenir Sheets,, It is however debatable whether our revenue
would be greatly enhanced<» I suspect that people who normally
buy a couple of mint sets v.-ould then purchase their sets in the
souvenir packs. On the other hand an attractive presentation
pack may encourage people to start a collection, J jJ

X#
P.M. 5.2.76.



I find it very interesting how the Study Group are against
souvenir sheets yet are prepared to back anything else
oven to postal re )ly cards, nn excessive number of registered
envelopes or any other postal stationery. I prefer
souvenir sheets myself.

D.C.S.
3

Ref. ** and I
careful about Gift

agree it is very odd. My view is to be very
Packs and I think we would be well advised to 

seek the advice of the Crown Agents about this. As you have
minuted on another file it is very helpful to have advice such as
that given by Major Spafford but we have got to keep the ultimate
responsibility,and guide the direction of our philatelic bureau policy.

I have you will note,already replied to Major Spafford at f.45.
When we get the decisio^about Gift Packs perhaps you would write
to him with our views.

C.S.
16.2.76



A}. e.s k*

c.s.
Spafford and Crtkwn Agents appear to disagree regarding

the popularity of Gift Packs with stamp dealers. As I have
said before they may improve the presentation of our stamps
but will we sell any more? - I think not. If we decide to
go ahead with ihe scheme I think the General Purpose Pack,
as suggested by Crown Agents, would be better that than a
pack relating to a specific issue. There would be no harm
in obtaining quotations from Crown Agents.
I note from Folio 1 2 that Cayman islands have beaten us in
the Max First Stamp Issue. Z\

PM5.5.76
10

Y.E.

Ref. (26) I knew of this and was worried.
It arose because Major Spafford was asked to help
with material for the Early History & Settlements
Stamp Issue. X on page 2 of Major SpaffordTs letter
of Sth February at fo. (23) is where it started. My
reply is at fol<io (21j.) which poured cold water on
the idea as we had not considered it recently although
we had discussed this some years ago, but naturally
wonted to tie it to an a a >ropri t: nnn?’vorsory. 1'hat

I did not want was to be forced into it by the FIG. I
am not sayin’- that we should
is a question of timing.

feature the FIG but it

PTO
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Y.E. will see from foo (25) that Major Spafford says
he received my letter too latee I did not want to enter
into protracted correspondence with the Major and merely
acknowledged his lettero The fear«f expressed in my minute
at Ig in P&T/2/2U was not groundless!



WO-
0. s.

It is appreciated that the Crown Agents
are very helpfuland submit, along with other
people, very good suggestions for our stamp
issues but we must always remember they are
our agents and NOT OUR MASTERS.

The stamps in question are Colony stamps
and I think we in the Falkland Islands should
be instrumental in preparing our own stamp
programme. In the past we have asked for,xdtxkKK,
and accepted advice and will continue to do so.

It is not surprising that the Crown Agents
Stamp Programme (copy not sent) ’’corresponds
almost exactly” < th our own when one considers
that the minutes of our stamp meetings are sent
to Crown Agents for information.

I’m afraid I don’t agree with Mr. Heap’s
comments in Para 4. Ships are always popular
with philatelists and neither ’’Discovery 112
or ’’William Scoresby” could genuinely be termed
’Polar Ships’.

From the criticisms in para 4 & 3 regarding
the South Georgia Discovery Issue one would think
we were responsible for these designs, whereas it
was entirely ax Crown Agents project.

PM 12,4.76.



Reference-------------------------------------

Y.E.

Ref (19). While I welcome any suggestions that are going to
improve the arrangements for the issue of stamps, particularly those
of SG- and BAT, I am rather perturbed that we might be divested of some
control over issues. As I see it, we must retain control over designs,
dates of issue, etc. The Stamp Issues Co-ordinating Committee was
formed in 1971 with this in view, and although the OIC BAS Office
(Mr Clapp) is no longer stationed here, he said at a meeting held on
11 November 1974- that the Chief Secretary would be looking after BAT
interests.

2. We need to exercise care over issues, because it is the Post
Office here who are responsible for distribution and for sale locally,
and it is essential that there is no clash with Falkland Issues in
respect of timing of themes. South Georgia is still a Dependency of
the Falkland Islands although it is a BAS base.

3. With regard to 2(a), I see danger in assuming that the Crown
Agents are responsible for programming. While welcoming their advice
we must retain control here. The Crown Agents have the expertise and
access to market information, but are our agents. I have known the
Crown Agents to get a bit carried away with issues (they are on a
commission basis) and it^puld be that South Georgia, where there is no
resident population, 'aSe having too many issues a year. From a postal
and philatelic point of view I consider one stamp issue a year suffi
cient, and if it came to purely a postal matter there is no justification
for South Georgia having its own issues - they could use Falkland
Islands.stamps. I realise there is a need for South Georgia issues from
a financial point of view but, even so, I think we should tread with
caution. I see BAT issues in a similar light.

4. I consider the Crown Agents should compile a programme in close
collaboration with this Government, and we should submit it to the FCO
with the comments of the Government, based on the recommendations of
the Stamp Committee.

5. I do not know what the airmail anniversary in 1977, referred to
in para 3, is about.

CODE 18-77

DRM
19.4.76



c.s.
Reference (19). I have ticked the issues approved by FOO.
We have not heard anything official since (18) which was followed
by Dr Heap’s letter of 25th March which touched on our issues,
but in paragraph 3 said that further thought was to be given to
the subjects proposed in paragraph 2 of our (17).

As we have heard nothing further I suggest we ask by Saving
for further news as we should now be looking ahead for 1980, 1981
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I£X the Governor

Please refer to Mr French’s minute about stamp issuing policy, culling
from a letter sent by Dr Heap.

2. I have put at centre two draftw which Y E may wish to consider.
Will you be replying, or would Y E wish me to do so.

the Governor

Since writing 2j I have been turning this matter over in my mind
again and have discussed it also with Dr Swithinbank, Bill Sloman
and Paul Whiteman of BAS. I feel we should leave no doubt about
our position. I ajn anxious to avoid upsetting Dr Heap, but I
believe there is no merit in not being plain. My view is that Y E
has indicated, that you may wish to write and you may therefore find
some points tfe use in the draft at centre.
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CHIEF SECRETARY’S OFFICE
THE SECRETARIAT
STANLEY
FALKLAND ISLANDS

18 February 1976

Dear Sir

Yours faithfully

Il Vaughan Esq
Crown Agents
Dept H
St Nicholas House
Sutton5Surrey

Te written to Major Spafford. thanking- him for his interest
cjaat I am somewhat chary about gift packs.

FALKLAIH) ISLANDS STAMPS - WOOL INDUSTRY ISSUE

3.
but i

As I understand it these would draw down the same kind of
upon us as ’souvenir sheets’ and I shall be most grateful if
n let me have your views about the desirability of embarking
> new venture

2.
odeum
you
on th

Surprisingly Major Spafford has written to me and recommended
that the Wool Industry issue should have added to it ’gift packs’.

Ref: PcVjJ/2/19

A J P Monk
Chief1 Secretary



EXTRACT PROS TH< MINUT-r OT’ TH M1’’TINC OP Til*  STAWMMO PIHANffC COMMITTED

EUTS OB 27TR FXBRiJOT

4(15) OUTDATED STAMPS

_ Mr Blake advised that he had a quantity of 6p stanps at Hill Cove
„----- - L which were purchased when the postage on airletters foms was 6p.

He asked why it was not possible for such stanps to be returned
to the Post Office for exchange.

The Financial Secretary agreed to investigate



EXTRACT TAKEN FROM MINUTES OF MEETING OF STAMP COMMITTEE HELD AT THS SECRETARIAT ON

►DAY 26 FEBRUARY 1976.

S ouverdr Pre sen uaux^ * - - -It was agreed that Presentation Packs would possibly enhance sales«

Advice to be requested from Crown Agents,



2. SOUVENIR PRNSSH'iJnON P;.CKSII n—■ ■■ ■ —*- wii*iim M ■ w ■■■>•- —

f I' Advice had been requested from Crown Agents on this subject and a reply
was awaited.



ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE, SUTTON, SURREY, SMI I EL
CROWN AGENTS
STAMP BUREAU

TELEPHONE 01-643 3311

OUR REFERENCE BQK H2/1012/6/1
TELEX No. 267103 CABLES “CROWN SUTTON”

10 March 1976

Chief Secretary
Stanley
Falkland Islands
SOUTH ATLANTIC OCEAN

Dear Sir

M2 2 MAR 1976 '
/

We are pleased to enclose a copy, for your retention, of a
short article on the stamps of the Falkland Islands which we
have had prepared by a leading philatelic journalist.

2 This article and another describing and illustrating your
latest commemorative stamps, Sheep Farming Industry, will appear
in the April edition of the Crown Agents Gazette and together
they form an attractive feature on the Falkland Islands for the
interest of collectors.

3 Our Gazette, as you will know, is published as part of Stanley
Gibbons magazine "Stamp Monthly".

Yours faithfully

MRS J P LANIGAN
Marketing Section

CJP/10

CD. 295 B.&C. Ltd. 8/7S



THE FALKLAND ISLANDS

The group of islands in the South Atlantic known as the Falkland
Islands are among the most popular with stamp collectors today.
Such popularity has its disadvantages of course, and any collector
wishing to form as near complete collection as possible of the
Falklands at the present time would not only find the material
difficult to obtain, but also soon discover that prices reflect
the strong demand. However, the supply and cost problem need
not be quite so daunting if one confines the collection to say
just the present reign.

The beauty of collecting the stamps of the Falkland Islands lies
in the fact that her stamps are always attractive, and yet each
set is distinctive.

The first definitive stamps from the Falklands bearing the
portrait of Queen Elizabeth II appeared in 1955. Between
June 1, 1955 and September 2, 1957 six definitive values
appeared in values of id, Id, 2d, 6d, 9d and Is. The six stamps
were printed by the recess process by Waterlow and Sons Ltd of
London; the designs chosen were a repeat of those used for the
corresponding values of the King George VI definitives issued in
1952. These definitives were replaced by an entirely new series
from id to £1 in 1960, the new set depicting birds, and also
being recess printed by Waterlows. During the currency of
these definitives, Waterlows decided to terminate their stamp
printing work; this aspect of their business was taken over by
De La Rue & Co Ltd. The need for additional printings of certain
denominations of the 1960 definitives means that the id, Id, 2d,
6d and 2s can be found printed by either Waterlows or De La Rue,
while all other values were printed solely by Waterlows.

Many collectors are upset by the fact that recess printing is
used very little in stamp printing these days. Since 1960 only
one other set of the Falklands has been recess printed, but it
is a set which is not lacking in interest. On December 8, 1964
four stamps were released to mark the 50th anniversary of the
Battle of the Falkland Islands. The set proved immediately 



popular and within three days the 2-J-d value - the lowest
denomination - had been sold out. But the real excitement was
to come later. The set includes four values: the top value, 2s,
features the Battle Memorial; the other three values, 2-Jd, 6d
and Is, have as their respective designs, H M S Glasgow,
H M S Kent and H M S Invincible. Thus the 6d stamp should have
shown H M S Kent, but a few years after issue a single example
of the 6d was found in the United States showing H M S Glasgow.
It seems that a sheet of stamps, having been printed with the
frame design of the 6d, inadvertently received the centre
design of the 2-J-d stamp. However, despite much publicity having
been given to this startling error, only three further copies
have been reported following the original find. Yet the stamps
were printed in sheets of 60, so 56 other copies should exist.

More recent stamps from the Falkland Islands have featured the
S S Great Britain at the time of her restoration and voyage back
to Bristol, and the recently introduced coinage for the islands.

Of the landmarks in the history of the Falkland Islands which
have been commemorated by stamps, the set issued in 1933 to
mark the centenary of British Occupation probably captures
most collector interest. The islands received their "British”
name from Captain John Strong, who sailed between the two main
islands in the group in the 17th century, calling the passage
Falkland Sound after Lord Falkland. But it was not until 1833
that the islands became a British Crown Colony. The first stamps
of the Falkland Islands appeared in 1878, although hand struck
franks inscribed "Falkland Islands Paid" were in use from 1861
up to the issue of the first stamps.



WN AGENTS
ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE, SUTTON, SURREY, SMI IEJ_

STAMP BUREAU

TELEPHONE 01-643 3311

OUR REFERENCE H3/FALKLAND ISLANDS

TELEX No. 267103 CABLES "CROWN SUTTON”

16 March 1976
The Chief Secretary O/
Chief Secretary’s Office (22 MAR 1976
The Secretariat
STANLEY
FALKLAND ISLANDS —

Dear Sir

Thank you for your letter P&T/2/19 of 18 February, regarding the
suggestion that you include a ’’gift pack" with your Wool Industry 

.issue

2 I am not sure what Major Spafford has in mind when he suggests
a gift pack but have assumed that he means a souvenir pack or
presentation pack containing a set of the stamps together with
some other information similar, in fact, to the packs offered by
the British Post Office, or the attached example issued by
Gibraltar.

3 Generally, presentation packs are not particularlypopular with
dealers as they are bulky items when compared with stamps and
much more care has to be taken with packing if the items are to be
delivered in good condition to purchasers.

4 The bulk of sales - if you decide to produce one - are likely
to be to your collectors and standing order customers on your direct
mailing list. Unlike an annual pack - or collectors pack -
containing all a year’s issues, the pack containing merely a single
set would not produce much more income per new purchaser and rather
a lot would have to be sold to recoup expenditure incurred on
production. This is not to say that the idea is not worth further
consideration as an additional say lOp could be charged above face
for each pack.

5 If you do decide to issue a pack for a specific commemorative set
then we would endeavour to sell 300 filled packs in the limited time
that the issue, as a commemorative set, would be on sale. The print
quantity would be our requirement plus whatever you could sell locally
and through your mailing list. Costs of production would depend on
your requirements and the print quantity.

/You

CD. 295 B.&C. Ltd. 5/75



To The Chief Secretary 16 March 1976

6 You might consider it more worth while to produce a general
purpose pack to be filled as required with whatever current
commemorative set is on issue. This could take the form of a
coat of arms, a ship or a map on the front leaf in colour - with
perhaps a loose informative card about specific issues - and of
course the black card containing the acetate strips.

7 If you do decide on a general purpose pack then we would wish to
regain some here to be sold on as required to dealers and to sell
at exhibitions. In these circumstances we would make a small
charge for filling the packs and would credit you with the normal
selling price less our usual commission.

8 We shall be pleased to provide a costing if you would let us
know the layout preferred and likely print quantities. A special
pack might be considered for your new definitives too.

9 I look forward to receiving your advice on whether or not you
propose to proceed with the idea.

Bureau Manager

JGW/SU/BH



Minutes of Stamp Committee Meeting held on Mon 26th April 1976 at 3.30 pm in S’ta

1.9 Souvenir Presentation Packs: The general view was that these would not
bring in much revenue. There was, however, no harm in asking Grown
Agents for quotations, and to go along with their suggestion, if it was
decided to have packs, that they should be ’general purpose'. The
matter could be decided when further information was available.



Minutes of Stamp Committee Meeting held on Mon 26th April 1976 at 3.30pm in Secretariat

1.10 Letter from Mr Druce: The letter had been acknowledged by the Postmaster.
Another letter had been received, also recommending subjects for future
issues. This was left for discussion after the letter had been circulated
amongst members. It was agreed, in this connection, that all letters
dealing with stamps or stamp issues should be circulated amongst members,
so that they would be familiar with them before meetings took place.



Minutes of Meeting of Stamp Committee held on Mon 26th April at 3.30pm in Secretariat

P-V'k V' \

Roughs: It was decided that these should be kept by the Postmaster*



London SW1A2AH

Telephone 01-

YFP 205/U92/1

Date April 1976

/Jr

// H
/Z ■
/U7

that the suggestion would have been submitted to you, either
the Committee or the ’Crown Agents^ but SpafTord makes no
of this.

His Excellency Mr N A I French CMG CVO
Port Stanley Our reference
FALKLAND ISLANDS

I attach a copy of a let tex^eceived from Major Spafford
in which he puts forward the suggestion for a Falkland Islands
stamp issue featuring the Falkland Islands Company.

2. If this is a new idea, I am somewhat surprised to learn
that John Cooter is already prospecting designs and I would have
thought
through
mention 

Your reference

5* After discussing this with LAD it was agreed that I should
forward a copy of the letter asking whether you would like to
consider Spafford's suggestion. Meanwhile I am just acknowledging it
saying that we were grateful for his suggestion, that we had passed
his letter on to you and that you would no doubt bear it in mind.

International Organisations
Section: Communications
Operations Department



HOAD

TELEPHONE 22025

|  y ■ BS23 2LH

/PTO
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RESTRICTED
14 May 1976

P+T/1/1

G S Tanner Esq
International Organisations Section
Communications Operations Department
FCO
LONDON SW1

J . Thank you for drawing my attention, in your letter
YFP 205/492/1 of 14 April, to Major Spafford’s advocacy of
a Falkland Islands stamp issue featuring the Company.

2. Investigation here rovoalod that Major Spofford had in
fact been corresponding earlier in the year with the Deputy
Chief Secretary about such an issue, but the latter had been
less than encouraging. Regrettably, Major Spofford did not
x/ait for the DOS’s reply to his Initial enquiry, but jumped
the gun. Ho excused his impetuousness on the grounds that
"as no comment had been made on the idea in your last letter
to me, I assumed that you would not bo averse to it, though
of course, neither had you encouraged it”.

3. In brief, therefore, Major Spafford has rather maladroitly
taken the bit between his teeth and exceeded his "jurisdiction”
in these matters. This said, wo are of course always grateful
for his expert advice and the enormous enthusiasm and informed
interest he brings to the subject.

4. In any
your letter
Spofford to

event, I think the action described in para 3 of
to me is absolutely right, and it is new up to
approach me if he so wishes.

I am copying this to David Hall in Latin America Dept.

cc: D G- F Hall, LAD, ECO.
RESTRICTED

N A I French



Extract from Minutes of Stamp Committee Meeting held on Monday, • 26th April 1976

Souvenir Presentation Packs: The general view was that these would not
bring in much revenue. There was, however, no harm in asking Crown
Agents for quotations, and to go along with their suggestion, if it was
decided to have packs, that they should be 'general purpose*.  The
matter could be decided when further information was available.
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SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

Top Secret.
Secret.
Confidential.
Restricted.
Unclassified.

PRIVACY MARKING

In Confidence

P4T.|||

DRAFT

To:-

BRITAIN PHILADELPHIA USA

Type 1 +

From

Telephone No. Ext.

Department

Please pass following message to Major Spafford

now attending Interphil 76 in Philadelphia begins

Warmest thanks for the study group members1

friendly and thoughtful salutations. Please

wish them well on my behalf and in the name of the

whole Colony. We send to all concerned our best

wishes for a successful and enjoyable assembly.

£

FRENCH - GOVERNOR

NNNN
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HQ THE GOVERNOR GOVERNMENT HOUSE
SOUTH ATLANTIC CFALKLAND ISLANDS?

FALKLAND ISLANDS PHILATELIC STUDY GROUP MEMBERS FROM
UNITED STATES CANADA AND UK ASSEMBLED INTERPH IL 76
AT PHILADELPHIA USA SEND GREETINGS AND BEST WISHES
FOR WELL BEINQ OF ISLANDERS

MAJOR R N ^/^FFORD

COL 76
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UNCLASSIFIED

RO'CI.h: .<^'<LAKD ISLANDS UN NUMBERED OF 8 JUNE 1976
7CP ■ /. ' FRENCH, GOVERNMENT HOUSE, PORT STANLEY

FAL SSA
33

vnnp TCI M R_ -'O' 7'IJUNE AFTER CLOSE OF INTERPH IL
SHOW. "REGRET <. >-’WE MAJOR SPAFFORD TO CONVEY
YOUR MESSAGE. .
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10 June 1976

Major R N Spafford
Kingscliffe
29 Queen*s  Road
Wes ton-super-Mare
BS23 2LH

Dear Major Spafford

I have been asked by His Excellency the Governor to
write and thank you for your kind message of U June which
was broadcast over our local radio.

■ Q’ •
A reply was sent to you via.the Consul in Philadelphia

but yesterday we received a telegram from him informing us
that the study group had closed and he was unable to locate
you to pass on the Governor’s message, I am therefore
repeating this message for your information -

’’Please pass following message to Major Spafford now attending
Interphil 76 in Philadelphia begins

Warmest thanks for the study group members’ friendly and
thoughtful salutations. Please wish them well on my behalf
and in the name of the whole Colony. Qe send to all concerned
our best wishes for a successful and enjoyable assembly. ends.

Yours sincerely9

(Mrs S Clements)
Private Secretary



CROSS REFERENCE

FOLIO 3k REGARDING

LeA/tr Jy,7.7&
6-f Cut 4 aj0'vk~
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HAS BEEN TRANSFEREE TO FILE mMh fesW

CUrckax? _________ FOLIO 



P&T/1/1
Chief Secretary’s Offxv

S tan ley
Falkland Islands

BY BAG

C|C

D S Keeling Esq
LAD
F C 0

25 August 1976

POLICY - POSTAGE STAMPS
XI refer to the copies of correspondence that have

passed between Lord Shackleton and Sir Michael Havers about
Stamp policy. Tn case it is of any use, you may wish to
take on board that any improvement in the philatelic services
provided by this Government would of course be taken so as
to avoid any damage to our international standing in the
philatelic world.

2. In particular it would seem that the agencies that
Captain McMiram holds are those for countries whose philatelic
image has been decidedly dimmed and we should at all costs
try to steer away from following the same course.

3. It is probable that you will not require this additional
information but in case of need you may wish to assure an
inquirer on the above lines.

A J P Monk
Chief Secretary.

m.
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No. 136

Ref:

C.S.

STAMP ISSUES POLICY

1• Please see the attached copy of a letter addressed to
me by the Head of Security Printing at the Crown Agents.
This letter covers proposals by the Crown Agents to the F I
Government for a two year programme of stamp issues, and a
copy of these is also attached.

2. The Crown Agents are of course writing in the context
of the Shackleton Report’s proposals on a “more aggressive
stamp marketing policy”, and the purpose of their letter is
probably, in part at least, to seek early confirmation that
we intend that the Crown Agents should continue to handle
our stamp sales, and that "the existing agency arrangements
will not be altered”•

3. As you know, I personally am strongly in favour of
remaining with the Crown Agents, and I believe that this
view is shared by the great majority of Councillors and
officials concerned with the stamp issues. However, the
Crown Agents’ letter raises some important points of policy,
amongst which is the fact that they favour an increase in
the number of "releases”.

4. I am sending an interim reply to their letter, which
was copied to the FCO, by airmail on 2 September, and I
would aim to get substantive comments away in a fortnight’s
time.

5. As a first step, and because of the importance of the
points raised, I should like to have a short meeting with
you, the DCS, FS and Postmaster this week, and I suggest
tomorrow afternoon, Wednesday 1 September.

6. After the initial meeting with me you may think it
advisable for an early meeting of the Stamp Committee to be
convened to examine the Crown Agents’ points and recommenda
tions in detail.

7. Sufficient copies of the Crown Agents’ letter and
enclosure have been made for distribution to all concerned,
and go to you with this minute.

31 August 1976
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Ref: H3/ Falkland Islands.

H E hr N A I French CMG MVO
Governor
Government House
Port Stanley
Falkland Islands

4 b
OROW AGENTS
H Division
St Nicholas House
Sutton
Surrey SMI 1EL

Your Excellency

We are not entirely surprised to read in his recently published Economic
Survey of the Falkland Islands that Lord Shackleton estimates that the
present level of revenue earned ffom your philatelic sales could be
increased by as much as &50>000 per annum. As this revenue has fluctuated
considerably in recent years., presumably the figure for the potential
revenue is based on an average of the level of sales for the last few years.

2. We are, however, rather more surpised by the suggestion that in order
to achieve this objective your Government would heed to appoint a UK dealer
to handle the marketing of your stamp issues in a much more individual and
aggressive way. We say this because we have on occasion expressed the
view to your predecessors in recent years that, without affecting your
philatelic reputation, we could have increased your philatelic revenue had
we been permitted to increase the number of releases and their face value.
We trust this point will be borne in mind when Lord Shackleton!fe proposals
are considered#

3. With a view to increasing revenue as quickly as possible a programme
of releases for the next two years, with comments where necessary, is
attached. YZhere anticipated sales are quoted, they include sales in the
United States, based on the assumption that if it is decided that the Crown
Agents shall continue to handle your philatelic sales, the existing agency
arrangement will not be altered. If, hopefully, you find the programme
acceptable you can be assured of a worthwhile increase in revenue without any
adverse effect on your philatelic reputation.

4. Should there be any points needing clarification or further comment,
please do not hesitate to write or telegraph when we will endeavour to answer
at once.

Copies of this letter are being sent to Communications Branch of the
F & CO to be studied in conjunction with the Shackleton report.

Yours faithfully,

E J Sims
Head of Security Printing

cc: Mr G S Tanner
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
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CONFIDEI'ITIAL

Proposals submitted by the Crown Agents to the Government of the
Falkland Islands for a pro gramme of stamp issues in the next two
years#

1. GENERAL COMMENT
The programme that follows should be read against the background
that the delays in releasing the new definitive issue and
new airport issue will inevitably cause some bunching of releases
during 1977 and 1978*  Nonetheless, the proposals are still
limited to a maximum of four commemorative issues a year#

2. THE DEFINITIVE ISSUE
There is no reason to suppose that the delay in releasing the
definitive will affect philatelic sales# It is however inportant
that when values are fixed a top denomination of £2 be included#
This is now normal practice and many postal authorities, even with
limited postal services, include a value somewhat in excess of £2#

3* COWEMORATIVE ISSUES
Although it is difficult to conpare one year with another because
some themes are inevitably less popular than others, it is
interesting to note from the Shackleton Report that in the
financial year 1974/1975, when the Falkland Islands Government
released three issues, revenue from philatelic sales was markedly
higher than for the previous two years when either one issue
(1972/73) or two issues (1973/74) were released.
This is entirely in line with our more general experience which
indicates that collectors willingly support four commemorative
issues a year with a total face value of £2 - £2*50#

4. PROGRAMME 1977/78
It is now too late to release another set of stamps this year
to avoid the ten month gap between the Sheep Farming issue last
April and the Silver Jubilee issue next February, but a programme
on the following lines is entirely justified, even allowing for
the additional release of the new definitive issue.

1977/...
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1977 ~ February
April
May
September -

Silver Jubilee
25th Anniversary direct air link/
New Aiiport
T elecommunications

1978 February
June

Conservation
Coronation/or Centenary of Postage stamps

September -
November -

Early settlements
Christmas

5. SILVER JUBILEE
We have already negotiated firm sales of 52,000 First Day Covers each with
the full set of stamps. With these guaranteed sales and a major advertising
cmapaign planned for the UK and Europe, we confidently expect to sell a
minimum of 125,000 full sets and perhaps rather more.

6. ’FLYING  THEME*
The 25th Anniversary of direct air link/New Airport. April 1978 marks
the 25th Anniversary of the direct air link between the UK and Stanley.
All forms of transport, and especially historical transport, are popular
with thematic collectors and an issue depicting the flying boats used in
this service would be both popular and attractive. If perchance the new
airport is likely to be open in the Spring of next year, we would
propose amalgamating the flying boat issue and the airport issue. The
two aspects of this ’flying*  theme could then, depending on progress with
the airport, either be released as one issue of, say, six stamps with a
total face value of roughly £1, or as one issue released in two parts,
one immediately after the other but with the obvious continuity of
theme.

7.
If a face value of £1 seems high it merits comment that an issue of
six stamps with a face value slightly in excess of £1, released by
Bermuda in June, sold extremely well with no adverse comment in the

philatelic press or from collectors. A set of that issue is attached.

8. TEH^OMaUNIGATIQI^S
This is a rather more difficult subject to depict attractively but since
approval/. • •
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approval for the issue has been given in general terms we have
commissioned a designer and await his rough artwork.

9. CONSERVATION
Insofar as the Falklands are concerned, this again is a difficult
subject to depict, but if you can identify three species of animals
(including of course mammals) which are classified as endangered
species, and if you will approve the use of the World Wildlife ’panda*
symbol, we can confidently expect to sell upwards of 60, 000 sets
including first day covers.
If there are no suitable animals, any migratory birds classified as
endangered will be a slightly less acceptable alternative. Birds have
already been depicted by other countries.

10. CORONATION/CEI^ENARY OF POSTAGE STAL-PS
Xie are tentatively thinking of a single stamp as part of an omnibus
issue of, say, 50p value to mark the Coronation: but it is rather
early to make a firm decision and an issue to commemorate this
centenary of the use of the first postage stamps in the Falklands would
be an attractive alternative if it depicted old stamps on the lines of
the attached exanples. Either issue would sell well.

ccVC^d -to
11. EARLY SETTLEL1ENTS
This has already been agreed and rough artwork is being prepared.

12. SOUVENIR SHEETS
These are popular with collector's provided they are limited to two
a year. In general a souvenir sheet issued as part of a set can be
expected to increase revenue by about 50/c. Another souvenir sheet on
your issues is now overdue but is probably best now left for the
telecommunications issue in the latter part of next year.

12:8:76



FALKLAND ISLANDS COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE

issue/date SALES EXPENSES

Local Crown
Agents Total Commission Printing Total

1972

Silver Wedding 3661 11869 15530 1780

1973
Royal Wedding 3956 19438 23394 2915 977 3892

1974
Tourism 4463 8001 12464 1200 1242 2442

1974
MA 5367 16086 21453 2413 2275 4688

1974
Sir Winston Churchill 2994 27855 30849 4347 4856 9203

1974
Battle River Plate 6214 13270 19484 1990 3275 5265

1975
Heraldic Arms 5016 9422 14438 1413 3503 4916

1975
Coinage 5169 12132 1 7401 1820 3789 5609

1976
Sheep Farming**

4811 5820 10631 873 1868 2741

** Not complete
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Chief Secretary's Office
Stanley
Falkland Islands

•’ J Pirns Ssq
of Security Printing

Crown Igcntis
♦H’ division
i't Nicholas House
Putton
Surrey Hl

cc. J G F hall SC] "-J
L A □, F C 0

S farmer • •sq
F C 0

9th September 1 97&

May X refer to the lotterjyou addressed tc : is jxcoliency
the Governor about our stamp policy.

2. ;’eceot minor crises prevent >•;<? fro?? adding any worth
while details to what the Governor ; as alra vly told you,
but br:te fly t the v.iew of oar . ]ta: :p ^o-o^lizKiting- :-GiTuitteo
is \i-o should be foclbardy to desert tho Crovm /.■• ••>?-.’.ts.
.e should however hope ttot you could give more effective
publicity to our ata. <s vzith a to increasing the
revenee rrom marketing:.

3. Yea should by new Xiavu: vcocivc-d a copy of  the la tost*
minutes ui the- last njeoting*  of*  tl-c • • r'c-oruinating
’■'om'iiiitco» which will in iicatr. ;-;-cdr tbl-ikin-; on ti e jrogrammo
for the next five ycar$,

4. I h.ope to /’,’ivQ you a more useful letter by the next post.

AJPMna
\ J P ’’onk
Ghic f s oe ro tary



E J Sim Esq
Head of Security Printing
Crown Agents
E Division
St Nicholas House

Dear Sir

thanks of

Sutton
Surrey
■ Ill XE

This is little more than a simple acknowledger, .ent with thanks of (
your letter H3/^’ALK1AI<D IS of 16 August about the- future policy for phi la tel re
sale a for the Falkland Islands ano. dependencies in the lij.t of the Report
of Lord Shackleton's economic survey.

2» xou will, 1 think, wish to know tnat no sin.,le subject in the Report
has to this moment excited so meh universal interest eui ever, anxiety than the
reco&T.nemation for the marketing of our staup issues in a :;orc ’’aggressive” way.
I personally have been showered v,iJi letters fi*oi.  exp-rts, enthusiasts, and
simple plain ’’lovers" of Falkland stamps not only from Britain but from forth
Axaerica and Europe and elsewhere.

3. Although 1 dislike intensely the use of stock re lies to serious
enquiries 1 have been driven to produce a standard respx-so to the flurry of
protestations and occasionally ixklignant requests for infownation with a text
which reads in most cases as follows:- 

"1 am replying at the first opportunity to your letter to allv/ay .your anxieties
about the future mrketing policy of Falkland Islands stamps.

I can assure you that not only I, but our very dedicatecl . tamp Committee, and
indeed everyone in any position here to influence policy, are fully alive to
the hazards which would attend any contract with a marketing dealer. e are
all very proud of the high esteem in which our stamps held by serious
collectors and are unlikely to do on thing to endanger this.

». number of collectors with a particular interest in Falkland Islands stamps
leave written to me in a similar vein, and it would help all concerned if in their
own contacts with those who share your enthusiasm for trio olory*s  issues, you
would imke it clear that we have no intention whatever of harming our reputation
by entering into doubtful marketing arrangements.

This <k>es rx>t, of course, mean that we should not consider ary means open to us
prosioting bigger sales. ’ e have a few ideas on this which v/e may be able to

implement in connection with the new definitive "!'.ailships‘? issue for which v.e
liave very high hopes".

i



VThat I have sent to all ny correspondents dll, I think, serve
to allay any sniall residual doubts that the Grom Agents or the FCO rsy
have about local intentions. Nevertheless, your letter and its enclosure
containing proposals ”for a progrsKe of stasp issues in the next two
years” raised some inportant points of poliqy v^hich I have arranged to put
to our Stmap Coranittee here rd. thou t delay am I intend that a substantive
reply should go to you during the course of the next week or so»

5* The Cofiminicaticn^ Braaah (international Organisations Section)
the PCO are being kept in the picture by a cop5r of this and all subsequent

papers xd.ll also be transmitted to theiu*

lours faithfully,

N A 1 Preach

c»c< G S Tanner Esq
International Organisations section
GOD





PHILATELY

ADMINISTRATION IN CONFIDENCE
Reference

NO. 188

1 . As you know, in consultation with the FCO a draft public
announcement is contemplated on our stamp issuing policy in order
to allay the considerable excitement, and even anxiety, generated
by the recommendation in the Shackleton Report that we adopt a
more aggressive marketing policy for our stamps and consider
transferring our business from the Crown Agents to a reputable
"dealer”.

2. The F I Government has decided to remain with the Crown
Agents, but to accompany their notification of this decision with
an assurance that we should expect, in particular, a better
publicity effort from the Crown Agents on our behalf.

3. The Crown Agents have been asked to let us have detailed
proposals on publicity and certain other matters of details and
these should reach us in the bag of Thursday 30 September.

4. Meanwhile I reproduce below the text of o public annourtcp-r^nt
which I have agreed with the FCO and which we should like to
issue as soon as possible after the F I Govt (including the
Stamp Advisory Committee) have examined the Crown Agents’ proposals.
The text of the announcement reads

"The Falkland Islands Government, having accepted the
recommendation in the "Economic Survey of the Falkland
Islands” presented by Lord Shackleton to study the scope
for increasing revenue from philately, has now decided
its future stamp marketing policy.

After a full assessment of the philatelic market and
careful study of various proposals, the Government has
accepted an improved marketing plan submitted by the
Crown Agents. This provides for the responsibility for
the production and marketing of Falkland Islands stamps
to remain with the Crown Agents, under the strict policy
control of the Government. Both parties will co-operate
to ensure that the high philatelic reputation that has been
built up for Falkland Islands issues will be maintained
and safe-guarded.”

5. You will see that the announcement is couched in tactful
terms stating correctly that the recommendation in the
Shackleton Report that the F I Govt should "study the scope for
increasing revenue from philately”, but omitting any reference to
a possible divorce from the Crown Agents and retention of the
services of a commercial marketing agency or dealer.

6. I should like this matter given high prioifcy, and, other
business permitting, would urge that the Stamp Committee meet

/ on

codp 18'77 ADMITISTRATI GN IN CONFIDENCE



ADMINISTRATION IN CONFIDENCE

on Friday 1 October to examine the Crown Agents’ proposails. Would
you please confirm this as a firm arrangement?

27 September 1976
NAT French

ADMINISTRATION IN CONFIDENCE

2.



P&T/1/1
Chief Secretary’s Office
Stanley
Falkland Islands

7 October 1976

E J Sims Esq
Hoad of Security Printing
Crown Agents
B Division
St Nicholas House
Sutton, Surrey SM1 1EL

Dear Sir, .

I refer to your letter of 16 Augustidddreased to His Excellency
the Governor, on which I have the fol lowing comments. (Where
paragraph numbers are given these refer to the attachment to
your letter)

Paras 1 and % Commemorative. Issues.

If wo issue four issues a year there will be little scope for
sale of the definitive and your advice on a policy which allows
us to have two sets of stamps on issue permanently would bo
appreciated. A way round this problem may be to release two
commemorative issues at one time; one for, say, a sot of four
stamps and one a single stamp of fairly high value. I should bo
grateful for your views on this proposal.

Para 2, New Colony Definitive Issue.

You will note that our values are considerably higher than
previously and higher than your own recommendations. They tally
however with the recommendations made by Mr Vaughan.

Para A, Programme.

You will -know from the minutes of the last meeting of the Stamp
Co-ordinating Committee that we are endeavouring to extend our
stamp programme to create a five-year rolling basis. This will
however be flexible and we envisage that w© shall need some
•floaters’ to slot in at short notice if other commemoratives
(tied to a particular event) have to be held up -such as the
new airport issue.

Para 9, Conservation.

We believe this issue might be called •Endangered Species’.
We see no objection to the use of the WWF ’Panda’.

Para 12, Souvenir Sheets.

We are surprised that you recommend the use of ’souvenir’ sheets,
as the recent deluge from purists and specialists has told us
that these are one of the most outrageous innovations we
could make. However if your view is that we can achieve a
considerable increase in sales without damaging our long-term
image in this way, we should not object.



2.

Existing Definitive Issue,

As this definitive issue will
months, we believe it would be
publicity to the fact so that
issue can be near exhausted.

cease within the next fox/
useful to give some early
stocks of the existing

We look forward to recoiling the proposals referred to in
the last paragraph of the Governor’s letter of 22 September.

Yours faithfully 9

A J P Monk
Chief Secretary.
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B J Sim Bsq
of Security Printing

C reran Agents
B Division
St Nicholas House
Sutton
Surrey
SHI r<L

22 September 1975

Dear Sir

1> The undertaking given in letter to y~v of 1 ~cntember to send
you a substantive reply during the course of the next mek or so has been
overtaken by the exchanges between tlie FOO, the Crcran A gents a'-id myself*

:<• In ny telegraphic exchanges with the FCO X have eio-lained that
the Falkland Islands Government 'have rejected the i .win rwoorw endat.^on contained
in the Report of the Shackleton. conoric Survey in resrpect of our philately
and have decided to retrain with the Grown Agents*

5* However, the Falkland Islands Govemrnent’s decision was subject to
certain provisos which have been outlined to the 00 and which 7 understand
have been relayed to you# ’These cover essentially a r.ore imaginative and
vigorous publicity for our starp issues, concentrating on the theme of

qualityw and even Helitisn%

"c therefore now await proposals from you designed to meet our
xoquir-e nents, and vhen tliese are received tl'iey will be put to our '"’■tonp

■ tAii< a <w>-:•prei'.«ns?.vc reply will be de^>atahed at the first
opr orbuni ty« f

c>c*  G 3 Tanner 'sq
Iiitermti onal Organi sati ons r '> ec ti on
COD
FOO

c,$o
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CAPT, C, M. McMIRAM

Telephone : 01- 435 - 2464
CABLES: MCMIRAM, LONDON
BANKERS: Midland Bank. Park Lane

LONDON, W.l

15 HOLLYCROFT AVENUE

LONDON, N.W.3
ENGLAND

197629th September&

Officially appointed agent
or sub-agent for the
following countries :—

Bank of New Zealand
P.O. Box 626
Palmerston North, N.Z.

WHOLESALE IMPORT & EXPORT

OF POSTAGE STAMPS.

Bahamas
Cuba
Dominica
Ghana
Grenada

Mr. Neville
His Excellency the Governor
Government House,
FALKLAND IS.,
South Atlantic

French, C.M.G

N.S.W. Bank of Australia
Grenfell Street, Adelaide

M.V.O., x
and Commander-in-C

Maidive Islands
Mongolia
Republic of China

Trinidad

United Nations

Your Excellency,
Sir Michael Havers, Q.C., M.P., has told

me that the Foreign Office in England have passed
on my name to you and the Council for consideration
if and when you come to appoint a Philatelic Agent
and Distributor to advise you on future stamp issues
for the Falkland Islands.
1. Allow me to acquaint you with some details
of my background and experience. After finishing
my university studies in 1937 I joined the Armed
Forces and reached the rank of Second Lieutenant
before the start of the Second World War. Because
of my knowledge of languages I served as a liaison
officer in France, North Africa, the Middle East,
Germany, and, after the war, was attached to the
American Embassy in Prague. I resigned my
commission in February, 1946.

At the end of 1942 one of my relatives
started dealing in stamps under my name, which in
those days was "Captain C. M. McMiram", and this name
was adopted as a trading name after the war. As I
was a stamp collector for most of my early life I had

—- 1 -



CAPT. C. M. McMIRAM
15 HOLLYCROFT AVENUE

LONDON, N.W.3
ENGLAND

WHOLESALE IMPORT & EXPORT

OF POSTAGE STAMPS.

Officially appointed agent
or sub-agent for the
following countries :— - 2 -

Telephone : 01- 435 - 2464
CABLES: MCMIRAM, LONDON
BANKERS: Midland Bank. Park Lane

LONDON, W.l

N.S.W. Bank of Australia
Grenfell Street, Adelaide

Bank of New Zealand
P.O. Box 626
Palmerston North, N.Z.

Bahamas
Cuba
Dominica
Ghana
Grenada
Maidive Islands
Mongolia
Republic of China

Trinidad

United Nations

quite a good understanding of the collector’s
attitude and requirements. However, after the
war the firm which I took over personally was strictly
wholesale, supplying mint new issues of the world to
dealers and wholesalers.
2. In 1958 I started acting as Philatelic
Advisor, Agent and Distributor to various foreign
Governments and Postal Administrations, and since
then have established a reputation which can be
verified by a number of individuals, Philatelic
Societies, and members of Governments, as under:-

(i) Philatelic Traders Society Ltd.,
27 John Adam Street,
LONDON, WC2N 6HZ.

(ii) The Director,
Philatelic Department,
Directorate General of Posts,
TAIPEI 105, TAIWAN,
Republic of China.
(For whom I have acted as distributor and
partly adviser for the past 14 years.)

(iii) Mr. Paul Voutsinas,
Chief,
U.N. Postal Administration in Geneva,
Palais des Nations,
CH-1211 GENEVA 10,
Switzerland.
(I have acted on behalf of the United Nations
as a distributor for the past four years,
i.e.  since May 1st, 1972.)



CAPT. C. M. McMIRAM
15 HOLLYCROFT AVENUE

LONDON, N.W.3
ENGLAND

WHOLESALE IMPORT & EXPORT

OF POSTAGE STAMPS.

Telephone : 01- 435 - 2464
CABLES: MCMIRAM, LONDON
BANKERS: Midland Bank. Park Lane

LONDON. W.l

N.S.W. Bank of Australia
Grenfell Street, Adelaide

Bank of New Zealand
P.O. Box 626
Palmerston North, N.Z.

Officially appointed agent
or sub-agent for the
following countries :—

Bahamas
Cuba
Dominica
Ghana
Grenada
Maidive Islands
Mongolia
Republic of China

Trinidad

United Nations

- 3 -
(iv) ECOFIL,

P.O. Box 1000,
HAVANA,
Cuba.
(Cuban State Philatelic Dept., for whom
I have acted as distributor and partly
adviser since 1962).

(v) Philatelic adviser to the Government of
Antigua and Barbuda, West Indies.
(For whom I acted as Agent, Distributor
and Adviser between 1968-71 and since
March 1976).

(vi) Buchexport,
Volkseigener Aussenhandelsbetrieb der D.D.R.
701 LEIPZIG,
Postfach 160,
D.D.R.
(State Philatelic Organisation, for whom
I have acted as a Distributor for over
ten years.)

(vii) Mr. Warren M. S. Yang,
48-1 Linyi Street,
TAIPEI, TAIWAN (100),
Rep. of China.
(Director of Posts, Republic of China,
up to 1974.)

(viii) The Hon. Lester Bird,
Deputy Premier,
ST. JOHN’S,
Antigua.



CAPT. C. M. McMIRAM
15 HOLLYCROFT AVENUE

LONDON, N.W.3
ENGLAND

Telephone : 01- 435 - 2464
CABLES: MCMIRAM, LONDON
BANKERS: Midland Bank. Park Lane

LONDON, W.l

N.S.W. Bank of Australia
Grenfell Street, Adelaide

Bank of New Zealand
P.O. Box 626
Palmerston North, NZ.

WHOLESALE IMPORT & EXPORT

OF POSTAGE STAMPS.

Officially appointed agent
or sub-agent for the
following countries :— - 4 -

Bahamas
Cuba
Dominica
Ghana
Grenada
Maidive Islands
Mongolia
Republic of China

Trinidad

United Nations

(ix) Sir Michael Havers, Q.C., M.P.,
Houses of Parliament,
Westminster,
LONDON, S.W.l.

(x) The Manager,
Midland Bank Ltd.,
72 Park Lane,
LONDON, W.l.
(Account opened in 1942.)

We also act as Distributors for the stamps
of MONGOLIA and as Sub-Agents for the distribution of
new stamp issues for BAHAMAS, DOMINICA, GHANA,
GRENADA, GRENADINES, MALDIVE IS., ST. LUCIA,
SEYCHELLES, TOGO, GIBRALTAR, etc., (for the past
18 years in most cases.)
5. Our philatelic activities are carried out
under three firms, i.e. my own name, "McMirams" and
finally International Stamp Bureau, which handles
worldwide distribution and publicity on a strictly
Agency basis. Our organisation employs experienced
staff who have been working with us for up to 19 years.
4. I have always taken a middle course in
respect of issuing policies, i.e. not too many issues
and not too few, with personal supervision of all
artwork, production, publicity and distribution.
All postage stamps are printed by internationally
recognised security printers only, to a high standard
of workmanship.



CAPT. C. M, Me MIR AM
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LONDON, N.W.3
ENGLAND

Telephone : 01- 435 - 2464
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LONDON, W.I
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Bahamas
Cuba
Dominica
Ghana
Grenada
Maidive Islands
Mongolia
Republic of China

Trinidad

United Nations

5* May I also mention that I was commissioned
and appointed to introduce postal services and the
first stamps for Sharjah in the Middle East in
1960-1961, new stamps for Biafra in 1968 and,
finally, in 1968 new stamps for Barbuda (Dependency
of Antigua).

6. We have worldwide trade and publicity
contacts and do not have to rely on sub-agents to
increase the sales of postage stamps for the countri
on whose behalf we act.
7. The commission we receive from other
Governments and Postal Administrations is 22^0 on
the actual Philatelic sales only. This commission
covers preparation of future issuing programmes,
submission of artwork to our Principals, supervision
of the printing of stamps in all stages, worldwide
publicity and worldwide distribution of postage
stamps, preparation of articles for the Philatelic
Press, and extensive advertising in the recognised
international wholesale magazines and periodicals.

In case some of the above services are not
required, we are always prepared to reduce the
commission stated.
8. I shall be quite happy to advance £25,000
Sterling on the signing of the contract, and at the
same time provide a substantial Bankers’ Guarantee
for any supplies of stamps delivered to us for
worldwide distribution.
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CAPT. C. M. McMIRAM
15 HOLLYCROFT AVENUE

LONDON, N.W.3
ENGLAND

Telephone : 01- 435 - 2464
CABLES: MCMIRAM. LONDON
BANKERS: Midland Bank, Park Lane

LONDON. W.l

N.S.W. Bank of Australia
Grenfell Street, Adelaide

Bank of New Zealand
P.O. Box 626
Palmerston North, N.Z.

WHOLESALE IMPORT & EXPORT

OF POSTAGE STAMPS.

Officially appointed agent
or sub-agent for the
following countries :— - 6 -

Bahamas
Cuba
Dominica
Ghana
Grenada
Maldive Islands
Mongolia
Republic of China

Trinidad

United Nations

If there are any other queries or
questions you wish to raise I would be very happy
to answer them.

I remain,
Your most obedient servant,
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Please see the attached letter from
Capt 0 M lldiiram which is thoughtful and well
composed. You will see that he has been referred
personally by Sir Michael Havers. I should be
grateful if you would give his letter careful
consideration and let me have a draft reply.

13 October 1976 H A I French
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Stamp Policy

Please see the attached letter from
Capt 0 M HcHiram which is thoughtful and well
composed*  You will see that he has been referred
personally by Sir Michael Havers*  I should be
grateful if you would give his letter careful
consideration, and let me have a draft reply.

13 October 1976 II A I French
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Please see the attachecnletter from
Capt C M McMiram v/hich is tlioughtful and well
composed*  You will see that he has been referred
personally by Sir Michael Havers*  I should be
grateful if you would give his letter careful
consideration and let me have a draft reply.

15 October 1976 H A I French



7 October 1976

Your Excellency

two letters of the 1st and 22nd September,
I am pleased to

and from conversations with Mr Tanner
that your Government intend

way of maintaining
Such a practice is generally

to be of short rather than long term advantage.

Ph.E. Mr N A I French CMG
Governor
Government House
Port Stanley

■ FALKLAND ISLAND^/

Thank you for your
regarding the promotion of your stamp issues.
learn from these letters
at the Foreign & Commonwealth Office
to make no change in your philatelic agency subject to our
assurance that we will promote your issues more vigorously and to
emphasise their high quality. I assume that in thinking of

; < Falkland Island stamps as ’elitist’ your Government are not
looking for restricted printings which are used by some other

x Postal Authorities and which are regarded by many collectors as
being an effective, although artificial
interest and high catalogue prices
considered

CROWN AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS

H Division
ST. NICHOLAS HOUSE

SUTTON

SURREY

Date

Zr//,

Jk

Crown Sutton
Telephone 01-643 3311

267103

Our ref H3/FALKLAND IS
Your ref 205/1

2 I accept that we should now aim to maintain and build on the
high level of interest generated by publicity given to the Shackleton
Report. It merits comment that publication of the report and of
resulting correspondence in the UK quality press brought forth
a worthwhile number of smallish orders for the ’Sheep Farming’
issue which was just about to come off sale.

13 You will be interested to see that the attached current issue of’Philatelic Magazine*  carries an article on your issues with at
least one more such article to follow. Other recent issues of
stamp journals have featured either articles or editorial comments
on your stamps, and we have arranged that ’Stamp Magazine’ the
philatelic journal with the second largest,and still increasing
circulation, will make a major feature of your new definitive
next year. -----—-------------------------------
4 In conjunction with that magazine and with ’Stamp Monthly’ we
shall be launching a major campaign for the Silver Jubilee Issue,
including in both the February edition of the Crown Agents ’Gazette’
which on that occasion will be in full colour. The promotion will
emphasise all CAA releases rather than stamps of individual
countries, but the impact will be the same.

/5 as



From: THE CROWN AGENTS,

E
Tn H.E. Mr N A I French CMG MVO

Continuation Sheet 

7.10.76Date

5 As a general comment, we are looking to expand the level of
our stamp publicity, in particular with the use of full colour
advertisements which can, if you so desire, be placed through
out the world. The programme is already being augmented with
more general advertising in Continental magazines and in particular
in Continental house journals issued by the main dealers.
Although these tend to be aimed at circulation rather than
quality of printing, they serve to publicise releases more
extensively than would otherwise be possible. Such a programme
must involve expenditure beyond that available from the existing
commission. For this we would look to you for either a special
advertising allowance or an increase in commission to 20%,
(whichever you prefer.
6 This leads me to mention that we have on occasion issued
colour brochures to complement the publicity on new definitives.
An example is the enclosed brochure on the Belize ’Butterfly*
issue. The cost of printing 5,000 in this style would be in
the region of £680, 10,000 £1,020, 20,000 £1,670, with each
additional 1,000 costing £67. We have already sounded one or
two philatelic magazines with the idea that the brochure should
be sent out as a ’flyer’, and I estimate that the cost of doing
this, which would of course be additional to the cost of printing
and also for your account, would be in the region of about £200
for a circulation of 35,000 readers. Using a flyer in this way
ensures that each reader has details of the issue readily avail
able and separate from the circulating journal. Experience
suggests that it will be a worthwhile promotion.
7 There would be considerable virtue in expanding your Bureau
operations in Port Stanley to give a more prompt order service
and to establish deposit accountsjor^collectors. Although it
is desirable not to duplicate advertising, we recommend we
expressly mention not only dealers as a source of supply but
also your Bureau. Some collectors particularly like to think
the-stamps they purchase have come from the country of origin
rather than a dealer.
8 Experts capable of lending your Bureau a professional touch
are difficult to find, but we believe we may be able to help
if you wish us to do so. I have not expressly spoken to the
Ministry of overseas Development on the subject, but I happen to
know that at least one Postal Authority in the Pacific has a
philatelic officer on the O.S.A.S. terms.

/9 On
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From: THE CROWN AGENTS,

To.... H.E .....M^,..N...A. J . Fr ench CHG MVQ

Continuation Sheet 3 

Date......... „...7_>_10 ._76_,_....

9 On a somewhat similar note, some Postal Authorities nowadays
operate their own stands at leading stamp exhibitions, selling
all issues on current release including the definitive issue.
The cost of hiring such stands and incidentals are high, but on
a trial basis it might be worth your while taking a stand at one
of the more important shows, if your Government are prepared
to accept the line of thinking that such exhibitions must
help to generate long term interests and that revenue from
sales can be used to offset costs. At INTERPEX in Nev/ York this
Spring, the Isle Of Man, New Zealand, Australia, Canada,
British Post Office and Jamaica, all had stands apart from our
own. I have little doubt that on the first occasion we (and
Stangib if in the USA) could staff your stand if you were
interested. Identity would be solely in the name of the
Falkland Islands and all the necessary arrangements could
be made from this Office.
10 You may also like to know that Stanley Gibbons have in the
last year or so released a number of attractively produced cat
alogues in colour but limited to the stamps of one Postal
Authority, or a small group of Postal Authorities with common
ties. Specimens of such catalogues (or as S.G. prefer to call
them ’check lists’) relating to the Channel Islands and Isle Of
Man are enclosed. We have opened preliminary discussions with
Gibbons to see if a similar catalogue for the stamps of Falkland
Islands, S. Georgia, and B.A.T. would be possible. Much depends
on the anticipated sales, but if a catalogue can be agreed
it is highly probable that Stanley Gibbons will meet all costs
of production. We know that in the case of the Isle of Man
they pay a small royalty for each catalogue that they sell but
looked to the Isle Of Man Postal Authority to buy at cost a
quantity for local sale. There can be little doubt that these
two check lists in particular have aroused a good deal of interest
among UK philatelists.
11 You will be aware that my colleague, Mr Davies, has corresponded
with the Chief Secretary about the use of the Recess process for
your new definitive. There is no doubt whatever that collectors
throughout the world would like to see an increase in the number
of stamps produced by Intaglio, although this does not necessarily
generate the extra sales needed to cover the considerable increase
in production costs. However, one of the American marketing
organisations with whom we are in touch, and who are handling
large numbers of First Day Covers, have expressed interest in
underwriting the considerable extra production costs and taking
upwards of 30,000 Intaglio stamps for a special issue if details
can be agreed. Another of my colleagues will be visiting the
firm within the next week or so and will discuss the matter in
the hope that we can obtain more definite proposals.

/I
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From: THE CROWN AGENTS,

H.E. Mr N A I French CMG MVO

Continuation Sheet.

Date
7.10.76

I will write to you again as soon as possible on the outstanding
points and shall be pleased to hear from you when your Stamp
Coordinating Committee have had the opportunity of studying this
letter. Meanwhile, we are confident that next year we shall
produce a gross revenue in the region of £100,000 whilst still

I maintaining your high reputation.
Yours faithfully

E J Sims /
Head of Security

Printing

cc: Mr G S Tanner
Foreign & Commonwealth Office

os. i* 9A
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FOR PRODATE
AND INSURANCE

DM DAVIS

jd/bcs 6th October, 197&»

M.B. Barton, Fsq.,
Honorary Secretary,
Falkland Islands philatelic Study Group,
’’The Mews” ,
Sandle Manor,
Fordingbridge. Fants. SP6 1NT.

Bear Mr. Barton:

I have much pleasure in confirming our meeting on the
9th September at the Cafe Royalc and for the record you may wish to
note that we are the largest firm of. Commonwealth postage stamp
exporters, with sales of a mi Pion pounds sterling per year. We
advertise hardly at all and deal with established customers only.
We are Agents for Canada, India, Pakistan, Katar, South Africa,
South West Africa and the Transkei, and nave.- a number of other
agencies pending in addition to a number of countries which we
represent informally, and to which we ict as advisers.

We are not able to consider representing the Falkland
Island.*  nt * . • present time but the . jrre. -.- .  eating war to
impress upon you the disasters which could befall the Territory if
changes were made in the present system of representation. Agents,
after all, are basically in this kind of business for what they can get

continued over
B ARRANGAMENT SPECJALI LI KIEN HEMM BIJN ID-DITTA TAGHNA U L-GVERN TA MALTA. JIDDISPJACINA LI MA NKUNUX

NISTGMU NILQGHU ORDNIJlET JEW TALBIET MINN RBSIDENTI TA*  DAWN IL-GZEJJER

out of it for themselves. You may have a thirty-page agreement or
a three-page agreement, but it is only as good as the people who
operate it, and in the end gives you no protection at all, if the
agent is so minded to be unscupulous. I know of one agent who is
willing to say that he will double your sales in four to five years,
although he neglect*  to say whether that means in terms of value or
in terms of the number of stamps sold. In any case it is unrealistic
and if you want to maintain your good name you must be most careful
indeed. The only alternative is to have two or three years of boom
and then the whole gradually slides down the drain. The Government

•'tiv



REGISTERED OFFICE
4B CHURCH STREET
RICKMANSWORTH

7. I consider that it would be a money-producing idea to overprint
certain higher values of the current set with the word "REVENUE”.

M.D. Barton, Esq. - 2 - 6th October, 1976.

income will then be much less than it is ro*  .

I confirm the following suggestions 'which I made.

1. There is much room for improvement in some- of the design work
and I would particularly cite the new definitives of St. Helena
which have the name of the Territory, the ^ueer:’.: Head, and the
value. The rest of the design is left purely to the message, and
it is the message which sells the stamps.

2. I would suggest a rather larger format for commemoratives along
the line of the BIOT issues, as designed by Gordon Drummond. The
object of the exercise must be to reach new collectors overseas
because I feel there is not any great scope for enlargement of your
business in the United Kingdom.

5* A possible financial economy might be the use of paper without
watermark but this is a matter for Government decision, in co
operation with the advice of the Crown Agents.

4. A furt^n*'  prdest increase in fhn face vnlue nf commemoratives
might be tolerated and u.it: in -tseli b1Vti uoost to income,
assuming that you have four sets a year.

5. I understand that sheets are printed with gutter pairs and that
these are then guillotined, for convenience, by the Crown Agents.
I would suggest that a quantity be kept by the Crown Agents in original
condition for the filling of special orders requiring gutter pairs.

6. The possibility could be considered of having inscribed corners,
as opposed to cylinder imprints, along the lines of Canadian stamps.
This would then increase the sale of comer blocks.

VALUATIONS
FOR PROBATE
AND I N SU RANCE

<; continued over ••••••
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M.D. Barton, Esq. - 3 - 6th October, 1976.

These would not be catalogued as postage stain; : e re 1quite
a demand for them in certain quarters and this demand is growing,
Then in one or two years’ time a similar overprint -ould be applied
on the forthcoming mailboat definitives.

8. I strongly suggest, on further thought, that th-. three rounds
value of the coming definitive set be r-leased .lx months later than
the rest of the set. Thio should increase ycur combined sales by
some twenty to forty per cent in the year of iscue.

9. I view with suspicion the philatelic sale figures because they
are possibly incorrect in that the postal service appears to be
running at a loss and is therefore subsidised by the philatelic sales.
It is possible that the actual net philatelic sale figure might be
higher therefore than the figure stated.

10. I certainly feel that a modest set of postage dues could be
considered in perhaps a uniform floral design with the value super
imposed in a corner.

11. I feel that a tourist booklet could ul '■ be considered. I
assume that there is no private company willing to sponsor this but
it should be possible to recover the cc. t in two or three years and
anything after that is profit. Such a booklet would give invaluable
propaganda to the Islands because it would contain not only local and
postal information but possibly be illustrated and also naturally give
a list of material on sale at the philatelic Bureau. I would suggest
a face value of a pound. Such a booklet would be expensive to produce
but the long-term benefits accruing from it would be incalculable.

I must say I was incensed by a remark in the press
which implied that the Crown Agents were too busy handling all their
Territories to give special attention to the Falkland Islands. I know

continued over .
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M.D. Barton, Esq. - 4 - 6th October, 197&*

from personal experience, being one of their L.gbest customers,
that both Messrs. Sims and Shipp are extremely hardworking and eager
executives, who leave no stone unturned to promote the sales of all
their Territories. If the Government strongly feel that they are
not having enough publicity then they should offer to pay for more
so that a certain -i.-.ount accrues to them free, from the Crown Agents,
in the usual man? r, and the rc^t is paid out cf their Treasury
funds.

If I can h^ ■ any further help to you is this matter
at all please do not b-sitate to contact me and I shall be delighted
to do whatever I can.

VIt th ki: dies t repards.

B
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11• Philatelic Policy

11. 1. Honourable Members approved a proposal to issue an
announcement in both London and Stanley outlining
Government’s philatelic policy in the light of the
Shackleton Report and the very unfavourable international
response to the recommendation that the Falkland Islands
consider transferring their business from, the Crown Agents
to commercial dealers.

11. 2. The Policy may be summarised as follows:

i. Policy to remain under the strict control of Government,
ii, Production and marketing to remain with the Crown Agents.

iii. The high philatelic reputation of the Falkland Islands
to be maintained and safeguarded.

iv. Concentration on the theme of quality.

11 . 3. The Crown Agents have been asked to make proposals for
improved publicity and marketing of Falkland Islands stamps
for consideration by Government at an early date.

Acting Cl f Councilsi



P^ldl 7. Correspondence

Letters were still arriving on the subject of retain- ng the services of the

Crown Agents. The Chief Secretary had replied to Mr Sims.

A suggestion h.- u been received from Major Stafford that the Art Wor^for

certain issues should be sent to tier Majesty’s Keeper of the Queen’s

Stamps, it There was no record that art work had yajjfixiDaisxijDcifissuoxMHk

been sent previously to the Keeper of the Queen’s stamps. Mr Stephenson

thought it should be sold to bring much needed revenue to the Colony, but

the consensus of members was against this suggestion. It was thought

desirable that the Art Work should be retained n the Colony, and

catalogued. The question woulb be pursued.
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EXTRACT FROM MINUTES OF STAMP CO-ORDINATINC COMMITTEE MEETING _ 1 st

P&T/l /1 1.8,0 Correspondence

1 .8.1

1 .8.

4

Letters were still arriving on
services of the Crown Agents.

the subject of retaining the
The Chief Secretary had

replied to Mr. Sims.

A suggestion had been received from Major Spafford that the
Art Work for certain issues should be sent to Her Majesty’s
Keeper of the Queen’s Stamps. There was no record that art
work had been sent previously to the Keeper of the Queen’s
stamps. Mr. Stephenson thought it should be sold to bring
much needed revenue to tho Colony, but the consensus of
members was against this suggestion. It was thought
desirable that the Art Work should be retained in the
Colony, and catalogued. The question would be pursued.



1st December 76

Capt. C. M. McMiram,
15 Holly croft Avenue,
London, N.W.J,
England.

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your interesting leti  29th September to
His Excellency the Governor, which has been carefully studied.

2, Since the publication of the Shackleton Report we have had
numerous letters offering advice on how to improve our stamp
issue, publicity etc., and how to please all the stamp collectors^

5. We have given very careful consideration to the recommenda
tion in the Shackleton Report to make every effort to increase
sales, and have decided to retain the services of the Crown Agents
for all purposes connected with the issue of stamps for the
Falkland Islands, South Georgia, and the British Antarctic
Territory. This means that we will not need to make use of the
excellent services offered by your firm.

Thank you once again for advising me of the availability
of your business.

Yours faithfully,

^^HIEF SECRETARY

us



M.L. Barton, Fsq.,
Honorary Secretary,
Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group,
’’The Mews”,
Sandle Manor,
Fordingbridge, Fants. SP6 1NT.

Bear Mr. Barton;

I have much pleasure in confirming our meeting on the
9th September at the Cafe Coynlc and for the record you may wish to
note that we are the largest Firm of Commonwealth postage stamp
exporters, with sales of a mi I1 ion pounds sterling per year. We
advertise hardly at all and deal with established customers only.
We are Agents for Canada, India, Parisian, Hatar, South Africa,
South West Africa and the Transkei, and have a number of other
agencies pending in addition to a number of countries which we
represent informally, and to which we :?t as advisers.

We are not able to consider representing the Falkland
Island?; QU th<. present time but too purpose ry meeting was to
impress upon you the disasters which could befall the Territory if
changes were made in the present system of representation. Agents,
after all, are basically in this kind of business for what they can get
out of it for themselves. You may have a thirty-page agreement or
a three-page agreement, but it is only as good as the people who
operate it, and in the end gives you no protection at all, if the
agent is so minded to be unscupulous. I know of one agent who is
willing to say (hut he will double your sales in four to five years,
although he .to Ljy whether that means in terms of value or
in terms of tho:'&UEbexr of stamps sold. In any case it is unrealistic
and if you want your good name you must be most careful
indeed. The c^fL^cl^bpistiv© is to have two or three years of boom
and then tho slideo down the drain. The Government

*'  . ■wi\ continued over o
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M.D. Barton, Esq. 6th October, 19?6.

income will then be much less than it is row.

I confirm the following suggestions'wkich I made.

1. There is much room for improvement in some- of the design work
and I would particularly cite the new definitives of St. Helena
which have the name of tlx- Territory, the kgiuer ’. Head, and the
value. The rest of the design is left purely to th*  message, and
it is the message which sells the stamps.

2. I would suggest a rath<-r larger format for ccmmemoratives along
the line of the BIOT issues, as designed by Gordon Drummond. The
object of the exercise must be to reach new collectors overseas
because I feel there is not any great scope for enlargement of your
business in the United Kingdom.

3® A possible financial economy might be the use of paper without
watermark but this is a matter for Government decision, in co
operation with the advice of the Crown Agents.

4. A furt^-  pedest increase in + h^ rare value nf commemoratives*
might be tolerated and ^hii> in „tseli woo*d>  give a Doost to income,
assuming that you have four sets a year.

5. I understand that sheets are printed with gutter pairs and that
these are then guillotined, for convenience, by the Crown Agents.
I would suggest that a quantity be kept by the Crown Agents in original
condition for the filling of special orders requiring gutter pairs.

6O The possibility could be considered of having inscribed corners,
as opposed to cylinder imprints, along the lines of Canadian stamps.
This would then increase the sale of corner blocks.

7» I consider that it would be a money-producing idea to overprint
certain higher values of the current set with tho word "REVENUE”.

continued over o.ooao
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M.B. Barton, Esq. - 3 - 6th October, 1976.

These would not be catalogued as postage stamps web UxsP?  . quite
a demand for them in certain quarters and this demand is growing.
Then in one or two years’ time a similar overprint ®eaid be applied
on the forthcoming mailboat definitives.

8. I strongly suggest, on further thought, that th- three rounds
value of the coming definitive set be r-leased Six months later than
the rest of the set. This should :r:cr;'ase ycur combined sales by
some twenty to forty per cent in the ; car of isrue.

9. I view with suspicion the philatelic sale figures because they
are possibly, incorrect in that the : os tai service appears to be
running at a loss and is therefore subsidised by the philatelic sales.
It is possible that the actual net philatelic sale figure might be
higher therefore than the figure stated.

10. I certainly feel that a modest set of pot; tage dues could be
considered in perhaps a uniform floral design wi th the value super
imposed in a corner.

11. I feel that a tourist booklet •. :■ ;ld OelSO be 'onsi tiered. I
assume that there is no private company willing to sponsor this but
it should be possible to recover the cc. t in two or three years and
anything after that is profit. Such a booklet would give invaluable
propaganda to the Islands because it would contain not only local and
postal information but possibly be illustrated and also naturally give
a list of material on sale at the philatelic Bureau. I would suggest
a face value of a pound. Such a booklet would be expensive to produce
but the long-term benefits accruing from it would be incalculable.

I must say I was incensed by a remark in the press
which implied that the Crown Agents were too busy handling all their
Territories to give special attention to the Falkland Islands. I know

continued over .
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from personal experience, being one of their e.g^est customers,
that both Kessrs. Sims and Shipp are extremely hardworking and eager
executives, who leave no stone unturned to promote the sales of all
their Territories. If the Government strongly fee1 that they are
not having enough publicity then shoy rhonld offer to pay for more
so that a certain arount accrue:: to them free, from the Crown Agents,
in the usual ifianMr, arc the fes»t ■■ ;?aiu out of their Treasury
funds.

h'-lpIf
Cl'Ct K 3at all pleare do

to do whatever I

you i: this matter
r shall be delighted

With kindi st regards.

B'ARRANGAMENT SPECJALI LI KIEN HEMM BEJN ID-DITTA TAGMNA U L-GVERN TA MALTA, JIDDISPJACINA LI MA NKUNUX
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wonder if the PT Co. would consider sponsors hi n? T 'nol-? the propaganda
angle nould be enormous. novove” there is alot more to it if collar tors
are to be persuaded to buy in any quantity.

The lines are drawn so f- rally between what is acceptable and what
is in acceptable to philatelists which is one of the reasons who T
proposed a Falkland Islands Philatelic Advisory Committee, on which a
knowledgeable Amateur phi lato1 is t would fit along with the Crown Agents
rt the Islanders. mbc C^own Agents are not philatelists p* often do not
understand the collectors views, desires and wishes. The., haven’t the
feel of the amateur collector. °he Dealer A-~ents rcr the most fast and
of course ever worse - the feel just for money for their own pockets
in the short term.

and
T wonder if they have received my cheque for

if you have managed to answer Mr John Merritt’s
the swimming pool yet
queries.

with best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Ronnie Stafford.



By air mail
Par avion SIDE

NO SURRENDER!
THE FALKLAND ISLANDS

ARE BRITISH



/ 1 II • from MAJOR R. N. SPAFFORD

ED.^ft "THE UPLAND GOOSE”, 29 QUEENS ROAD. WESTON-SUPER-MARE, BS2

TEL. WESTON-SUPER-MARE 22O2S
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CHIEF SECRETARY’S OFFICE

THE SECRETARIAT
STANLEY

FALKLAND ISLANDS

1$ November 1976

IZajor R N Spafford
29 Queens Road
West on-super-Mare
Somerset BS23 2LH

Many thanks for your letter of 3rd Novenberjwhich, unfortunately, was
delayed because UK mail was held up at Heath Row in the early part of
November. I have asked our Information Officer to use the article as
is seen fit, despite the fact that it may be similar to the Crown
Agentsr advertisement.

I am grateful to you for sending me this sort of information, and
wonder if I could ask if you could identify for us all sources of pub
licity so that if our philatelic publication list is not now complete
we can change it to monitor all advertisements for our philately. As
you probably guessed, we have stressed most strongly in the last year
or so that we consider pre-publicity vital to any increase in our
sales.

Your thoughts about recent events in the Colony echo those held by
everyone here, and I am greatful to you for e:<pressing them.

A J P Monk
CHIEF SECRETARY



Reference.. 2Q5/1

Minute No 260

OS

SW.K5 

1* Action seems to be lagging on 2 or 3 points:

1. A reply is outstanding to E J Sims (Crown Agents) letter H3/PiIl’IANl‘) IS
of 29 November to Governor French, copied to you. On recent practice you will
probably have had this drafted in the Secretariat for the Governor’s signature.
Governor Parker would, I am sure, prefer you to reply direct on his behalf but
letting us see sight of it before despatch. Could this be done please?

2. Minute No 252. Governor French sent this long minute on Stamp Issuing
Policy on 10 November bringing up points which arose from a letter which he had
received from Dr Heap. The Governor asked the minute be submitted to the Stamp
Committee at its next meeting and wanted the Committee’s views so that he could
relay them to the Polar Regions Section of LAD, FCO.

A^^tnoSngl through Progress Reports I see that on 24 November it was stated
that a meeting had been arranged for the next Thursday, 25 November. I have not
been able to trace anything from that meeting. Could you please bring us up-to-
date so that we can write to London*

3. Are we yet in a position to make the announcement on philately drafted last
September? If not I wonder if you could let us know what the points are which
are causing delay or say when the announcement might be made?

G J A Slater

4 January 1977



Major R. N. Spafford,
29 Queens Road,
Wes ton-Super-T-1 are
BS23 2LH

Tel 22025

I st. January 1 97Z

Please excuse me for being slow in replying to your
kind letter of 19th. November.

I enclose a list of philatelic publications of the
United Kingdom and the United States of America, which I hope will be of some help.

Recently there has been a crisis in the Jersey Philatelic
Postal Administration over the sales of Progressive Proofs of stamps, involving Mr.
0. W. Newport. Until now, Jersey has always been held up as a model of how a Postal
Administration should be run successfully forihe benefit of all, and Mr Newport has
been highly respected in various philatelic circles for many years as a collector,
an authority, an editorial .journalist, and lately as Controller of Philately in the
Jersey Post Office. This episode will do considerable harm to Jersey philately for
years, especially in the U.K. and the U.S., and will probably harm the Isle of Man
Philately too. I thought you should have copies of the various correspondence on
the matter, which I have managed to obtain, for your files, and which I enclose, so
that all concerned are aware of the implications, and to guard against such a thing
ever happening to Falkland Islands’ philately. If this is what an "upstanding”
Postal Administration can allow to happen, what are those with less ethical policies
doing? The article in Stamp Collecting Weekly tends to play down the matter, but
this must be because Mr Newport was employed by them until recent years. The effect
will be seen when collectors desert Jersey philately, predictably in the comming year.

I also enclose some correspondence on the subject of
"Birds on Stamps”, a popular subject with thematic collectors all over the World.
I think that it might be of interest, because I understand from Ian Strange, whom I
met in London recently, that he might be asked to design some issues for the Falkland
Islands. Following the article by ”A Fowler", I wrote to the author, Mr. A. Pollock,

O c* asking him to name 15 Falkland Islands birds which had not yet appeared on the stamps
of any country, and which he, as a thematic collector, would welcome. He produced

3 a a list, as you will see. I not that two birdszwhich he lists ^22 "Podiceps Rolland"
H y and "Buteo Polyosoma"—have already been painted by Ian Strange, since I have signed
A lo 3 prints of them, here, at home. No doubt this could make the work a lot easier.
(O'T? I have sent a copy of this correspondence also to Ian Strange for his assistance.
y If any other cross checking is required of birds not yet featured on stamps, I would

> £ be happy to get in touch again with Mr Pollock on your behalf. I believe that it is
p of great advantage to feature subjects which attract not only the Falkland Islands

collector, but the Thematic collector as well - sort of doubles your philatelic sales.

I am hoping to visit the Falkland Islands from 3rd. to
24th. February, and would like to be able to meet you. I would like you to feel
free to ask me for any help or advice that I can offer on matters of stamp policy,
promotion of your sales, or indeed on any other matter in which I might be able to
serve you. I have told the Crown Agents and the Foreign & Commonwealth Department

H responsible for advice of stamp issuing policy that I am visiting, and have similarly
offered to carry out anything on their behalf during my visit. My contact at the
CrowrT Agents is Mr Hugh Davis and at the F.& C.O., Mr Bob Tanner, both of whom I know.
Mr. H. M. Milne is, I understand, arranging an itinery and programme for me.
Incidentally, I have offered to give a short talk to some of the children of Darwin
School, on the heritage of Falkland Islands Philately, if this would be of interest
to them.



I hope that there are some planes flying by the time
that I arrive, as there are some visits around the Islands that I must do, or I
should never forgive myself or indeed be forgiven. I also hear that I shall be able
to attend the Silver Jubilee Celebrations, which I believe take the form of a combined
Stanley/Goose Green Sports. As I am practically TT, I shall probably see more than
some. My best suit and warm clothing have already been sent out by boat, and I hope
that they will arrive before me.

With all good wishes, and I do hope that I shall be
able to meet you,

P.S. I leave the U.K. on 20th.January for B.A. I shall then be toning Argentina for
a few days, visiting some of the Argentine members of our Philatelic Study Group.
They all seem to be deeply interested in the Falkland Islands, most friendly disposed
towards the Islanders, and one even wrote to Lord Shackleton in strong support of the
Falkland Islands remaining British!



PHILATELIC PUBLICATIONS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE UNITj^STA^^

• The United Kingdom

a. Commercial Publications.

STAMP COLLECTING WEEKLY, published by Stamp Collecting Ltd., 42 Maiden Lane,
London WC2E 7LL. Editor: Kenneth F. Chapman. The only weekly on sale in the
UK and so has a popular demand. In my own town, it is sold out by 10am on the
day of publication. The Editor is highly experienced in the philatelic world
and has been editing the journal for 25 years. He is very pro Falkland Islands
philately, and a keen supporter and adviser on sound philatelic policy. I and
my associates believe in his sound judgement and we sometimes seek his advice
as well as enlisting his aid. 50 pages, price 15p*

STAMP MONTHLY, published by Stanley Gibbons Magazines Ltd., Drury House,
Russell Street, London WC2B 5HD. Editor: Russell Bennett. The philatelic
journal with the largest circulation and worldwide distribution (250,000).
It contains the "Crown Agents Gazette". Mes rs, Stanley Gibbons are very

■a pro Falkland Islands, especially as the Chairman of Stanley Gibbons International
Mr L n“4uM^Ltd~./( has been a collector of Falkland Islands stamps. It was he who invited

the Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group to display in their Rare Stanps
Department Gallery for the whole of August 1975, held a reception for the
Study Group and their friends, and who is personally known to msny of our
Study Group members, both in the UK, the United Staes and Canada. I have
always found the whole staff of Messrs. Stanley Gibbons to be most helpful
over every matter. Two senior members of their staff belong to the Falkland
Islands Philatelic Study Group. Advertisements from outside the Stanley
Gibbons organisation are now accepted in Stamp Monthly. 90 pages, price 40p.

PHILATELIC MAGAZINE, a monthly, published by Harris Publications Ltd, 42
Maiden Lane, London WC2 7LW (they are in some sort of association with Stamp
Collecting Weekly, and share office premises). Editor: George Beal. A
magazine on the upgrade, especially since George Beal, a professional journalist,
took over. The editorial policy seems to favour the unconventional and,
sometimes, the peripheral, often providing a broader interest in stamp
collecting and tieing a specialist hobby to reality. Much effort is put into
good illustration of, not only,stamps. I would think that it has not yet
recovered its lost circulation under its previous editor. 80 pages, price 50p«

STAMP MAGAZINE, a monthly, published by Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA. Editor: Richard West. Personally I do not favour this magazine,
which has only been in existence for under 5 years. Although the Editor is
a young and go-ahead man with some occasional almost brilliant ideas, I do
not think much of him or his magazine in general. The circulation cannot be
very large. The journal carries many pages of ■ large advertisements including
new issues: personally, I think that there are so many pages of advertisements
that they get lost individually. 120 pages, cost 35p«

THE PHILATELIC TRADER, a monthly? This is a magazine for the trade, and I
believe widely read in the trade. It could well be useful and worthwhile
for advertising new issues to dealers.

b. House/Society Journals.

THE LONDON PHILATELIST, published every other month by the Royal Philatelic
Society,London, 41 Devonshire Place London W1N 1PE. Editor:Stuart Rossiter.
A highly specialised journal issued free to members of the Royal Philatelic
Society, London - who are the elite of the elite in amateur philately.
Carries advertisements, but I am told that they bring small return and are
placed primarily for prestige. 50 pages.

1



PHILATELY. , quarterly journal of the British Philatelic Federation Ltd, 1 Whitehall
Place, London SW1A 2HE. Editor: Gerald Davis. Circulated free to all members,
which includes virtually every philatelic society in the UK. Philatelic content
can be anything, but personally I consider its present form as puny, ephemeral
and of little interest. It carries advertisements, but I would think that they
are not widely read. There are pressures to improve the size and content of the
journal. 16 pages, price 10p.

THE STAMP LOVER, quarterly journal of the National Philatelic Society, Mitre House,
44 Fleet Street, London EC4Y 1BN. Editor:;Philip Halward', Circulated free to
members. A good magazine read by amateur collectors and dealers alike. Carries
advertisements of all types, but as yet I have seen no avertisements for new
issues. The membership of this Society is active and of highish grade, and it
could be that suitable advertisement for Falkland Islands stamp issues would
pay off in this journal. 55 pages, price 60p.

THE PHILATELIST, monthly house journal of Messrs. Robson Lowe Ltd, 50 Pall Mall,
London. Editor: Peter Collins. A very high grade publication, edited by a very
experienced philatelist. The content is very broad, but chiefly concerned with
classic stamps, postmarks and postal history. Little or no interest in modern
issues. Strong advocates of sound issuing policy with a view to the future.
Circulation is almost totally to subscription holders only. Personally I find it
to be so well written with superb editorials that I have a life subscription.
Messrs. Robson Lowe have a keen interest in Falkland Islands stamps, Mr Robson
Lowe (probably the most famous living philatelist) hav;ng been a collector of
Falklands; a member of their staff is a member of the Falkland Islands Philatelic
Study Group. Almost all advertisements are for Messrs. Robson Lowe’s auctions,
books etc. 50 pages, price 50p.

POSTAL HISTORY INTERNATIONAL, monthly journal, published by Postal History
International, 25 Meeting House Lane, Brighton, Sussex BN1 US. Editor: not
stated: Business Manager: Mrs Janet Mackenzie. It is, as it states, "A monthly
journal for Postal Historians". Stamps not featured at all. Circulation is
entirely to subscription holders only. Advertisements only concern postal
history*materig.1 56 pages, price £7/year.

2. The United States of America, (some journals)

a. Commercial Publications.

LINN'S STAMP NEWS, published by Linn's Stamp News, Amos Press Inc., P.O.Box 29,
911 Vandemark Road, Sidney, Ohio 45365 USA. Claims to be the "World’s largest
and most informative weekly stamp newspaper" and probably is! U.S.newspaper type
format and paper. Carries many advertisements of all types, chiefly stamps for
sale, includes new issues including some huge advertisements. Probably a good
publication in which to adverise Falklands new issues to catch the US market.

price 45/

STAMPS, a weekly magazine, published by Stamps, 153 Waverly Place, New York
NY 10014 USA. Normal magazine format and size (^TO) with advertisements of all
types including nevi issues. Circulation believed to be somewhat smaller than
Linn's, but probably considerable. price 35/

b. House/Society Journals.

AMERICAN PHILATELIST, monthly journal of the American Philatelic Society Inc.,
P.O.Box 800, State College, Pennsylvania 16801 USA. Editor: Richard L. Sine.
This has the largest circulation of any society magazine in the World. It is
a very fine, well printed, responsible journal and in general terms better than
anything published in the UK. Its policy on new stamp issues is very positive,
conservative and correct. It reaches almost every philatelist in the US, since
almost every philatelist in the US is a member of the Society. It carries
large advertisements of all types. I am a life member of the American Philatelic
Society and know personally several of the Society Officers. They receive The



Upland Goose regularly, and support the Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group
strongly. They even have a Falkland Islander as a member.’
Thoroughly worth while investigating for advertising new stamp issues.

85 pages, S1:50

ICS CAP NEWS, journal of the American Society of Polar Philatelists, Editor:
Bernard V. Coyne, 8700 Barlina Drive, El Paso, Texas 79925, USA. This Society
has the largest membership of philatelists interested in all areas of polar and
sub-polar philately, including Falklands. Membership,although primarily American,
extends to the UK and Continental Europe. I believe that they accept advertisements
and a small advertisement giving the address of the Bureau in Stanley and details
of how to place orders, together with announcements of forthcoming issues could
prove valuable in increasing sales at minimal cost.

It might be of interest that the philatelic bureaux controlled by Mr.
0. J. Urch (St. Vincent, Tuvalu, Monserrat etc.) are now advertising in the weekend
glossy non-philatelic press in the United States and Canada. Mr Urch told me that
he found they provided a better return. However this may be because these postal
administrations are seeking a different (less informed) market, and no longer have
impact on established philatelists, because of their policy considered unethical by
serious philatelists.

You can of course always rely on The Upland Goose to give Falkland
Islands new issues the maximum publicity. The more information fed to The Upland
Goose on new issues, the more thet will be published - at no cost, of course.

There are other ways of promoting your philatelic sales, which I should
like to discuss: for example the manning of a booth at International Philatelic
Exhibitions. At the 1980 London International, such a booth could probably be manned
daily by members of the Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group, giving their service
free. But such a booth at one of the annual Internationals in Europe could promote
your stamps greatly in European countries. Many countries are doing this now.
There are several other good and acceptable means.

RNS.
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tte JWwgi Affmir
_ A LONG statement made by Deputy Bob Smale, Prcsi-

/a. dent of the Jersey Postal Board, on December 7th,
in ^e Jersey States (parliament) explained in detail the
events leading to the abrupt termination of the duties of
Mr. O. W. (“ Bill ”) Newport as Controller of Philately
in the Jersey Post Office.

Enquiries began early in 1976 following publication in
the philatelic press of an illustrated advertisement offering a
progressive proof of the 1969 9d. Jersey definitive, im
perforate and lacking the tinal printing in black of the
Queen’s portrait and the “ 9d.”.

Briefly, this came into the possession of Mr. S. V. Thomas
when he was in charge of the Jersey Philatelic Bureau
Members of the Jersey Postal Board and a few high officials
of the Jersey Post Office, by virtue of their office, periodically
received such material in very limited quantities.

Following his leaving Jersey in October 1972 to take up
an appointment as Director of Posts in the Isle of Man
(to prepare the department for postal “ independence ”
from Britain), Mr. Thomas sold some of his Jersey proofs to
Mr. Newport, who was then a private specialist collector
of Channel Islands stamps and postal history and had not
been considered for, or appointed, Controller of Philately.
a post he took up on June 1st. 1974. \l! Mr. Newport's
transactions with Mr. Thomas took place in 197?.

When interviewed during the initial enquiries Mr.
Newport explained to the Jersey Postal Board how. having
acquired the material from Mr Ihom.is with an assurance
that it was his to sell, he retained some lor his own collection
and sold the rest to a Jersey stamp dealer I he Mims in
volved were very modest compared with the asking price
of £550 for a single 9d. progressive proof when (after furthei
changes of ownership) it appeared in the advertisement
of January 1976 Still further enquiries led to more details
of imperforate presentation sets of Jersey special, or com
memorative, issues m philatelic trade hands these, too,
were traced back along the chain to Mr. Sew port and.
finally, Mr. Thomas.

The Attorney General in Jersey' found that there was
insufficient evidence on which to base a criminal prosecution.
However. Mr. Thomas was considered to have acted with
impropriety in disposing of the material he received as an
individual, but by virtue of the office he had formerly held.
Mr. Newport was held to have been disloyal to his employer
—the Jersey Postal Board—for not having disclosed details
of all proof and imperforate stamps which had passed
through his hands before his appointment, or were still
then in his personal collection.

Mr. Newport’s dismissal from office was a heavy penalty
but, probably, inevitable since the Jersey Postal Board
had to ensure that no officer of the department could
have the linger of suspicion pointed in the event of any
yet-undisclosed examples of these proofs and imperforate
sets coming on to the market.

Finally, what is the status of the progressive proofs?
1 hey are not issued stamps; they are not errors of colour
inadvertently sold over a post office counter; they could
be considered as interesting examples of a stage in the
production of the stamps and there is no clear evidence
that they were improperly removed from the archives.
Their value, now that they have reached the market, is
just what anybody will pay for them. There is no reason
for them to be given catalogue status.

The imperforate presentation sets are in a slightly different
category I he stamps are as issued, except for perforating,
and do have a philatelic significance as the equivalent of
the imperforate De La Rue plate proofs given to colonial
officials during the Victorian era and now keenly sought
after by specialist collectors.

It ha? been an unhappy chapter in lhe history of what
Si amp ( oi.i h iivg described a few years ago as “A Happy
Post Oil ice ”. Ihc only sensible future course is that no
progressive proofs or imperforate stamps should be
presented to anvbody, however eminent in postal or
philatelic circles. Then nobody can trade in them and cause,
however innocently or otherwise, a repetition of this sorry
affair. K.F.C.



Jersey variations: the controversial unfinished, unperforated stamp is on the right

How nine-penny stamp
brought the baron £15
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BntWh trawlers will be allowed was ‘‘confident” the 'alks on But he had con tri need them of

Times: “ 1 regret having sold the
..... > ‘ bi*  :r .t

has rained to the Jersey postal
.idin;n;>tralion. But it’s an
entirely personal mailer between
me and the Jersey postal admin
istration.”

The implicaVions of the affair
may. however, extend further.
as the practice of handing out
proofs to members ol the postal
authority is shared by the Isle
of Man. Victor Kneale, chairman
of. the Manx postal authority.
<..v< " They are issued to each
member. Only four sets get
issued As long as people don't
abuse it. it is a wise practice.
Thev are given to members for
their own use and they are not
expected to dispose of them for

I told the baron.
■ . nntee not to ad ver

tise them on the mainland or
through the Press.' He said he
would put them in an auction
in Germany.'’

But the baron claims there
were no conditions on the sale.
The stamps began appearing in
British catalogues, and the
price rocketed. Last January,
one stamp was advertised
enthusiastically in Stamps
Monthly “Following the tre
mendous response to pur recent
offers of sensational Major
Errors on Guernsey and Jersey,
we have purchased another
exciting item ” The ad, placed
by Derek Worboyi, a London
dealer, went on: “Imperforate
proof . v^ry x>re Indeed:
£550. First cheque lecurM, . . *
The stamp, was in fact, dne of
Thomas's early proofs.

At this stage Jersey’s
aMornev-general. Vernon Tomes,
launched a police investigation
into rhe origin Of the stamps
<nd the question whether there
h id be°n any illegality. Rut last
vcek Tomes announced that
there v/;»s “insufficient evidence
to HKt’fv a prosecution.’’

Sam Thomas told The Sunday

■ -------------------------------

shield on it.'
Robbe sold some of

"'amps io Baron Jakob
Texkuil. a part-time
dealer who now Hves in the
of Man, fur about £15
•damp

’.tie baron

they were acc red f- in New
port :... (.corgi- k-»bbe.
stamp dealer living i
and the price began
Robbe says: ' We
certain condition*

n .obvlouv
’ fii Jersey, the jnewage has
Clearly sunk in. Late last week
Bobby Smale, president of the
Jersey Postal Committee skid:
“ Immediately I realised there
was a value to this I stopped the
distribution of proof stamps.”
And that, ironically, could have
the. effect of making those in
circulation even more valuable.

of the 9d progress:*  ••
id m> Queen s head. Th**
vas im-'inj <»ne other

Pnejof l
hav£
officials
gone and

appeared on the market. The
Crown Agents, who handle
various stamp contracts, includ
ing printing, for more than 40
governments, frown on the prac
tice of offering proofs around
” Oiw progressive proofs are
destroyed along with all photo
graphic materials and the plates
at the end of the life of an issue
One unperforated set Ls presen
ted to the Queen, one goes Into
our archives and one is sent to
the territory concerned," S»id a
spokesman.

Stahley Gibbons, a world
authority on stamps, says of the
Jersey stamps: “ This is a unique
Instance as ’ Eta-

THE stamp collector's dream a
block vi unpei.cr-kvu .an.p-
with an incomplete design mav
prove to be less rare than the
average philatelist realises.
Police in the island of Jersey
have been investigating the
intriguing revelation that mem
bers of the Jersey Pool
Authority have been receiving
imperforated proofs of new
issues as perks Thi« practice
it now emerges, is common on
the Isle of Man. which also ha>
its own postal authority

The unperforated proofs are
intended as a kind of nminen’a
and postal officials are
expected to part with them lor
mone" However inquiries
Th*  Non ■- .‘.‘I
at least iso su<*h  stamps
changeu ftui.uj m.<..............
1$ months
worth as much as

One. Jersey stamp was offered
for sale early this year in Stamps
Monthly, the magazine published
by Stanlev G bbons. It was
cribed as “ sensational "
” very rare indeed ” and
asking price was £550,

Behind the appearance
stamps like these, however,
a< simple explanation. The stamps
were Issued in 1969. priced nine
old pence, and came off the
printing presses in sheets of 60.
The early proofs, known in the
trade as “ progressive printer’s
proofs, were unperforated and
lacked the Queen's head, which
was added at a later printing
stage.

One man who received a
was Sam Thomas who. until 1974,
was controller of philately in
Jersey and is now director of
the Isle of Man postal adminis
tration.

Thomas says ho sold a
of these .stamp*  to a fr
William Newport, v.h<> is
controller of nhilaiely n J

The price al th s stage i*  not
thought to have been more than
£5 a stamp. Shortly afterwards
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island’s ________
William Newport," after ~his~in-

snow Tn

hEY government is con-
Bhe position of the
;ontroller of Philately,
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volvement in the sale of rare,
imperfect Jersey stamps. The
stamps are unperforated and
incompletely printed.

Last week The Sunday Times
revealed that Newport — an
authority on Channel Islands
stamps—had bought the stamps
from his predecessor. Sam
Thomas, who is now director of
the Isle of Man post office. New
port then sold the stamps again
to a Jersey dealer.

The stenps were presented to —
member? of the Jersey postal heed aol'atH
committ> and senior civil ser
vants a; mementos and were
not intended for sale.

A st^ement regarding New
port's position is expected to be
made it? the Jersey parliament
on Tuesday. He began two weeks’
leave lax Monday.

Bobb: Smale, president of the
Jersey Postal committee, would
not dismss Newport’s position.
The corum ttec has now stopped
the presentation of imperfect
stamps.
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JERSEY'S controller of phila-.
tely, Mr. William Newport,
has been sacked by the Postal
Committee for his part- in
the proof stamps scandal.

In a long statement to the
States today, committee presi
dent Deputy Bob Smale sev
erely "criticized Mr. Newport
and his predecessor, Mr Sim
Thomas( the man from whom
he , obtained • various proof
stamps. • • •

• The committee questions
the truth of some of the
statements made by both men
in -the police investigation
which followed- the appear
ance of the stamps on the
market in 1375.
‘The existence of advert de

ments offering Jersey proof
stamps for sale at up to
£550 each was first revealed
by tlie “JEP" in an exclusive
article on April 17 last year

A long police investigation
followed, and Deputy Sm.ib’
told tlie House that ft had
been ‘'protracted and expen
sive as a direct result of his
(Mr. Newport's) failure
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explanations for hi
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z Mr. Newport's employment
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he was given three months'
salary in lieu of notice.
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w STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMM I T IT E FOR POSTAL
ADMINISTRATION ON THE MATTER OF THE SALE OF PROGRESSIVE
STAMPS AND JMl’ERFORATE PROOF STAMPS.

SJ
5
I

Progressive St amps

•’ In January, 1976, advertisements appeared in the ’’Stamp Monthly”
J and in the ’’Philatelic Magazine” offering for sale ’’sensational

major errors" , one being a ’’Jersey 1969 9d. Imperforate Proof
without black". The advertisement in the "Stamp Monthly” quoted a
price of £550.

After an initial invesfi gation by the Director of Postal
Administration, the Attorney General was consul ted and, acting
on his instructions, an investigation was carried out by the
States’ Police.

The following facts have emerged

1. The stamps offered for sole uore not ’’ .• rnsa t i ■ >nal major
errors", or err. rs at all, but were progressive stamps
of the Postal lb-pa r t ia'n t ’ s first defi.nili.ve issue.

2. Throe sets of p rog r e •; s i \ e shoots of the values 2'd« to l/9d •
inclusive — 10 stamps — of the inouguration definitive stamps
were obtained 1 rom the pi ini'-rs.

3. On the 2’,'i.h A-. t, lOi.o, the Crown Agents returned to Mr.
S . V. Tlr . , • 1 ■ 1 *•'■  > ( c.nti oi h r • ' Ch i 1.! i <'ly, one set of
the progressive sheets, values Id. - l/6d. inclusive. These
were, not dotai led in the covering Jotter. On the 29th .
August, J 969> Mr. Thomas acknowledged receipt of the Crown
Agents’ letter and enclosure and itemised the stamps received
as, inter-alia, ” 9d . 10 sheets". A full set of progressives
for the 9d. stamp would have comprised 11 sheets. The missing
sheet was the "yellow only" part of the set.

4. An inventory subsequently prepared by Mr. Thomas confirms

that the "yellow only” sheet was missing from the set
of 9d. progressives.

5* On the 7th February, 1970, the Crown Agents forwarded to Mr.
Thomas the other two sets of progressives, values -jd. - l/6d •
inclusive and three complete sets of the l/9d. value. No

itemised list was included by the Crown Agents.

/6.
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Mr. Thomas acknowledged receipt of the latter two sets on
the 25th November, 1970- He did not itemize the stamps
received as on the previous occasion but merely acknowledged
receipt of "progressive sheets in respect of our low-value
definitives“ •

An inventory prepared by Mr. Thomas (undated) shows that two
sheets of the 9d. progressive with black omitted are missing;
notwithstanding the omission the inventory is endorsed with
the words "Two complete series $d. to 1/6d" and bears the
signature of Mr. Thomas as "Senior Controller".

Mr. Thomas terminated his employment, with the Department

on the 31st October, .1972, to take up employment as Director
of the Isle of Man Postal. Authority.

In about November, 1973> Mr. Thomas sold the three sheets
of progressive stamps (one sheer of' "yellow only" and two
sheets of "black omitted") to Mr. O.K. Newport for, so far as
can be ascertained, the sum of £100.

At the time of their sale Mr. Thomas described them as surplus
sheets that had been given to him by the Crown Agents. It
appears that Mr. Newport .--ought some proof of authenticity.
On the 31 st December, 1973*  Mr. Thomas wrote in the following
terms "To whom it may concern: I hereby certify that the .
sheet of j-i ug re ss i ve proofs of the Jersey 1969 9d. stamp
was sold t<> Mr. u.W. Newport by me. Signed) S.V. Thomas".

Mr. Newport sold the throe .hoots (less a block of four
of each' of the "black omitted" and "yellow only" retained for
his own collection) to Mr. Georges Robbe , a s (.amp dealer.
The transaction was concluded on an exchange basis, Mr. Newport
receiving other stamps for his collection. The value of the
transaction was about £300. Mr. Newport informed Mr. Robbi
that the stamps originated from Mr. Thomas.

Mr. Robbe subsequently split up the sheets and sold them in
pairs and individually and finally about twenty stamps in
one lot. Some of the stamps later passed through the hands
of several dealers and, no doubt, the majority are now held
by private collectors.



13. Mr. Thomas maintains that on checking the progressive stamps
* and producing records detailing the relative' atoms for

archival purposes, there was a surplus or excess of requirements
that he telephoned the Crown Agents and was told that they
were of no value to them and that they did not wish to have them
back; that in all his Post Office experience he had not been
involved in the production and supply of progressive sheets and
had little appreciation of their apparent value; that, because
they were surplus, they were placed to one side; that
subsequently he mentioned them to the late Senator W.H.
Krichofski, the then President of the Committee, who told him
that he could keep them.

The Committee has been advised by the Attorney General of
his decision ilia L there is Insufficient evidence to justify
a prosecution against Mi*.  Thomas for the larceny of the
three shoots of progressLve .•J.m.p:; and .to cpis that decision
without question.

Nevertheless, the e has I ho lol lowing observations
to make:-

a) The three sheets of' .-i-Hups wore never surplus or excess
to roqu i s • •men I ns claimed by Mr. Thomas; it follows that
the inventories of stamp:, re- rived from the Crown Agents
w c j *c  o i i. h'» r di. 1 • •:. <1 a 1. J y, imid e or r < • s u 1 tod from gross

nog 1 i , ,•'■

b) No mo nt i ■ n was ma«!o by M r . Thon is to the Crown Agents
in his two loiters of acknc>w 1 odgmen t of any irregularity
w bother by way of surplus or deficit, in the stamps
reco ived.

c) The Head of Security, Printing and Philatelic sales, Crown
Agents, informed the investigating police officers that at no
time would any employee of' the Crown Agents give permission
to any person to keep any excess progressive sheets of stamps

d) The original “Paper Report” from the Security Printers,
indicates beyond doubt that there were never any excess
sheets of the 9d. value programme printed - the record shows
that 33 sheets were printed and accounted for prior to their
leaving the printers.

e) The Commit too has grave suspicions about the veracity of the

explanation given by Mr. Thomas that the three sheets of
/progressive 



progressive stamps were given to him by the late
Senator Krichefski.

Imperforate Proof Stamps

Prior to 1975 it had been customary for sets of imperforate
proof stamps of each issue to be distributed to the President
and members of the Committee, to the Director of Postal Administration
and to the Controller of Philately. Each of the President, the
Director and the Controller wou]d be lawfully in possession of two sets
of each issue as they received one copy each of the initial proof sets
(four only of which were issued) and one copy each of the final proof
sets were sent by the printers to the Controller who made the distribution,
the spare sets remaining in his possession on behalf of the Department.
Some of the spare sets were issued for publicity purposes.

During the investigation it became apparent that Mr. Thomas had
sold three sets of each of two issues, namely Wildflowers and Wildlife I.

The following facts emerged
1) In or about April, 1973, Mr. Thomas sold to Mr. Newport one set

of imperforate proof stamps of the Wildflowers issue and one set
of imperforate proof stamps of the Wildlife I issue for, it is believed
the sum of £220.

2) In about July, 1973, Mr. Thomas placed a quantity of imperforate .
proof stamps in the hands of Dobson Lowe limited, stamp dealers,
for sale. These comprised a total of 57 stamps including one set
of each of the Wildflowers, Wildlife I, Wildlife T.I and Militia
Headgear issues. A price of £2,000 was placed on the stamps. For
some reason unknown, an instruction was recorded by Robson Lowe
Limited that the stamps were not to be offered to Mr. Newport.

3) The stamps remained unsold and, in about late October/early November
1973, Mr. Thomas’ consent was obtained by Robson Lowe Limited to the
stamps being offered to Mr. Newport.

k) There are discrepancies in the evidence regarding subsequent events
but it is clear that Mr. Newport offered the stamps to Mr. Georges
Robb6’.4io was interested but only at a lower price, that Mr. Newport
acted as intermediary in negotiating the sale which was effected for
£1,600, that Mr. Newport took delivery of the stamps from Robson Lowe
Limited and delivered them to Mr. Robb^, that Mr. Robby’s cheque was

payable to Mr. Newport; that Mr. Newport retained some stamps by way
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of remuneration; and that Mr. Newport paid half the commission
payable by Mr. Thomas to Robson Lowe Limited.

5) Shortly after the completion of the transaction Mr. Robb6 complained
to Mr. Newport that one of the stamps in the Militia headgear set
was damaged. Again there is some discrepancy of detail in the
evidence but it is clear that the set was returned by Mr. Robb^
to Mr. Newport and by Mr. Newport to Mr. Thomas who immediately
forwarded a replacement set of undamaged stamps.

6) At or about the time of purchasing the progressive stamps,
Mr. Newport also purchased from Mr. Thomas three definitive
proof stamps; these were a ^-d. marked "running proof”, at 1/-
with the shading of Mont Orgeuil Castle slightly different from
the issued stamp and a l/9d. with the background in a paler blue
than the issued stamp. The latter two were marked ’rejected1. The
price paid for the three stamps was £90.

7) Tn or about November, 197^» Mr. Philip Stanley Lionel Croucher,
a philatelic dealer, of Rembrandt Philatelies, purchased six
sets of imperforate proof stamps from Mr. Thomas. These included
Wildlife I, Wildlife II, Wildflowers and Militia headgear. One
of the Militia headgear stamps was badly damaged. Mr. Croucher
believes that he paid about £950 for the six sets, being between
£150 and £200 per set as some of the stamps were somewhat soiled •
and £20 for the damaged Militia headgear stamp.

8) The various sales result in a total of three sets of each of the
Wildflowers and Wildlife I stamps having been sold by Mr. Thomas.

9) Mr. Thomas was entitled to two sets of each issue. An additional •
set was used for demonstration purposes at philatelic exhibitions
and for display to prospective dealers and customers. Mr. Thomas
explained that these were carried in his pocket for considerable
periods of time and became somewhat soiled, whereupon he would replace
them with another set from his filing cabinet.

10) So far as the sale of three sets of each of the Wildflowers and
Wildlife I issues are concerned, Mr. Thomas claimed that he had
been unaware that he had had three sets in his possession. He believed
that, quite innocently, in exchanging soiled sets, he had inadvertently
retained a third set. With his system of filing, and his failure to
record the movement of each set, he had inadvertently sold three

sets of each without realizing what he was doing.

/Il)
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11) Mr. Thomas informed the investigating police officers
that ho very much regretted causing the necessity for the
investigation, that he could quite catogorically state that
none of his actions had the slightest criminal intent, and
that his conduct had been due to inexperience in that he was
not a collector of postage stamps and never had been.

Again, the Committee has been advised by the Attorney
General of his decision that there is insufficient evidence
to justify a prosecution against Mr. Thomas for the larceny
of imperforate proof stamps and accepts that decision without
ques ti on.

Nevertheless, the Committee has the following observations
to make:-

a) On the 16th January, 1973? Mr. Thomas wrote to Mr. F.W.
Guenier, M.B.E., the then Director of Postal Administration
enquiring as to the title to, and possible sale of, Jersey
proof stamps. Tn his reply, da ted die*  19 th January, 1973,
Mr. Guonier confirmed that, once issued, the sets of
proof stamps had become the sole property of the person
receiving them, but that it was expected of that person
that he would not seek at any time to make any financial
profit from them, irrespective of whether he was a
member of the Committee, or of the Dcp.'irtment, or not.

b) In the opinion of t ho Com i i t t < e , Mr. Thomas was guilty
of gross impropricty in selling any of the imperforate
proof stamps in his possession.

c) Furthermore the Committee has grave doubts about the
truthfulness of the explanation given by Mr. Thomas
regarding the sale of additional sets of the two issues.
referred to and views his conduct in failing properly
to record the imperforate proof stamps held by him
on .the Department’s behalf and the exchange, from time to
time, of soiled and clean sets, without such record, as
being, even if falling short of dishonesty, an act of gross
negligence and disloyalty to the Committee.

/Mr.0.W.Newport
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Mr. 0, W. Newport

It must first be emphasised, in order that justice be done to
Mr. Newport, that at the time of his several transactions in stamps
with Mr. Thomas, he, Mr. Newport, was not in the employ of, and owed no
duty to, the Committee.

Mr. Newport took up employment with the Committee as Philatelic
Controller of the Department of Postal Administration on the 1st
June, 197^. Prior to this he had been philatelic correspondent of
the Daily Telegraph and editor of the Specialized Priced Catalogue
of Channel Islands Stamps and Postal Mailings. On appointment, he •
discontinued his activities as an independent journalist but was
permitted to continue to compile the Catalogue. In the introduction
to the 1976 edition one finds the following paragraph: "Neither the
compiler nor the Society (the Channel Inlands Specialists’ Society)
deals in stamps. Material should therefore be sought from the
dealers whose advertisements appear in this catalogue". Similar
st'iionts had appeared in previous editions.

At the time of his application and interview for the post, Mr.
Newport did not make any disclosure to the Committee of his dealings,
during the previous year, in Jersey progressive and imperforate proof
stamps. It is a matter of opinion whether such non-disclosure was
justified as irrelevant, an act of bad faith, or mere forgetfulness.

In April, 1975, the present Director, Mr. M.D. Orbell, and myself,
conducted an investigation into the mutter of imperforate proof stamp's,
following an ad'ertisement for sale by Mr. Croucher of Rembrandt
Philatelies, in late March, 1975, of a number of imperforate proof
Jersey sets. At that time Mr. Newport disclosed the transaction invoj.vi
Mr. Thomas, Robson Lowe Limited, himself and Mr. Robbe in that he,
Mr. Newport had negotiated a sale between Robson Lowe Limited and Mr.
Robb6 for £1,600 and had received as his own commission, two sets of
proofs from the total number. At that time ^r, Newport did not
disclose any dealings in progressive stamps, nor his other purchases
from Mr. Thomas of imperforate proof stamps.

Shortly after the commencement of the enquiry into the sale of
progressive stamps Mr. Newport made a statement, in writing, which the
Director received on the 8th January, 1976. This statement disclosed
the purchase of the three sheets of progressive stamps from Mr. Thomas
for about £.1.00 and the re-salo to Mr. Robbe. The value of the exchange
deal with Mi’. Robb6 remained undisclosed. Furthermore, Mr. Newport
failed to disclose the two further purchases of imperforate proof stamp:

/direct
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diTec t from Mr. Thomas.
A

Mr. Newport, despite his expertise, claims that he accepted
Mr. Thomas’ explanation that the Crown Agents gave him the progressive
sheets as "surplus", although ”it did seem a little unusual”.

Mr. Newport was first interviewed by the Police on the 22nd
January, 1976, At that time he stated that he had agreed a price of
about £1 per stamp with Mr. Robb4 for the progressives. This later
proved to be incorrect, the transaction being of the order of £300
in value, a fact admitted by Mr. Newport at his second interview with
the police .

Mr. Robb6, when interviewed by the police, stated emphatically
that he had been asked by Mr. Newport not to advertise the
progressives for sale in the United Kingdom. At his first interview
with the police Mr. Newport denied having imposed any such condition.
Mr. Thomas also denied having made any such condition but he believed
that Mr. Newport was purchasing the stamps for his private collection
and he merely asked that the transaction should be confidential between
them. Subsequent evidence obtained by the police from other dealers
made it clear that the condition h>d been passed on and at his second
interview with the police Mr. Newport admitted that he had asked Mr. Robb£
to sell the progressive stamps to his regular customers or through his
list, rather than advertise them in the Philatelic Press.

In his first statement to 1 he police, Mr. Newport stated that the
last time he had seen any of the -progressive stamps was in Paris in
June, 1975. After the police had obtained further evidence he later
admitted that he had been shown some of the stamps in New York in
November, 1975, by Mr. Alan Grant, another philatelic dealer. Mr.
Grant enquired where the stamps originated from and Mr. Newport replied
that they came from Mi'. Robbe, thus concealing the fact that he
and Mr. Thomas had previously dealt in them.

Mr. Newport also denied a conversation concerning the stamps
at the Brussels exhibition in December, 1975. He later admitted that
in fact he had had such a conversation and had taken steps to try to have
removed from the January, 1976, advertisement, the reference to the
price of £550 per stamp.

It is relevant that at each exhibition a member of the Committee
was in attendance at the Jersey stand. At no time did Mr. Newport
see fit to disclose to any member of the Committee that dealings were

taking place in progressive stamps.

/When
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When Mr. Newport made his second statement to the police, on the
2nd February, 1976, he corrected errors and omissions in his earlier
statement, putting them down to forgetfulness and embarrassment on his
part. At that time he still failed to disclose either his purchase of
imperforate proof stamps of the Wildflowers and Wildlife I issues or M.Q
purchase of three definitive proof stamps.

However, to his credit, on the morning following his second
interview with the police he disclosed to the Director the existence
of a letter from Mr. Thomas about the imperforate proof stamps of tho '• .
Wildflowers and Wildlife I issues together with a certificate of their
authenticity. The Director made a further report to the Attorney GenWMkl
and police investigations were re-commenced.

Consequently, and following further investigations, including a ../•
second interview with Mr. Thomas in the Isle of Man, Mr. Newport was .. /L
again interviewed by the police and he admitted all the facts conc®raiM$
the imperforate proof stamps. At that third interview with the policiW'

Mr. Newport disclosed, for the first time, his further purchase of
definitive proof stamps from Mr. Thomas for £90. Because this disclq®|tfe>
followed the second interview with Mr. Thomas, the latter has not bsst^p:

questioned on that matter.

Mr. Newport’s explanation for non-disclosure of the purchase of
three definitive proof stamps is that he had left them in England , *
and he collected them when he went to London in February, 1976. His
explanation regarding the two sets of imperforate proof stamps (Wildflower
and Wildlife l) is that they were not in his collection when he looked
at the time of the enquiry, but were ejsewhere in some loose material
waiting to be mounted, anti for these reasons he overlooked them.

It did not seem feasible to the investigating police officers
that Mr. Newport, an acknowledged expc- : in Channel Inland stamps,
could forget that he had acquired • -oof stamps.

The Committee has taken nil t’■.< < ■ ■■. iters into careful
consideration. The Committee caiuun ept Mr. Newport’s explanations
for his persistent non-disclosure -ng in mind that he was
interviewed by the President and In ; ■ ■ r in 1975, that he prepared
a statement in writing in January, , and that it was then necessary
for him to be interviewed by the police on three occasions before full
disclosures were forthcoming from him.

It is a fact that the police investigation has been protracted,

and expensive, as a direct result of his failure to make full disclosures.

/His
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His failure to tell the truthcannot be excused as forgetfulness.

In the conside’red opinion of the Committee Newport has been disloyal
to the Committee over a long period.

Immediately following the Committee’s meeting with the Attorney
General on the 26th November, Mr. Newport was placed on leave with
full pay. The necessary steps in accordance with the established
and agreed civil service procedures have since been followed and Mr.
Newport’s employment was terminated with effect from yesterday, the
6th December, by payment of three months' salary in lieu of notice.
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STAMP ISSUING POLICY

1. Please refer to Mr Morrison's minute no. 20, to Dr Heap’s
letter to me of 25 March at folio and my reply thereto at
folio 2A" - all these papers are in -the—Soore-t-.ri^t file 4hi<s£de -C-dbos

jF&T/ 1 /$* Incidentally there are one or more papers marked
Restricted in this file which is itself marked Unclassified. V'5

2. I have now received a lengthy personal letter from Dr Heap
dated 5 October, in which he expresses concern in particular about
minute 3.2.3 of the Minutes of the Stamp Co-ordinating Committee
meeting held on 26 August 1976 (Secretariat file P&T/7/1).

3. For ease of reference in considering what is sot out below,
this minute reads:

"It was agreed to inform CA, with regard to the BAT,
that this Committee is concerned to ensure that the
CA are left in no doubt that philatelic policy is to be
decided by this Government. The Committee welcomes
liaison with BAS and will do this whenever possible
but, to avoid confusion, it is important that it is
known generally that policy is decided here. It was
further agreed that it may be useful for Government
to approach BAS with a view to establishing contact
with oneperson in their organisation to advise on
availability of ships etc for carriage of stamps to
the bases and S.G."

4. Dr Heap sees the main problem as lying in how the stamp
issuing programmes for the British Antarctic Territory (BAT)
and South Georgia (SG) should be developed, and what the
respective roles in this process are of the Falkland Islands
Government, the Crown Agents, the British Antarctic Survey
and the FCO.

5. He is not concerned with the recent exchanges we have had
with Grown Agents and the FCO about the recommendations in the
Shackleton Report with regard to philatelic policy, which relate
to Falkland Islands issues only.

6. Dr Heap explains that he is somewhat uneasy about minute
3.2.3 but adds that if by "this Government" is meant the
Government of BAT which, in a formal sense, is the Governor
acing as High Commissioner, the minute is correct, but he
suspects that there is in fact confusion arising from the
dual appointment of the Colony’s Postmaster as Postmaster of
the BAT. He enquires whether he is correct in thinking that the
S C Committee was formed to co-ordinate matters relating to
stamp issues in the three territory triangle, as its name implies,
and not to decide philatelic policy.

CODE 18-77 TMz nf if ADMINISTRATION IN CONFIDENCE
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ADMINISTRATION IN CONFIDENCE

7- Key factors distinguished by Dr Heap in studying this problem are

a. The BAT and SG are polar territories and the planning of their
stamp programmes has shown there is a common interest in a
restricted group of subjects and that there is a consequent
need to avoid duplication of themes in the issues of both
territories;

b. A guiding principle for commemorative issues is that the
subject should have some relevance to the issuing Dependent
Territory. This means that the choice of subjects is more
restricted for BAT and SG than it is for the Falkland Islands;

c. The issues of BAT and SG are collected, in a specialist sense,
by one highly articulate group of polar philatelists who do
not necessarily collect Colony issues;

d. The programme for BAT and SG issues is subject to common
problems related to the capability of BAS for getting the
stamps to their bases and getting the philatelic mail
out again. Because of complaints from collectors over delays,
my predecessor agreed to the engagement of Mr Biggs by BAT
to deal with philatelic mail at BAS bases.

8. Continuity is essential in the development of BAT and SG
issues. This is not obtainable from the Crown Agents,and the
evidence suggests that it is not available in Stanley. It is
however located in Polar Regions Section of the FCO.

9. Reverting to the question of the respective roles of FIG, CA,
BAS and the FCO, it seems clear to Dr Heap that the CA and BAS have
mainly executive functions: the CA carrying out what they are
commissioned and instructed to do, and BAS arranging for the sale
of stamps at their bases. In the formal sense it is I, wearing
both my Governor’s and High Commissioner’s hats, who have the
responsibility for commissioning and instructing the Crown Agents
in relation to FI, SG and BAT issues. This states the position of
formal responsibility, but the Crown Agents are able to advise on
matters of general stamp policy, consumer preferences, etc, and BAS
are able to advise on the accuracy of designs. The FCO’s role is
to maintain a watching brief on the issues for all three
territories, and it also plays an important part in co-ordinating
the issues for the BAT and SG and advising on subjects and designs.

10. Dr Heap concludes that our Stamp Co-ordinating Committee has
no formal responsibility in relation to BAT issues and should
preferably have only an advisory role in relation to SG issues.
Co-ordination of issues for all three territories is necessary, but
for practical purposes the need is greater to co-ordinate the
subjects and designs for the BAT and SG than it is to co*-ordinate
the subjects and designs for SG and the Colony. Moreover, because
of the constraints on timing imposed by the Antarctic navigation
season, BAT and SG issues have to be planned further ahead than
those for the Colony.

/11 .
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11. It therefore seems advisable that the subjects for BAT
issues and designs should be established first and that the S C
Committee should be aware of them when considering Colony
issues. It is thought that this should not be restrictive
because of the greater number of subjects available for the
Colony than for the other terriroties.

12. As I have noted above, I have already acknowledged Dr
Heap’s letter and undertaken to put its main points to the
Stamp Co-ordinating Committee for them to ponder. I should be
grateful if this minute could be submitted to the Committee at
its next meeting, and if you would let me have the Committee’s
considered views for relaying to the Polar Regions Section of
LAD in the ECO. This is an important matter and, if possible,
I should like to dispose of it without undue delay. It will be
important to look at Dr Heap’s arguments objectively and not
to allow emotions to take charge. As a purely personal comment
at this stage, it seems to me that acceptance of his advice and
arguments will rationalise the stamp issuing process for SG and
BAT, making the maximum use of Polar Regions Section’s
expertise, and at the same time ensuring that the S C Committee
are fully in the picture and able to fulfil their role in the
all-important task of co-ordinating issues as between the
three territories.

10 November 1 976
N A I French

CODE 18-77 ADMINISTRATION IN CONFIDENCE
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stamp policy net” have been having recently.

His Excellency
Mr N A I French CMC MWQA'^

Port Stanley
Falkland Islands

1. I am writing to thank you for your Savingram No. 3- setting
out a revised Falkland Islands stamp programme for the period
1976 to 1979 and to let you know of the discussions that we
in the 

MESSAGES
3054 01 233 3061
1 233 3000

Foreign and Commonwealth Office
London SW1A2AL /

DIRECT LINE <
Telephone 01- 23 V

. -’-^iWfI^CHBOARD (

TO

..Your reference

Date
25 March 1976

2. On general policy matters, we have been carrying out another
review of the administrative and logistic problems attached to
the issue of Falkland Islands, Falkland Island Dependencies and

//T\ BAT stamps, similar to that which led to H. Q. Davies’s letter
| to Toby Lewis of 17 October 1974. The points that Mr Daviesk) made-ifr~that letter still hold good, but we have been looking

at a number of new problems and ideas and trying to decide how
we might streamline the system still further. In a recent

. \ | discussion with members of International Organization Section
0 nA V'v(^08) of Communications Operations Department (COD) and the Crown

Agents (CA), we devised a procedure which we believe will help
to reduce the time taken to complete the consultation process.
The proposed stages are as follows:

(a) Crown Agents will propose a programme of subjects and
topics for an advance period of three years, based on their
knowledge of your views and preferences which will have
emerged during the ’’forward planning” discussions during
the previous period.
(b) Crown Agents will, submit the programmes to lOS(FCO)
who will pass BAT and FID proposals to me and F.Is. to
Mr Hall. We will provide either approval or comments to
Miss Farrell (iOS), who will send photostat copies to the
Crown Agents. Any further discussions considered necessary
by Crown Agents will be resolved by direct telephone
conversations with Mr Hall and myself.
(c) Crown Agents will then submit these programmes to you
and provide IOS with copies of your reply, which will be
passed to Mr Hall and myself, appropriately. We must let
IOS know of any points we wish to make on your reply as
soon as it" is received in order that CA’s may be informed
before the rough artwork is commissioned.
(d) Crown Agents will then commission artists to prepare the
rough artwork. In the case of the Falkland Islands Dependencies
and the British Antarctic Territory, the artist will be advised
to get into direct touch with me regarding assistance to be
provided by BAS and the Scott Polar Research Institue at

/Cambridge.



Cambridge.
(e) Crown Agents submit rough artwork for FIB and BAT to
IOS who will pass it to me for inspection, and comment

if necessary,.returning it to CAs as soon as possible.
(f) Rough artwork for the Falkland Islands will be sent
direct to you by the Crown Agents, before submitting it
to IOS for their inspection.

. ... ' (g) Rough artwork in respect of FID and BAT will be forwarded
by the Crown Agents to you on return from IOS. .

,-(h) Crown Agents will submit the final artwork for all
Lthree territories direct to you.

(i) On return and approval by you, CAs will submit the final
artwork to, IOS, who will arrange for Mr Hall and I to have
sight of it before submitting it to the Palace for Royal
approval.

I think that this system should work quite well. Its potential
is illustrated by the fact that the Crown Agents have just produced
their first programme under the new scheme and that this corresponds
almost” exactly with your own programme as set out in your Savingram
under reference.
3. Turning to detailed consideration of the programme that you
have devised, there are one or two points that I should like to
raise in this letter. In our comments to COB we have said that
the greater part of the programme is acceptable, but, in view
of the airmail anniversary that will fall in 1977, we should
like to see the third issue for that year devoted to that
anniversary, perhaps reserving the Early Settlements issue for
the third one in 1973. We also like the proposed 1979 scheme
in principle. We have misgivings about some of the subjects
suggested for the future but we should like to give this more
thought before commenting in detail.
4. During our discussions of the last few weeks, we discovered
to our dismay that time in which to decide upon the designs for
the Discovery Investigations issue for South Georgia was running
out. I believe that you had originally expressed a preference
to Set A (depicting the Discovery Investigations ships as the
main theme) over Set B (the one with ships as the secondary
theme), but, with due respect to your views, Brian Roberts (when
he was still in harness here) and I had some serious misgivings
about Set A. Polar ships have been used so many times in
recent years that we feel that/Set A were to issue we would be
sure to receivp4 broadside of criticism from the Polar philatelic
world. Frequently the inclusion of ships is inevitable, but
where, as in this case, the subject lends itself to getting away
from the direct, simple portrayal of ships, we think that every
effort should be made to do so. In view of the need for an early
decision, I recommended that Set B be adopted. I am sorry that
there was no opportunity to consult you again on this issue,
setting out the reasons for our objection, but I fear that time
foreclosed on us.

/5.



5. There is one final point about the Discovery issue. I
was not happy with the theme of the 15p stamp, which in both
sets originally depicted the Discovery Investigations ships
’’charting icebergs”. Icebergs are not, of course, charted and
this was, in any case, only a peripheral aspect of the Discovery
Investigations. They were a long term study of the biology
of whales and the biological and physical oceanography associated
with such research. Although we recognise that whaling is a
sensitive subject in the conservation world at present, we see
no reason to bend so far backwards as to infer that the
scientific purpose of the Discovery Investigations was to study
icebergs. I have therefore suggested that a more appropriate
subject for the 15p stamp, to form part of Set B format, would be a
piece of water sampling equipment used during the investigations.
6. Crown Agents will be letting
issues for South Georgia and BAT
listed in paragraph 2 above.

you have our views about later
in accordance with step (c)

J A HEAP
Polar Regions Section
Latin America Department

Copies to:
G S Tanner Esq IQS/COD/fcO
M Vaughan Esq, H Division, Crown Agents.
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7* I am grateful for the guidance on icebergs in your
fifth paragraph*

8< Finally9 I should like to emphasise that the local
officials concerned with cuVstamp issues and the .-ommittce
bring a great deni ca?c and enthmul; ca as well know-urn?
ter their examination of proposed issues arid details m? design
uud 1 think vr? must aii bo at to avoid plving men any
impression of underostimatiiic or thnir role in
this»

9. Equally, of course, 1 do not oant tc sen: own
relG-.pnted to mere rubber atenpin^*

10, I hope this decs not loon toe much like a p;ripc,
hhc Crov.n ..'.-cents !:■■ mot-1 respecto do a good Job on our stamp
issuuso 2^it this said, I sympathise ••./lib the hostciastcr
blunt remark that they arc ,foui: a enta ;<-r..v. riot cur ■waters''J

Q S Taniiei*  '•‘sq
lOi/COl/ECO

1KESTR ICT ;;1D
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RECORD OF A MEETING ON 18 FEBRUARY 1977 OF THE STAMP COMMITTEE WITH

PUBLISHED BY THE FALKLANDS PHILATELIC STAMP GROUP

MAJOR SPAFFORD, EDITOR OF THE "UPLAND GOOSE"

PRESENT: Deputy Chief Secretary
Postmaster
Mr. L. J. Halliday
Mr. J. Stephenson

Major Spafford was welcomed to the Meeting and he was asked to
put forward the points that he wished to discuss.

1. Major Spafford thought that we should
issu^raTH^soor^^stat emen£~about our stamp policy in view of the
recommendation contained in the Shackleton Report. Major Spafford
said the Study Group would give this publicity.

2. Stann^Packsu Major Spafford thought that we should consider
sellmg^aramppacks which should increase sales and thereby the
revenue of the Colony. Stamp Packs could contain a brief descrip
tion of the issue i.e. designer, printer and other relevant details.

5. Major Spafford thought that we should keep commemor^tive^tgjjjjs
on sale in the Philatelic Bureau questioned
on this, he thought that there woul^oe no objection in philatelic
circles to the sale of commemo rat ives by the Bureau after they had
been withdrawn from sale, following their normal life span of three
months. He also suggested that the Printing Office should produce a
brochure which would help to promote sales.

4. Ugimjis^ojjjjjgrgeby^^^tel^Bu^^^ 011 questioned
whetm5^tffi?^3!argeBR??Teali15l^?lBe,B!S!Kau>^H* considered by philatelists
as a deterrent to sales, Major Spafford said that although this may
not be popular, there was no objection to continuing with this arrange
ment. Major Spafford also thought we should
provided by the Bureau; he realised the difficulties involved but was
pleased that there was a full time operator now.

5. Major Spafford thought that we should consider providing acun
foj^jjebesJ^ghibil of Falkland Islands Stamps at the Int ernaTionSL
Stamj^mmOT'S^S^merica and another cup for the best exhibit in
the United Kingdom. Major Spafford thought that for an outlay of £100
this would go a long way to promoting sales and giving publicity to
Falkland Islands Stamps. Such a scheme was used by other countries to
promote sales.

6. Co|^DnyStan^atai^InJem^jyjyj^|BBgj^b^^j^ Major Spafford
thougn^tha^we'^EouTaconside^ha^i^o^owi^Siibition at some time
in the future. He thought that we should endeavour to do this
when there would be an exhibition in London which would be convenient^
for the ^hjdvGjjoiw who would be prepared to man'the stand and therefore
the onl^cos^toine Falkland Islands Government would be the hire
of the stand.

7. Stann^Tend^/^Iacl^ia^ Major Spafford thought that we should
consiae^Tli^possSiI^^of providing a stamp vending machine in
order that people could purchase stamps outside the hours of bussiness
of the Post Office. He thought that we should be able to buy reason
ably cheaply a coil stamp machine and thereby provide a better service
and increase saTeso?Tur^?ampsT
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8. Major Spafford thought that if we are still having difficulties
over producing the commemorative to celebrate the Opermig^fJ^g^
Airgo^ that we should consider jj*v^rgrgi^ing^ur -^22iEE^SS’
^even^rent so far as to say that iA couldTeoverprinted

9* New Issues. Major Spafford hoped that we would not mind the
Study Group submitting id.eas from time to time of subjects for stamp
issues. He^BS^SFmrncTTff^^elebration of the centenary of the
Kosmos shipping line which carried our mail; a lighthouse issue; and
the issue of Christmas stamps.

10. Major Spafford next spoke about recess printing of our new
definitive issue: he thought that this would be very welcome to
Philatelists, but when pressed, could not give any estimate of the
increase sales which would result from recess printing. It is esti
mated that recess printing is four times as expensive as other methods,
but Major Spafford did not think that collectors would buy four times
as many stamps, if the issue was recess printed. He thoiight it would
be a good idea to have the three top values recess printed.

11. While on the subject of our definitive, Major Spafford thought
that we should stagger the release thereby easing the burden on the
collectors pocket.

12. S________ _____________
obj e™ion to tne sale or I'DG
sale, even though this meant
Post Office.

>Cs After the Releas^D^e. Major Spafford saw no
tamps were withdrawn from

that dealers were often undersold by the

13. The Stamp Committee had a very interesting discussion with Major
Spafford on stamp matters in general, which confirmed that although
such things as souvenir sheets brought the reputation of the Stamp
issuing policy of the Falklands into question, it showed that there is
a very fine line between distinguishing what is acceptable in the way
of "gimmicks” and what is unacceptable to philatelists. In other words
while such things as souvenir sheets were unacceptable, stamp packs,
philatelic postal stationery such as several types of registered
envelopes, and overprinting of stamps were apparently acceptable.

14. On the subject of Souvenir sheets, Major Spafford considered
these detrimental to our image and their release resulted in black
marks being awarded, as philatelists looked upon souvenir sheets as a
means of extorting more money from philatelists. It was pointed out
to Major Spafford that of some 36 countries advertised in the Crown
Agents Stamp Bureau supplement, about 14 issues had souvenir sheets
released by countries of repute whose reputations were apparently not
harmed by the release of souvenir sheets.

us



P&T/1/1

E J Situs Esq
Head of Security Printing
CROWN AGENTS
St Nicholas House
Sutton, Surrey SM1 1 EL

23 March 77

Dear Sir,

STAMP 7OLXCY
— nTW Bill ■ ■!■ ■! ■■ M ■

You may recall that aft ar the publication of the Shackleton
report wo were inundated with letters beseeching us to
continue the policy we have maintained for sew years.

2. This letter is to confirm that we de not intend to make
any departure frojj our present policy and that we will remain
with your stamp bureau.

3. X attach several copies of a policy statement and should
be grateful if you would give this maximum publicity,
presumably by mana of your gazette and as a release to stamp
magasiines and dealers. A copy should also please be sent to
Major Spafford of the ’Upland Goose’.

Ends.

cc. D G F Hall Esq MBS
LAD, FC0 

Yours fai th ful I y,

cc. Postmaster, Stanley



The Secretariat,
Stanley,
Falkland Islands

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT

STAMP POLICY

The Falkland Islands Government, having accepted
the recommendation in the ’’Economic Survey of the
Falkland Islands” presented by Lord Shackleton to
study the scope for increasing revenue from
philately, has now decided its future stamp marketing
policy.

After a full assessment of the philatelic market
and careful study of various pxx>po»ale, the Government
has aooep ted an improved marketing plan submitted
by the Crown Agents. This provides for the
responsibility for the production and marketing of
Falkland Islands stamps to remain with the Crown
Agents, under the strict policy control of the
Government. Both parties will co-operate to ensure
that the high philatelic reputation that has been
built up for Falkland Islands issues will be
maintained and safe-guarded.

March 1977
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Reference--------------------------------

c,s.

STAMPS 

1 . Grateful if you could let us have
back with your comment s/amendment s the
draft letter to Tom Layng.

G J A Slater
5 April 1977

CODE IS - 78



Crown Agents for Oversea Governments and Administrations
ST NICHOLAS HOUSE SUTTON SURREY SM1 1 EL

TELEPHONE 01-643 3311 TELEX 267103 TELEGRAMS CROWN SUTTON

Chief Secretary
The Secretariat
Stanley
FALKLAND ISLANDS
South Atlantic

Our ref H3/FALKLAND IS

Your ref P&T/l/l

29 March 1977Date

Dear Sir
STAMP POLICY
In Mr Sims’ absence on tour in the Pacific I am writing
to thank you for your letter of 23 March and copies of your
stamp policy statement.
Arrangements are being made to have copies released to the
philatelic press and to Major Spafford as requested. We shall,
of course, include this as a special item in our Gazette circ
ulated through STAMP MONTHLY Magazine.
Yours faithfully

/

V F J Shipp



Crown Agents for Oversea Governments and Administrations
ST NICHOLAS HOUSE SUTTON SURREY SM1 1 EL

TELEPHONE 01-643 3311 TELEX 267103 TELEGRAMS CROWN SUTTON

!The Chief Secretary
for the British Antarctic

Territory
Port Stanley

^FALKLAND ISLAND

Our ref Hl/1102/2

Your ref &

Date 14 March 1977

Dear Sir

As you know, we have made considerable sales of Silver Jubilee
first day covers to organisations overseas, especially in the
USA. This exercise involved the despatch of stamps direct from
the security printers to the project organisers, who arranged
affixing. Following normal practice in the despatch of your
Government’s stores, these stamps were not insured for the
journey to America. Once delivered there, they became the
responsibility of the American organisations. They arranged
insurance cover for the subsequent airfreighting to you of the
envelopes with the stamps affixed.

2 There was no mishap during these two movements, but it
occurs to us that if similar FDC projects can be arranged
in future you may prefer us to arrange insurance cover for
the entire .period from the time the stamps (and where appropriate
envelopes) first leave us until they eventually arrive back
with the project organiser? with the stamped envelopes duly
cancelled.

3 We would welcome your comments.

EMS

OS 55 A



P&T/2/20
5th April 1977

Chief Secretary Postmaster

IlTSIRAiItr

I attach a copy of the Crown Agents letter of 14th

You will recall that I mentioned, this to you some time ago in
connection with Franklin Mint covers tliat were late in arriving, as
it occulted to me that stamps/covers could go astray and we would be
faced with an embarrassing position.

2. Insufance for the entire period will cost more money but might
be moHay well spent. Please let me have your views.

IEF SECRETARY



P&P/2/20

20th April 77

Mr. E. J. Sims,
Head of Security Printing,
Crown Agents,
St. Nicholas House,
Sutton,
Surrey, SM1 1EL.

Dear Sir

IKSUBANCE FOR STAKPS/COV'BS

Thank you for your lett
insurance.

4th March 1977 about

In view of the large amount of money involved we think it
advisable that you should arrange insurance cover for the entire
period as suggested in your para 2.

Yours faithfully,

us

CHIEF SECRETARY

c.c. Postmaster



Crown Agents for Oversea Governments and Administrations
ST NICHOLAS HOUSE SUTTON SURREY SM1 1 EL

TELEPHONE 01-643 3311 TELEX 267103 TELEGRAMS CROWN SUTTON

: The Chief Secretary
The Secretariat
Stanley
FALKLAND ISLANDS

_S0UTH ATLANTIC

Dear Sir

Our ref 115/1102/2

28 April 1977

Thank you for your letter P&T/2/20 of the 20 April. Because of the
considerable risks involved in three transits the insurance premium
would be prohibitively high. However, we have received a quotation
for the period in transit from FOB delivery at the aircraft to delivery
at dealer^ premises of 12-^-p per £100 insured at face value of stamps.

2 We shall in future exercises ensure that dealers are informed that
insurance from then on is their responsibility as the stamps become
their property subject to certain limitations.

3 May we assume that your decision also applies to South Georgia and
the British Antarctic Territory.

Yours faithfully

B J HAWTHORNE
for the Crown Agents

bjh/jg

OS 55 A
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6th May 77

Crown Agents,
Stamp Bureau,
Sutton,
Surrey. SM1 1EL

Dear Sir,

We had a visit from Major Spafford of the Falkland Islands Philatelic
Study Group during which he made the following recommendations -

i) the sale of Stamp packs;

ii) the keeping on sale of commemoratives for one year;

iii) the providing of a cup for competing for at the International Stamp
Exhibition in America and one for the best exhibit in the UK;

iv) the manning by the Study Group of a stand at an exhibition in 1980.

2. While we wish to take every opportunity to consider improving our sales
we would welcome your views on Major Spafford*s  suggestions.

Yours sincerely, 

g^JShief Secretary
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Government's Stamp Pol icy
The follov/ing public announcement was released by the

Secretariat qt Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, dated “ March
1977

STAMP POLICY
The Falkland Islands Government, having accepted

the recommendation in the “Economic Survey of the
Falkland Islands ” presented by Lord Shackleton to study
tlje scope for increasing revenue from philately, has now
decided its future stamp marketing policy.

After a full assessment of the philatelic market and
careful study of various proposals, the Government has
accepted an improved marketing plan submitted by the
Crown Agents. This provides for the responsibility for

■ the production and marketing of Falkland Islands stamps
to remain with the Crown Agents, under the strict policy
control of the Government. Roth parties will co-operate
to ensure that the high philatelic reputation that has been
built up for Falkland Islands issues will be maintained
and safe-guarded.

This announcement confirms the decision conveyed to Harry
Allen, the Rickmansworth, Herts., stamp dealer in a letter
(dated September 14|h, 1976) from the Financial Secretary
at Port Stanley. An extract from that letter appeared in
Stamp Collecting on October 14th, 1976.

The Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group, which
campaigped vigorously in favour of the policy now adopted
(the Shackleton Report urged consideration of the appoint
ment of a private philatelic agent), has welcomed the above
statement and intends to maintain close liaison with the
Falkland Island*  Stamp Design Committee to ensure that
the views of responsible philatelists are kept in mind.

The Study Gropp also point out that the success of their
campaign may be a pointer to other specialist groups whose
philatelic interests might suiter should the relevant postal
authorities take action likely to endanger (he philatelic
rcpuiatjop of their countries.

/Hfx 7 7

Current G.B.
Record

SEVERAL readers ha
on the 1977 “ Choir

that the 8Ap stamps w
other values. The 8Ip w
the gold head which, c
ticularly on the right si'
84p 2A IB IC ID 2E IF 1C

Thanks to Mr. Brookfield,
for the following:

1 )6 White spot on right si
2/5 Weak 7 of 1977.
3/10 White spot on upper
4 /5 White spots on right-F
5/3 Very weak “ 7 ” of “ 1
6/3 Purple dot left of purj
8,4 White spot on upper <•
9/6 White spot on vertical
10/6 White spot on left v<

8Jp 2A IB IC ID 2E IF 1G
Thunks to Mrs. Brazil, Lor

in charge of the Bicester Scl»
recorded on March 17th:

4 / IO Blue line at 11 u'cloo
8 7 Brown dot left ankle.
9/2 tn addition to the yell

line above blue capsule
sj»oi on'green line where
orange ball.

9 H Brown dot on toe of I
10/3 Blue dot below penta.

lOp 5A IB IC ID IE IF (d<
■I 5 I*  extended gold line f

Mr. Brook(ield).
5 2 White spot in bottom
10/1 White spot in extrem-

lOp 5A IB IC ID IE IF (nt
7/3 White speck in botton-'

1 Ip 3A IB IC ID IE IF (n<
I 6 White “ eye ” on Quei
Finally, Geoffrey P.

reports a badly printet
spots, and having ycllo
plus a ’break in the “ 2



FALKLAND ISLANDS ST.-. - '■> iCY

The Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group welcome the Statement of Policy by the
Falkland Islands Government, and are sure that the correct decision has been reached,
not only, for the future of Falkland Islands Philately and for the universal hobby
of Philately as a whole, but also for the future long term revenue of the Falkland
Islands Government from the sale of stamps.

The Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group intend to maintain their strong liaison
with the Falkland Islands Stamp Design Committee, the Crown Agents and all others
concerned with Falkland Islands S£amp Policy, to ensure that the views of the
philatelist, as a prime customer, are fully represented at all times.

We hope that many philatelists who may feel disillusioned with the present stamp
issuing policies of some other countries will turn to the Falkland Islands as a
country worth collecting, and will feel comfort in the fact that their interests
there are being watched over, ,/e earnestly hope that other philatelists, who believe
that the stamp issuing policy of their chosen country is endangered, will follow
our lead by protesting with every means in their power to ensure that the highest
standards of the hobby of Philately are maintained for present and future generations

5 April 1977
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THE PHILATELIST/APRIL 1977

Editorial
Comment has been passed in these

columns and elsewhere on the undesirability
of the stamp issuing policy of any state or
territory falling into the hands of a commercial
entre preneur.

Among the latest excrementa to emerge
from such an arrangement, we have had a
Beethoven series from St. Vincent and a set
from Togo to mark the fiftieth anniversary of
Lindbergh’s Trans Atlantic flight. We always
believed that the West Indian islands had their
own particular kind of music which is worth
commemorating, and has been commemorated
by stamp issues in the past, but Beethoven’s
connection with St. Vincent escapes us. Togo
justifies its Lindberg issue by saying his flight
was the most important event of 1927. The
set includes a pleasant view of the aviator’s
home in Kent. An^leterrcW

Who is kidding who?
Last year the Government Report on the

future of the Falkland Islands suggested inter
alia that the future stamp issuing policy of the
territory could profitably be invested in a
commercial agency. Several philatelic journals
passed comment on this, issuing Solemn
Warning that such ‘investments” are more
likely to bring profits to the Commercial
Agency than long term benefit to the territory's
treasury. A few prominent members of the
Falkland Islands’ Study Circle spent much time
and effort and not a little money in pressing
their view upon authorities and representatives
of (he Falkland Islands (which view no doubt
coincides with the ideas of most philatelists
concerning their favourite territory).

It is now gratifying (hat an announcement
has been made that the stamp issuing and
marketing policy of the territory is to remain
in the hands of the Crown Agents. We cannot
say to what extent the Falkland Islands'
decision was influenced by the action of Study
Circle members and comment in the philatelic
press. Il is, however, plain for all to see what
will happen to stamp issues if the control of a
responsible authority is relaxed for the sake
of the Fast Buck or the Quick Quid.

We congratulate the Falkland Islands on
their decision. It is A Good Day for philately.
Wc hope that other territories will take note
and bear it in mind. We hope for the good of
philately as a whole, that it may not be too
late for other territories to rescind their
contracts with agencies, or at least, not to
renew their agreements when the present term
runs out.

189
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Editorial
Comment has been passed in these

columns and elsewhere on the undesirability
of the stamp issuing policy of any state or
territory faJling into the hands of a commercial
entre preneur.

Among the latest excrementa to emerge
from such an arrangement, wc have had a
Beethoven series from St. Vincent and a set
from Togo to mark the fiftieth anniversary of
Lindbergh’s Trans Atlantic flight. We always
believed that the West Indian islands had their
own particular kind of music which is worth
commemorating, and has been commemorated
by stamp issues in the past, but Beethoven’s
connection with St. Vincent escapes us. Togo
justifies its Lindberg issue by saying his flight
was the most important event of I927. The
set includes a pleasant view of the aviator’s
home in Kent, Angle terrcW

Who is kidding who?
Last year the Government Report on the

future of the Falkland Islands suggested inter
alia that the future stamp issuing policy of the
territory could profitably be invested in a
commercial agency. Several philatelic journals
passed comment on this, issuing Solemn
Warning that such "investments” arc more
likely to bring profits to the Commercial
Agency than long term benefit to the territory's
treasury. A few prominent members of the
Falkland Islands'Study Circle spent much time
and effort and not a little money in pressing
their view upon authorities and representatives
of the Falkland Islands (which view no doubt
coincides with the ideas of most philatelists
concerning their favourite territory).

It is now gratifying that an announcement
has been made that the stamp issuing and
marketing policy of the territory is to remain
in the hands of the Crown Agents. We cannot
say to what extent the Falkland Islands’
decision was influenced by the action of Study
Circle members and comment in the philatelic
press. It is, however, plain for all to see what
will happen to stamp issues if the control of a
responsible authority is relaxed for the sake
of the Fast Buck or the Quick Quid.

We congratulate the Falkland Islands on
their decision. It is A Good Day for philately.
We hope that other territories will take note
and bear it in mind. We hope for the good of
philately as a whole, that it may not be too
late for other territories to rescind their
contracts with agencies, or at least, not to
renew their agreements when the present term
runs out.

. i
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1 2 May 1 977

Major R N Spafford
29 Queens Road
Weston-super-Mare
Somerset 13323 2LH

Thank you for your two letters, one of 24 April and other
of 3 -lay. As I have just returned to the office after a
week away it will bo a little while before T. am able to
study these and cake any worthwhile comment.

Please accept my thanks for your endeavours on our behalf
and my assurance that these are thoroughly appreciated.

A J P Monk
Chief Secretary



^Reference 

is requested that this
number and date should be
quoted.

From Postmaster

MEMORANDUM

Dote.......

Chief Secretary

Subject LiacstaplemAccount - February /I977

The attached charges have been incurred by KacLean &
Stapledon and debited to this administration in connection
with 6 packages of Silver Jubilee First Day Covers sent to
us by Unicover Ltd. Cheyenne, USA. Tire charges are not
legitimate charges regains t Colony Expenditure and I should
be grateful if Crown Agents could be requested to recover
the expenses in question from Unicover Ltd. The history of
the First Day Cover Project is on File P&T/2/20

postmaster



MEMORANDUM

PR 1977

Chief Secretary

Insurance

Your ^emo dated 5th refers.

Postma:

The covers involved in the Silver Jubilee project
amounted to thousands and thousands of pounds and
I agree any future projects of this magnitude should
be insured.

P
May the urown Agents be requested to arrange insurance
for the return of the BAT and South ^eorgia First Day
Covers? Draft tele-ram attached

Date 
Refect

Itis requested that this
number and date should be
quoted.

9ZFrom

Postmaster



MACSTAPLE ACCOUNT FEBRUARY, 1977.

CHARGED TO ADVANCES - POSTMASTER

6 cases stamps — expenses
“ freight etc
” telex concerning

4/6 commission
20$ IVA on commission

#529.58
855.94

51.60
49.49
9.89

1296.50 @ 7.15 to £1 =
£181.53



30th May 77

Crown Agents,
Oversea Governments and Administrations,
St*  Nicholas House,
Sutton*
Surrey. SM1 1EL

Pear Sir,

Silver Jubilee EDC project:

Unicover Ltd*,  Uiieyenne, USA

I should be grateful if you would recover from Unicover Ltd*,
Cheyenne, U.S.A., the sum of £181.33, being expenses incurred in
Montevideo in connection with the Silver Jubilee EDC project mounted on
their behalf. Retails of the charges are as follows

mw
cc: Financial Sec*

Postmaster

6 cases stamps - freight etc. m&n 329*58
1! 0 H - expenses etc. 855.94
H ft H - telex concerning 51.60

Agents * commission 4$ 49-49
20% IVA on commission ___ J.J9

£1296*50  @ rate

of m&n 7.15 to £1 = £181.33

2* Kindly credit the Colony’s General Account.

Yours faithfully,

Chief Secretary
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THE PHILATELIST/APRIL 1977

Edatoiriall
Comment has been passed in these

columns and elsewhere on the undesirability
of the stamp issuing policy of any state or
territory falling into the hands of a commercial
entre preneur.

Among the latest excremema .to emerge
from such an arrangement, we have had a
Beethoven series from St. Vincent and a set
from Togo to mark the fiftieth‘anniversary of
Lindbergh's Trans Atlantic flight. We always
believed that the West Indian islands had their
own particular kind of music which is worth
commemorating, and has been commemorated
by stamp issues m the past, but Beethoven's
connection with St. Vincent escapes us. Togo
justifies ns Lindberg issue by saying his Hight
was the most important event of 1927. The
set includes a pleasant view of the aviator's
home in Kent. An.i'/crerrci'.

Who is kidding who?
Last year the Government Report on the

future of the Falkland Islands suggested inter
a/in that the future stamp issuing policy of the
territory could profitably be invested in a
commercial agency. Several philatelic journals
passed comment on this, issuing Solemn
Warning (hat such “investments'' arc more
likely to bring profits to the Commercial
Agency than long term benefit to the territory's
treasury. A few prominent members of the
Falkland Islands' Study Circle spent much time
and effort and not a little money in pressing
their view upon authorities and representatives
of the Falkland Islands (which view no doubt
coincides with the ideas of most philatelists
concerning (heir favourite territory).

It is now gratifying that an announcement
has been made that the stamp issuing and
marketing policy of the territory is to remain
in the hands of the Crown Agents. We cannot
say to what extent the Falkland Islands'
decision was influenced by the action of Study
Circle members and comment in the philatelic
press. It is, however, plain for all to see what
will happen to stamp issues if the control of a
responsible authority is relaxed for the sake
of the Fast Buck or the Quick Quid.

We congratulate the Falkland Islands on
their decision. It is A Good Day for philately.
We hope that other territories will take note
and bear it in mind. We hope for the good of
philately as a whole, that it may not be too
late for other territories to rescind their
contracts with agencies, or at least, not to
renew their agreements when the present term
runs out.

e
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“THs /Af’/zic 19"/7

WS REVIEW OF REVI
IEVIEW OF REVIEWS
By Ajax Jakes and "Tupungatito"

Tax Gathering
An article has caught our eye which might

find a wider audience than the editor of a cer
tain journal would expect. For this reason we
are not yet naming the journal in case the
reader thinks he won't be interested in our
notes which follow

The old “T” mark that had been employed
for so many years to indicate deficiency of
postage was replaced in or about 1964 by a
fractional marking which seemed to simplify
matters considerably since it did not need any
conversion from one currency into another.
However, from 5 January 19'6, U.P.U.
countries introduced a new system whereby
the postage due was not doubled, but a charge
was made on a single underpaid amount
wait for it! —pins a basic fee. (lip. in the
U.K.). So, if your foreign correspondent
sends you a letter equal to Ip. deficient, you
will be now charged 12p.

Now that's an awful lot of money it it is
collected; but take heart, if your correspon
dent lives in the Falkland Islands, you arc
unlikely to have to pay any postage due
because the Falkland Islands Postal Adminis
tration is still using a “Tax figure" Ce.g. “I.
2p.”) which is so obsolete that nobody can
now understand what it means. So. maybe.
you will get oil’ scot-free.

The information about the (circa) 1964
agreement originally reached us via .So/////
African Philatelist. and now we can disclose a
reference of equal value to the 1976 arrange
ment, namely page 181 of Upland Goose which
is the Journal of the Falkland Islands Phila
telic Study Group It is edited by Major
Ronald Spaffotd. ?' ^■hccn's Ruud, Weston-
super-Mare, /JS’23 .7.// l or this article alone,
we feel it is worth writing (and paying) for this
particular edition of Upland Goose. We
suggest a donation of 'Op. as an appropriate
sum. Should this he on the "low side" we will
lake the responsibility of making up the differ
ence.

Till Death do us part!
A brief note in the latest edition of The

( hronick*  of the U.S. Classical Issues draws
attention to the fact (or belief) that there are
not so many platers of early U.S.A, as there
used to be. The writer seems to think that
there is a decline in interest but it might also
be because of a shortage of material. Remem
ber, a plater wants at least 100 or 240 different
stamps to complete a plate and the probability
is that a minimum of ten times this number will 

be required to obtain every one of these,
especially in excellent condition. One of the
present writers has deprived at least six of his
philatelic friends, of at least ten thousand
copies of the stamps they arc all hoping to find.
It is one of the privileges of the hunter that he
can kill and take home as many beasts as he
can kill, but whether this makes for good
conversation is another matter. Once a plater,
it can mean that things arc locked up for the
lifetime of the present owner; that is, unless
he can reach the happy stage that he is sure he
has extracted the complete story of the stamp
he is plating.
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We are also attracted to an article in the
same issue of The Chronicle, by Ken Gilbart.
( ollectors will know that at some stage a
stump gets placed on a catalogue list and for
many years this stamp is accepted as "gos
pel”. I hen, as the years drift by, doubts
arise in the mind of collectors whether this
stamp really exists. Nobody has seen a copy.
Eventually the stamp is then removed from
the catalogue because there is no eye-witness
that the stamp ever existed. Well, the 10 cents
U.S.A, of 1861 imperf. horizontally, seems to
be a case in point. Such a pair was sold in the
Worthington sale in 1917, but by U.S. Law
at the time, it could not be illustrated and it
disappeared into oblivion until it turned up
again in 1976. Now that U.S. Laws have been
relaxed, a photograph can at last be placed on
record, and however much a future owner
hides the single copy known, a photographic
reproduction is now available for all to see,
on page 261 of The Chronicle.

According to the writer, several collectors
had owned this but their names cannot be
told. (He, himself, doesn’t know who they
were). Probably on grounds of security the
owner is entitled to remain anonymous.
Nevertheless we wonder how much damage has
been done to our hobby by laws which have
helped to withhold the facts.
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UNITED NATIONS STUDY GROUP
A.G.M. on 25th June. 1977 at Baden Powell House.

Queen s Gate, South Kensington. London SW7 5JS
Time z p.m.

KINGSTON AND DISTRICT PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Lt. Col. S. E. Hands, a member at the Royal

Philatelic Society, brought along thousands of pounds
of stamps to show to members of the Society at their
latest meeting (on .15th April). Many of the Items
were unique with the only known copies being showed
to Kingston members. The display concentrated on the
first Issue placed on sale in Bolivia some 110 years
ago and Illustrated the many rival attempts made to
gain the first printing contract.

SOUTHWICK PHILATELIC SOCIETY
At the Annual General Meeting of the Society held

on the 18th April, Don Terry was elected President,
Allen Church vice President, and Ken Feast as
Secretary. Mr. C. H. Longdon was elected Treasurer
along with Committee members Mrs. Jackson, Mr.
Knight and Mr. King.

Meetings are held In the Flint Room of Southwick
Community Centre, Sussex at 19.30 hrs on the third
Monday In the month.

ETHIOPIAN COLLECTORS CLUB
The Ethiopian Collectors Club which has been

dormant for some time has now been restarted.
Further information irom the Secretary J. H. Hills,

63 Weirdale Avenue, Whetstone. London N20 OAJ.
ISLE OF MAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION

The Annual General Meeting was heln at the
Heron Hotel. Anagh Coar, Douglas, on 4th April.
1977. 45 members of local Philatelic Societies to
gether with wives and friends were present. Members
were welcomed by the Chairman, J. Basil Wood who
paid tribute to two retiring Officers of the Federation
Mr. Jim Hail (Hon Sctretary) and Mr. Fordyce
Robertson 'Hon. Trcasurei ’

The following Officers were elected for the forth
coming y*.ai  President — Mr Basil Wood. Hon.
Secretary — Mr Albert Lowe. Hon. Treasurer —
Mr. Ian Brown Publicity Officer — Mr Eric Colpitts.

The Federation strives to promote philately on tne
Island, and delegates from alt four local Societies
(Manx Philatelic Society. Castletown Philatelic Society.
Isle of Man Postal History Society, and Ramsey Central
Philatelic Society) meet regularly to discuss various
arpects of philately. The Federation has a very useful
liaison with the tsle of Man Post Office Authority, and
Mr. Ted Cowley. M.B.E.. who Is also President of
Castletown Philatelic Society serves the Federation wenIn this capacity.

The highlight or this year will be the Federation s
Annual Convention to be held at the Villiers Hotel.
Douglas, on 1st October. 1977, whin the Manx
Philatelic Society will be the hosts.

HAMPSHIRE PHILATELIC FEDERATION
The seventh annual Convention of the Hampshire

Philatelic Federation will take place on 4th June
between 11 am. and 5 p.m. at the Guildhall.
Winchester. In addition to the competition fur the
Howard-White Trophy, there will tie specially invited
displays. Including the Winchester and District St.’nip
Society's Winchester postal history collection, and a
schools competition. Dealers w< > also be present.

INDIAN OCEAN STUDY CIRCLE
At the A.G.M ot the Circe. Peter Ibbetson provided

a brief display ot Maurit us (postal history and
stamps? Irom 1786 to the current marine life defini
tives. and a very successful auction was held. Keen
bidding for covers, entire utters and specimen postal
stationery produced a total r<o nation exceeding £488
for 78 lots. A.G.M. elcctn;-.- Chairman, B M. McCloy;
Vice-Chairman, J. W B Ruffe, Treasurer, P. T. E.
Bradshaw; Editor of IO, Kenneth Holt: Secretary. Mrs
S. Hopson; Publicity. «*-t vr Ibbotson; Committee,
Messrs. R. Debney, G -tes. S. Rossiter and V. D.
Vanderveldc.

THE TRANSVAAL STUDY CIRCLE
The Annual General Meeting ot the Transvaal Study

Circle was held in London on Wednesday, 20th April.
1977. The follow. officers were elected;—

Chairman: W R Hart. Hon. Secretary and Treasurer:
Major H M Criri:. e; Hon. Editor: E. E. Marshall;
Hon. Packet Supt . P. J. Woods.

Major Criddle reported that the Study Circle had
experienced another successful year and that the
membership now stood at 54.

After the A G M. effect was given to the policy
whereby all members are asked to show the society
such material as they possess a< <■ thus enable the
experts to view the maximum u- available before
the Handbook of Transvaal Phiiwtc.v n written.

Mr. R. B. T. Keen showed that part of his collec
tion which began with the surcharges of May 1885
and went on to' part of the Boer War material. The
main merit of the collection lay in the variety of
postmarks, some of which were unusual, others forged
and the remainder commonplace. The first two kinds
created some lively dis<usslon between the experts!
MASONIC PHILATELIC CLUB OF GREAT BRITAIN

The Club is issuing a cover on 14th June, which
will have a Welsh regional stamp and a special
postmark. These covers will be on sale to all collec
tors. Part proceeds will go to charity.

1,500 have been produced, out of which, SOO are
expected to go to overseas collectors.

The cover is being issued to commemorate the
centenary of the founding of the Mark Master Masons
Lodges in the Province of Monmouthshire. Available
at 50p each plus postage from Grahame West, 62
BIfield Road, Bristol BS14 8TW.

MOTiMOUIHSHWf IVSMllfD MASTERS MH
THE MASONIC PHLATEUC CLUB Of GREAT BRITAIN

iJrobiruinl ^ranb lobflt of
Jflark Jflasttr HlasonM of

ifloninoutfjsljtrt

CHELMSFORD & DISTRICT PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Mr P. J. Diarcy oi London, a founder member of

the G B Philatelic Society displayed Items from his
collection.
This waj undoubtedly one ot finest displays of Great
Britain seen by members and was the result of some
fifty years -oiietting. (Date of meeting 5 4 77).

'Austria' was the title of a recent display given by
Mr. D. P Brooker' He is a member ot the Association
of Austrian Philatelists and has been collecting this
country since 1946. (Date of meeting 19.4.77.)

NEW FOREST PHILATELIC SOCIETY
The society is holding its 4tb Annual Stamp Fair at

the Church Hall, New Milton, on Saturday. 11th
June from 1 1 a m. to 7 p.m. — several dealers will
be present.

BRITISH ROYAL PORTRAITS STUDY GROUP
A study group under tr • above title has been

formed to cover research <>> d to exihange ideas on
the subject ot royal portra • as found on postage
stamps.

Membership Is invited iron .invone able to contri
bute knowledge or wishing • receive information;
enquiries in the first instan -.fiould be directed to
L. E. Copeland, 20 Chapel Lane, Churchdown.
Gloucester GL3 2ET.

WORTHING PHILATELIC SOCIETY
At the Annual Gci.cr.ii m. of the Society on

3ro May at Field Plan t Worthing. Trie
retiring President Mr LlOiu '"nilips spoke of tfin
Iriendlincss cl the Society. catered ler the
Ijcgmncr as well as tne mu-.. •. •ceriviuco ol cone.-
tois. Hi gave a resume ■ the activities of the
Society lor inc past ‘ .non ■ if numbers .:w..n.s
m National anci Inter ■ .mor... Exhibitions, also the
ever increasing number ai.o r. ;h standard of entries
in the Society's compu •■ons. ■<•• U'.anKca t<.< c:n..c>s
and lunmiMCi members lor tfi< >r <.o-opzr;<tion winch
had maoc hr. term ct oil . a ,e v piecs.i.n e p.riuitc.

The Hen Secretary, M s Y-.O.inc King. •.aid lucre
had beer, a substantia. . r ase in attcnciam c- for the
pa*,  season whicn wa . .yratilying and thanked
members lor their supp- also, that the Som.y was
nun in mgn esteem bv : ner Societies for displays
given by members.
Officer s & L-orrniiitcc lor Season 1977/8
Prcsic.cnt — Mr. R. > ■. u.rv, Vice-President —
Mr u < Wan. I Hon s . Miss Y .o.ine King. Hon.
Asst Sec. Mr Conn Sp j Hon. Treasurer Mr. E. E.
Dobby Hon. Packet Sic M- K Feast Hon Librarian
Mr j. Pringle Hon Puuncny Officer Mr. J. C.

ininti si Hon. Auditor M A. J. Howie. Committee
Mrs. C. Adams. M< >■. B. Baioock, D binocr.

I L Llliott and N. Strauss.
MID-DEVON PHIL-

The post of Malta was
given by Mr. Walley to t*
strikes and covers were
slides. Postcards of Dem
turn ol the century were si
which stirred the menioru
cancellations of towns ano
were of especial philatelic

A Silver Jubilee Stamp i
Bucklasticigh Town Hau. i.
10 a m to 5 p.m. Film Star.
z p m. Admission: adults
16 10p. Among the dispi.i.
British Post: Mid-Devon <
r t.tries; Presentation bv "
Mid-Devon Philatelic So; .•
Railway.

MELIC SOCIETY
t’rr subject of a display

ic Society. Many unusual
-flectivcly illustrated by
• and Dartmoor at the
- wn by Mr. David Evans
s of bygone days. The
■ mages, no longer used.

• Irrest.
• ••oiuon will be held al

Monday 6th June from
i Royalty' first showing

. p< nsioncrs 1 5p). under
r,.i) be. History ol the

( ompetition. Winning
junior Group of the

i. and the Dart Valley

READING 8. DISTRIC. PHILATELIC SOCIETY
On Thursday 5lh May. M. J. H. Short presented

postal history, stamps and covers of Canada. The
pre-stamp display included a Ship Letter of 1813. The
Diamond Jubilee set shown mint and fine used were
much admired by members as were the De La Rue
essay colour trials for th*  Edward Vi I issue. The
display was concluded with a selection of Air Mail
covers Including some ot the privately flown mails
from 1924 onwards. Among the more unusual Items
was a cover flowr. to the Arctic and thence carried
by Police Patrol dog team

AXE VALE STAMP CLUB
The club will hold, on Saturday 4th June, 1977

at Seaton Town Hall, a stamp exhibition, 10-30 a.m.
to 5.30 p.m. Nine dealers tables; refreshments avail
able. In this Jubilee Year the Club Displays will cover
the Reign or Queen Elizabeth, Coronation to Jubilee.
Admission lOp, Juniors Sp. All Juniors will receive a
tui packet of stamps and a pair of tweezers (while
available).

LISKEARD AND DISTRICT PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Al the meeting or tin Society, a fellow <_f the

London Royal Philatelic Society gave a display of
Australian Commonwealth stamps, it incluocu r-noto-
gi.ii.fiv of unaccepted essavs lor commonwealth stamps,
u ■.'( ' I tin first issue, mere wire early comnumo-
r..i. •< •>. pci in.cd official stamps, and a mint block of
th. £1 x.irnjciroo issue, as well as shots or King
G or'.ic V lev? values, tne hign value robes issue in
.n il- bio ks. and later .issues were shown in imprint

anu large fine used blocks. A representative display
v/as given of coil stamps, crash covers, forces mall,
prisoner of war mall, and wrong date postmarks.
THE KENT FEDERATION OF PHILATELIC SOCIETIES

The Autumn Rally of the Federation will take place
on 1st October and will be held at the Westgate Hall,
Canterbury. Admission will be free and the Hall will
be open to the public at 11 a.m. Programmes will
be obtainable.

The Federation's ''Postal" Trophy will be competed
for and also the "Aerophllatcly" competition will be
helo.

The Canterbury Society will put on a large display
Of stamps of many countries.

There will be a good number of Dealers' Stands and
a Raffle and various other competitions will be held.

FALKLAND ISLANDS STAMP POLICY
We are indebted to Major R. N. Spafford for

sending us the following items:
The Secretariat,
Stanley,
Falkland Islands

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
Stamp Policy

The Falkland Islands Government, having
accepted the recommendation in the “Economic
Survey of the Falkland Islands" presented by
Lord Shackleton to study the scope for increasing
revenue from philately, has now decided its future
stamp marketing policy.

After a full assessment of the philatelic market
and careful study of various proposals, the
Government has accepted an improved marketing
plan submitted by the Crown Agents. This pro
vides for the responsibility for the production and
marketing of Falkland Islands stamps to remain
with the Crown Agents, under the strict policy
control of the Government. Both parties will co
operate to ensure that the high philatelic reputa
tion that has been built up for Falkland Islands
issues will be maintained and safeguarded.
March 1977

Falkland Islands Sump Policy
fhe Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group

welcome the Statement of Policy by the Falkland
Islands Government, and are sure that the correct
decision has been reached, not only for the future
of Falkland Islands Philately and for the universal
hobby of Philately as a whole, but also for the
future long term revenue of the Falkland Islands
Government from the sale of stamps.

The Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group
intend to maintain their strong liaison with the
Falkland Islands Stamp Design Committee, the
Crown Agents and all others concerned with
Falkland Islands Stamp Policy, to ensure that the
views of the philatelist, as a prime customer, are
fully represented at all times.

We hope that many philatelists who may feci
disillusioned with the present stamp issuing
policies of some other countries will turn to the
Falkland Islands as a country worth collecting,
and will feel comfort in the fact that their interests
there are being watched over. We earnestly hope
that other philatelists, who believe that the stamp
issuing policy of their chosen country is en
dangered, will follow our lead by protesting with
every means in their power to ensure that the
highest standards of the hobby of Philately are
maintained for present and future generations.
5 April 1977

THAI PUPPETS STAMPS
Thailand is to issue a set of four stamps on 16th

June featuring traditional Thai puppets. The
values are 2, 3, 4 and 5 baht, designed by Attasart
Tularak. and printed multicolour photogravure
by Joh. Enschede and Sons, of Holland.

ARAB POSTAL UNION JUBILEE
The 12th of April 1977 was the Silver Jubilee of

the Arab Postal Union, and the Ministry of Com
munications, General Post Administration of the
United Arab Emirates has issued a commemora
tive set of stamps in two denominations bearing
the symbol of the Arab Postal Union and the flags
of the Arab member countries. Values: 50 and 80
Fils: Printing Process: Offset; Printers: Thomas
de la Rue. London; Designer: General Secret
ariate. Arab Postal Union.
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HADES OF SYMBOLISM-AGAIN
MBOLISM has reared its head again with the Post Office’s offering for the Commonwealth
ads of Government Meeting to be held in London from June 8 to 16. The 13p stamp has
m ‘created’ by Peter Murdoch, and according to the Post Office, who presumably should
ow, ‘the gathering in the UK of the 36 Commonwealth Heads of State is symbolised on this
mo by the use of shading and a five-sided figure, both representing the separate nature of
j .five continents and at the same time their unification of purpose’. So now you knowl
The stomp is -printed in bright red, black,
jeh and silver;and will be available in pres-
b.ition pack €orm. Pictorial handstamps will
in ©a;,tho day of issue, June 8, at the
ilafohT- '-Bureau and London SW: these

’ will feature the same five-sided
ore. • ’• ■
Opt Juno 55 a 9p Silver Jubilee stamp will
issued.

he Modern Approach ?
The results of the 1976 Royal Society of
ts Industrial Bursaries Competition were
ceritly announced. In the postage stamp
stion, with the theme of British industrial
hievements during this century, the entries
■are all bold, colourful and basically sym-
•lic. ,
Obviously, in designers’ terms, this is the
^uirement, for the judges (Sir Paul Reilly,
avid Gentleman, R. H. Macmillan. B. T.
>roat, Stuart Rose and R. F. York) cont
ented: ‘The Jury were most encouraged by
e standard of work this year, which they
nsidered to be some of the best they had
en since the section was started. The rather
isllenging subject had resulted in imaginative
signs , . . the overall approach towards
amp design seemed to be improving year by
ear.’
A bursary of £250 was recommended for
:ephen James (Plymouth College of Art and
esign: age 18) who took the theme of indus-
ial achievements in transport, depicting a
Afferent form of transport on each value. The

formed a bright and imaginative display
^d achieved an effective sense of mobility

Commonwealth Meeting stamp

Philatelic Congress Medal
The 1977 Philatelic Congress Medal has

been awarded to James D. Todd, who has
been a collector for over 70 years, and who is
still very active in philatelic affairs in the
North of England.

A fund was launched last year to provide a
presentation to Ernest Hugen, who for nearly
30 years served the Philatelic Congress of
Great Britain as Honorary Secretary-General.
Any donations should be sent at once to
Bernard Lucas (to whom cheques and postal
orders should be payable), 99 Moseley Wood
Drive, Leeds LSI 6 7 HD.

id speed.
An award of £150 was recommended for
avid Hopkins (South Glamorgan Institute
t higher Education: age 21) who chose to
ustrate four different aspects of the topical
leme of ofl production.

Two of Stephen James's designs
for the Royal Society of Arts

Falkland Islands
The Falklands Islands Government, having

accepted the recommendation in the Economic
Survey of the Falkland Islands presented by
Lord Shackleton to study the scope for
increasing revenue from philately, has now
decided its future stamp marketing policy.

After a full assessment of the philatelic
market and careful study of various proposals,
the Government has accepted an improved
marketing plan submitted by the Crown
Agents. This provides for the responsibility
for the production and marketing of Falkland
Islands stamps to remain with the Crown
Agents, under the strict policy control of the
Government. Both parties will co-operate to
ensure that the high philatelic reputation that
has been built up for the Falkland Islands will
be maintained and safeguarded.

Special Covers
On April 2 the Tynemouth Philatelic

Society arranged for some 500 covers to be
carried on ‘Supertram’. These covers were
retained, and posted on May 11 with the 8|p
Silver Jubilee stamp. Serviced covers at 25p
each may be obtained from M. Hempsail, 22
St Lucia Close, Whitley Bay, Tyne and Wear
NE26 3HT.

A special cover, and handstamp relating to
the Silver Jubilee, was in use st Moor Grange
High School on May 28. Coven;, serviced
with the 8 jp Jubilee stamp, are available at
30p each from H. Tripp, Moor Grange High
School, Parkstone Avenue, Leeds,

Various covers, souvenirs, etc, are being
produced in conjunction with the centenary
of the St John’s Ambulance (for which Jersey,
Guernsey and the Isle of Man are issuing
special stamps). Full details may be obtained 

urn 1977
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from SJA Stamps, 1 High Street, Worthing,
West Sussex.

Society Events
The Convention of the Hampshire Phila

telic Federation will take place on Saturday,
June 4 from Ham to 5pm at the Guildhall,
Winchester.

A Jubilee stamp exhibition is being staged
by the Mid-Devon Philatelic Society on
Monday, June 6 from 10am to 5pm at Buck
fasti eigh Town Hall.

A stamp fair arranged by the New Forest
Philatelic Society will be held at the Church
Hall, New Milton from 11am to 7pm on
Saturday, June 11.

The United Nations Study Group annual
general meeting is at 2pm on June 25 at Baden
Powell House, Queen’s Gate, South Ken
sington, London SW7.

Cartier Sale
Stanley Gibbons auction of part of the

British Empire collection formed by the late
Claude Cartier realised £443,560. A South
American collector paid £70,000 for the
famous cover, addressed to Miss Rose, bear
ing a pair of the 1850-51 British Guiana 2 cent
rose stamp, of which only ten are known.

A Bermudan paid £30,000 for a Bermuda
Penny ‘Perot’ of 1849, one of only two known.

Stanley Gibbons pre-tax profits in 1976
were £1,307,937 (an increase of 35.8% over
1975) from a turnover of £9,192,900, an
increase of 30.29% over the previous year.

Oil Production from David Hopkins

59
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NIGERIA—1st All Africa Scout Jamboree
5 k., 18 k„ 25 k., 30 k.
The first All African Scout Jamboree was
hosted by Nigeria this year from 2 to 8 April
1977. The Jamboreb site is at Jos in the
Plateau State. In 1947. Nigeria held a West
African Scout Jamboree and also organised
a Golden Jamboree in 1965 which was
attended by Scouts from West African
countries, Europe, Asia and America.

The 5 k. value depicts a senior and junior
boy scout saluting each other. The 18 k.
illustrates a group of boy scouts clearing a
dirty street as part of a community
development programme. The 25 k. shows
boy scouts working on a farm in the spirit of
the Operation Feed the Nation Campaign.
The fourth stamp in the set features the
African version of the World Scout Jamboree
emblem
The stamps are printed by the Nigerian
Security Printing and Minting Co. Ltd.
5 April 1977
KENYA, UGANDA AND TANZANIA
(EAP & T>—Silver Jubilee of the Safari
Rally
50 c., 1/-, 2/-, 5/- and a souvenir sheet for
each country.
The Start/Finish line and some typical
scenes from country sections of the Rally are
featured on the four stamps printed by The
House of Questa.
14 April 1977
NAURU—Opening of Nauru House,
Melbourne
15c., 30c.
The imposing facade of Nauru House now
towers over the urban landscape of the city of
Melbourne in Australia and two striking
interpretations of the building appear on the
stamps issued last month Designed by
David Gentleman and photogravure printed
by Harrison and Sons Ltd.
22 April 1977
UNITED NATIONS—U N Water
Conference
Sw Fr 0.80, 0.10. US $0.13. 0.31
Two designs are used for the four U N stamps
highlighting the need for careful use and
control of existing water supplies. The
printing was carried out by Mitsubishi Shoji
Kaisha Ltd., of Japan.
Water is a basic resource, but it is not always
easy to come by. In some areas, it is scarce
and getting scarcer; in others, raging floods
carry everything before them.
Only a fortunate few (one-fifth of the world
population) can get water simply by turning a
tap. For the remaining four-fifths—among
them Indian villagers, nomads in the African
Sahel, and inhabitants of the teeming
agglomerations that ring the great cities of
Latin American and other regions—securing
water is part of the daily struggle to exist
When contaminated, which happens all to
often, water can be a source of disease and
death.
Power-intensive modem technology with its
need for coolants (water), and waste disposal
(more water) tend to worsen scarcities. In
heavily industrial areas growing needs of
households, agriculture, industry and public
sanitation often compete.
There is an urgent need for more water in
agriculture. Only about 18 per cent of all

cultivated land is currently under irrigation;
yet it produces between 40 per cent and 50
per cent of all agricultural output. It is clear
that if in future famines are to be avoided
more land will have to be placed under
irrigation.
But more irrigation is not always the only, or
even the best answer. A great deal of water is
wasted under current agriculture practices.
Large production increases could be
achieved with more efficient use of water
through improved water management and
better farming practices.
Since the total amount of water in the world is
fixed, added supples can only come from
better distribution, greater efficiency in use,
more economical application of available
supplies, and above all, good water
management at all levels, local, national and
regional.

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO—Postage Due
Labels
The House of Questa has recently printed for
the first time, the 2 c., 6 c., 8 c., and 10 c.
Postage Due Labels of Trinidad and Tobago
Previously the labels were printed Dy
Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ltd
Early in 1976 The House of Questa printed
the 4 c and i. .. .aiues of the same issue
The design is identical, only the printer has
changed
A date of release for tne Questa printed labels
was not set as the values were to be used as
supplies of the Bradbury Wilkinson labels
became exhausted

FALKLAND
ISLANDS—
Stamp Policy
Public Announcement
The Falkland Islands Government, having
accepted the recommendation in the
Economic Survey of the Falkland Islands'

presented by Lord Shackleton to study the
scope for increasing revenue from philately,
has now decided its future stamp marketing
policy.
After a full assessment of the philatelic
market and careful study of various
proposals, the Government has accepted an
improved marketing plan submitted by the
Crown Agents. This provides for the
responsibility for the production and
marketing of Falkland Islands stamps to
remain with the Crown Agents, under the
strict policy control of the Government. Both
parties will co-operate to ensure that the high
philatelic reputation that has been built up for
Falkland Islands issues will be maintained
and safeguarded.

GIBRALTAR
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NEWS OF THE WORLD
LORD MAYOR OPENS
JUBILEE STAMP SHOW

A unique philatelic exhibition by the Post Office was opened on 21
April by the Lord Mayor of London, Commander Sir Robin Giilet. It
is one of three being staged during the summer to celebrate the
Qseen’s Silver Jubilee (the others at Edinburgh and Cardiff), and it
■will be running for several months at the National Postal Museum,
King Edward Street, London, from 10 am to 430 pm Mondays to
Fridays.

The exhibition embraces stamp issues of the 1977 Jubilee, the
Coronation of 1953, and King George V’s Silver Jubilee in 1935. But in
addition the display includes original drawings, artwork, proofs, trial
versions and even unadopted designs from these periods.

Particularly interesting among the unaccepted work for the 1935
Silver Jubilee is that by Rex Whistler. Related to the celebrated portrait
painter of the same name, Whistler was famous in his own right for book
illustrations, and frescoes—including those adoming the restaurant at
the Tate Gallery in London.

On show at the exhibition is Whistler’s signed drawing of Neptune and
Britannia supporting a plaque-head of George V. Intricate in its detail it
was not adopted because of the reproduction difficulties that the drawing
posed.

Over £1 Million Profit
for Stanley Gibbons
Stanley Gibbons International l imited enjoyed another year of healthy
rises in both turnover and profits to achieve further record figures for
both. All collecting sections shared in the rises.

The pre-tax profitsof Stanley Gibbons International for the year up to
31 December rose to £1,307,937 (£963,108), arr increase of 35.8%.
Group turnover for the period rose to £9,192,900 (£7,055,900), an
increase of 30.29%.

The Chairman, Mr A. L. Michael, stated: 'Stamp collecting is
undoubtedly increasing in its world-wide popularity all the time. The
sales of the famous Stanley Gibbons catalogues, handbooks, journals and
albums indicate a considerable growth in collectors ranging from the
very new and young, to the very experienced.

The enormous international collector market has inevitably increased
the demand for classic stamps of fine quality. The supply of these cannot
increase. In consequence prices generally have shown marked increases
well above the rate of inflation.

The market in old banknotes continues to grow with many new
collectors joining the hobby', thus ensuring a healthy future. Also, buyers
have been coming to London to visit our 395 Strand shop in ever
increasing numbers, and finding the field of coin collecting not only of
great interest but also a worthwhile way of saving.

This year has seen a steady increase of interest in antique maps of most
parts of the world. We have helped to establish the antiquarian map
market, and to divide it from its former place as a department of the book
trade.’

ROYAL STAMP HERITAGE
The last programme in the BBC1 Royal Heritage series, on 16 June at
8 pm, will include film of the Royal philatelic collection. The book
being published about the series will also mention the collection.

JUBILEE SHOW AT ROMANO HOUSE
The special Silver Jubilee exhibition at Gibbons’ Romano House
Gallery, opened in May by John Marriott, FRPSL, Keeper of the
Royal Philatelic Collection, continues this month. It comprises
contributions by the Post Officeemd the Crown Agents, and includes
design materiel, artwork and stamps for the Jubilee issues of Britain
and eoae of the CommcnszaaMi tesritestes.

The Gallery at Romano House, 399 Strand, London, is open daily to
Thursday 30 June from 9.30 to 4.30 pm only. NOT on Saturdays.

FALKLAND ISLANDS—STAMP POLICY

The Falkland Islands Government, having accepted the
recommendation in the ‘Economic Survey of the Falkland
Islands’ presented by Lord Shackleton to study the scope for
increasing revenue from philately, has now decided its future
marketing policy.

After a full assessment of the philatelic market and careful
study of various proposals, the Government has accepted an
improved marketing plan submitted by the Crown Agents. This
provides for the responsibility for the production and marketing
of Falkland Islands stamps to remain with the Crown Agents,
under the strict policy control of the Government. Both parties
will co-operare to ensure that the high philatelic reputation that
has been built up for Falkland Islands issues will be maintained
and safeguarded.

COMPETITION RESULTS

The winner of £25 in the Stamp Monthly April Competition was
Ian Smith of Heavitree, Exeter

20 readers who also had all-correct answers each received a British
Commonwealth Catalogue. The correct answers were: (1) Oskar
Bider (Panorama); (2) GB 1 Ip Christmas stamp (Mag Glass); (3)
Andre Chalon (The NZ Classics); (4)Co/lecr Channel Islands
Stamps (Books); (5) De La Rue (GB Collector); (6) Melbourne
(News of the World); (7) February 1855 (The NZ Classics); (8)
Alain de Cadenet (Stampex Awards); (9) 80 c. (World Stamp
News); (10) Persian lynx (Panorama).

This month’s coupon appears oa page 45
Please post early each month.

Britain’s new 13p stamp,
d&3 an 8 June, for die
Commonwealth Heads of
Government Summit
Conference in London. The
design, by Peter Murdoch,
features symbolic
pentagons.
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Fafeisnds Government's Stamp Policy
Ttsc following public announcement was released by the

Secretariat at Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, dated “ March
1977

STAMP POLICY
■ The Falkland Islands Government, having accepted

the recommendation in the “Economic Survey of the
Falkland Islands ” presented by Lord Shackleton to study
the scope for increasing revenue from philately, has now
decided its future stamp marketing policy.

After a full assessment of the philatelic market and
careful study of various proposals, the Government has
accepted an improved marketing plan submitted by the
Crown Agents. This provides for the responsibility for
the production and marketing of Falkland Islands stamps
to remain with the Crown Agents, under the strict policy
control of the Government. Both parties will co-operate
to ensure that the high philatelic reputation that has been
built up for Falkland Islands issues will be maintained
and safe-guarded.

This announcement confirms the decision conveyed to Harry
Allen, the Rickmansworth, Herts., stamp dealer in a letter
(dated September 14th, 1976) from the Financial Secretary
at Port Stanley. An extract from that letter appeared in
Stamp Collecting on October 14th, 1976.

The Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group, which
campaigned vigorously in favour of the policy now adopted
(the Shackleton Report urged consideration of the appoint
ment of a private philatelic agent), has welcomed the above
statement and intends to maintain close liaison with the
Falkland Islands Stamp Design Committee to ensure that
the views of responsible philatelists are kept in mind.

The Study Group also point out that the success of their
campaign may be a pointer to other specialist groups whose
philatelic interests might suffer should the relevant postal
authorities take action likely to endanger the philatelic
reputation of their countries.

A NEW MANX “ Ml I READY ’’
A cover designed by John H. Nicholson, r.i., of the Isle

of Man, and based on the 1840 Mulready has been prepared
in support of Muscular Dystrophy Research. The cover will
feature Manx life and folklore. On Tynwald Day (July 5th),
there will be a special cancellation at St. John's (scene of the
annual Tynwald Ceremony) and this will be applied over a
£1 Manx definitive stamp (one of Mr. Nicholson’s many
Manx stamp designs) and the cover will be signed by Mr.
Nicholson.

There will be 250 covers serviced as above and orders for
them at £5 each should be placed—without payment at this
stage in case the supply is oversubscribed—with Dr. J. T.
Whitney, 38 Hazlemere Road, Benfleet, Essex. All proceeds,
other than the cost of the stamps, will be given to the research
project, all other expenses being met by donations. With
each cover there will be a replica of an 1840 Id. Mulready
used in the Isle of Man.

HARMER’S BEST “ DOWN UNDER ” SALE
Last month’s sale held in Sydney by H. R. Harmer

Pty. Ltd. brought realisations totalling Australian $281,(XX)
(£178,980). Prices often far exceeded the pre-sale estimates.
Australia and the Pacific Islands predominated although the
foreign section was strong and included the Austrian Renner
miniature sheets which soM at >£2,100 (estimate, a$400)
and an 1849 Bavaria Ik. da lettef sheet estimated at a$500
but selling at a$1,900. In the Australian section of the sale
an unadopted essay, by A. Arnold, for the first Common
wealth issue made a$3,9OO. >

io Ixuuton, Harmer’s sate of March 21 st-23 rd made
£155.702 and brought the season’s total to over £1,000,000.
A Jamaican essay of 1889-91 made £460 and the 1876 6d.
blur-green of Montserrat with inverted “ s ” in “ mont-
serra i ■ probably unique) brought £5,000.
St xmi' < i ecting, April 21st, 1977

Current G.B. Flaws and Varieties
Recorded by Queensman

SEVERAL readers have supplied information about flaws
on the 1977 “ Chemistry ” stamps, all of which confirm

that the 8|p stamps were more subject to flaws than the
other values. The 8|p was also the subject of criticism about
the goM head which, on many stamps was smudged, par-
ticuhriy on the right side of the sheets.
8Jp2A IB IC ID 2E If 1G (no dots).

Thanks to Mr. Brookfield, Apley Park School, Bridgnorth, Shropshire,
for the following:

I /6 White spot on right sloping side of right green symbol.
2/5 Weak 7 of 1977.
3/10 White spot on upper line of left middle green symbol.
4/5 White spots on right-hand green symbols.
5/3 Very weak ” 7 " of “ 1977 ”.
6/3 Purple dot left of purple capsule.
8/4 White spot on upper edge of right green symbol.
9/6 White spot on vertical line of middle green symbol.
10/6 White spot on left vertical of left green symbol.

8ip 2A IB IC ID 2E IF 1G (dots).
Thanks to Mrs. Brazil, London, N. 12, and Christopher Phillips, master

in charge of the Bicester School P.S., for these addition to tne flaws I
recorded on March 17th:

4/10 Blue line at 11 o’clock in green disc.
8/7 Brown dot left ankle.
9/2 Ln addition to the yellow line previously reported, a faint mauve

line above blue capsule running through stamp above. Pale blue
spot on green line where it joins the two vertical lines after leaving the
orange ball.

9/7 Brown dot on toe of left foot.
10/3 Blue dot below pentagon.

LOp 5A IB IC ID IE IF (dots).
4/5 1*  extended gold line from Queen's head to centre of stamp (from

Mr. Brookfield).
5/2 White spot in bottom right violet orb (from Mr. Holmes, Bristol).
10/1 White spot in extreme right pale blue ball (Mr. Brookfield).

lOp 5A IB IC ID IE IF (no dots) (reported by Mr. Phillips).
7/3 White speck in bottom left blue circle.

llp3A IB IC ID IE IF (no dots) (reported by Mr. Phillips).
1 ;6 White “ eye ” on Queen.
Finally, Geoffrey P. Cotton of Hunts Cross, Liverpool,

reports a badly printed 81p covered with numerous blue
spots, and having yellow lines through “ Royal Institute ”
plus a break in the “ 2 ” of “ 8}p ”, Can anyone place the
stamp, assuming the flaws are constant?

Older Commemoratives
Several readers have found flaws on older commemora

tives. Apart from colour shifts, which are not normally
reported in these notes, they are as follows:

1975 Railway Stamps. Mr. J. W. Fair of Grays, Essex,
has an interesting example of the 7p Stephenson’s Rocket
stamp, on which there is a complete break diagonally across
the smoke stack, and a second diagonal break across the
figure “ I ” of “ 1875 ”. Finally, a reotuch exists on the
black water tank.

1975 Sailing Stamps. Mr. W. Manning of Kilbarchan,
Renfrewshire, reports man in middle yacht 95% missing in
a gutter pair of the 8p value.

Can any readers confirm that either of these represent
constant flaws and, if so, give their sheet position?

LEIGHTON BUZZARD CHURCH ANNIVERSARY
COVER

The Parish Church of /Ml Saints, Leighton Buzzard is
celebrating its 700th anniversary this year and a stamp
exhibition is being arranged by the Leighton Buzzard P.S.
over the week-end July 2nd and 3rd. A souvenir cover with
special cachet is also being prepared and serviced with an
8|p Silver Jubilee stamp and cancelled by a Leighton Buzzard
handstamp. These will be available from J. F. Reid, 19 High
St., Leighton Buzzard, Beds, at 40p each. '

A customer of B. Alaa Ltd. has sent them a £5 deposit
for a mint Silver Jubilee omnibus set without including his
name. The person concerned is asked to get into'tontact
with the firm.

'07
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Falkland Islands wins a second collective coup

By Helmuth Conrad
THE SECOND BIG Falkland Islands stomp

“battle” has been won by philatelists, I have
just learned. The story behind the contwveray.
demonstrates how much our hobbycanteach
us about history, geography, and powerpd^is.

Last year, the British government a& iar
emissary to its crown colony/a duster of two
fair-sized islands and about wtiny ones fc the
Atlantic Ocean just east of Argentina's squilMnrn
Up-

His mission wM to figm out the Fin
land Islands cm*U  generate moterevenue Cho?
an easy task, because there’s adhing much
there beyond a Couple of thousand people and
many sheep]. i

Certain stamp wholesalers in England report
edly put a bug in the emissary's ear. If they
were given the privilege of controlling ther is
lands’ stamp issues, they said, philatelic reve
nues would skyrocket.

Word of this obvious scheme to produce wall
paper leaked out to the.FaSdand Islands Phila
telic Study Group, a small but energetic group
of hobbyists with support througboutthq^vrorld.

They protested rtrea»ously» .pointing out that
the islands always had been phfiatelkjally
“clean” and free of junk issues. The Bn^eh
government listened, then decided- cft&d of the
stamps would remain vested in the Crown
Agents, a kind of marketing arm for Britain's
commonwealth nations. And stamp collectors
cheered. ..... ’ -------

For details of this part of the story, I am
indebted to Robert W. Johnson, a Falkland Is
lands specialist living in Warehouse Point,
Conn.

But there was an earlier stamp battle of
equal interest, the details of which can be stud
ied by digging into Scott’s catalog and any
decent encyclopedia.

The British discovered the Falklands in 1592
and claimed them in 1765. French settlers
meanwhile had moved in, but were kicked out
by Spain. Then the former Republic of Buenos
Aires staked a claim, but in 1831 made the
mistake of seizing three United States fishing

vessels in that vicinity. Our Navy went to the
rescue and proclaimed, that the island belonged
to nobody. But the British took over in 1833 and
have been running things ever since.

Argentina, however, has insisted up until re
cent years that it owns the Falklands, and peri
odically has issued stamps [see Scott] depicting
maps to “prove” its point. The Falklands have
printed a few' map stamps, too. Claims on near
by antarctic territory also have turned up in
stamp form. For all we know the propaganda
war-by- stamps could erupt again. I find all
of this fascinating, and being a stamp addict I
now am tempted to begin putting together a
little Falklands collection of my own.

The first issues-eame out in 1878 and depicted
Queen Victoria.^ simple but handsome centen
nial set hi 1933, and some of its
numbers have ■become quite scares and expen-
Sive’ - -

Separate : ter ’• te Falkland Dependen
cies [one cfWitf jrf tahnded began coming out
m 1946, aathjfe-a-
stamps 'Sbte&er Island
groups for wftfc' whidi l am not ac
quainted. - ■■gj 7' '

And iliM ljte
del Fuego be
other storj£<’
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ter 1976’realiz

A Falkland Islands 1964 6p
vignette error (151a) realized
$4,100. According to the
Superior official, in 1964, the
Falkland Islands issued a set
of stamps in commemoration
of the 1914 “Battle of the
Falkland Islands” when many
great ships were instrumental
in securing the islands’ liberty
from enemy hands.

The 6p value was intended
to show the ship “H.M.S. Kent”
but a single sheet of 60 stamps
was accidentally printed
showing the wrong design —
the ship "H.M.S. Glasgow.”

The sheet escaped detection
and was ultimately sent to the
U.S. as part of a regular
consignment of new issues,
where it was broken into single
stamps and sold to collectors
as part of the set of four.

For several years this error
remained unnoticed until a
single copy was found and
auctioned by the London firm
of H. R. Harmer Ltd.

Its discovery created great
excitement throughout the
philatelic world as the question
was asked, "Where were the
other 59 copies?” Until now
only six examples have been
found, noted the Superior
official.

was adding to his collection of
new issues and bought a set of
the Falkland Islands stamps

"foi-Ji.
. Kam, now a law student at

the University of California in
Loa Angeles, placed the set into

' his collection and was unaware
■< ofthn^rue value of his $1
,, purchase until some 10 years

later.
On Easter in 1976, he noticed

an advertisement of Superior
Stamp Auctions in a stamp
magazine, stating they had just
auctioned an example of the
same error.

Excited by the chance of
finding a second copy he
checked his set and found the
6p value to be the "H.M.S.
Glasgow.”

Kam placed his new find in

the hands of Harold Goldberg,
president of Superior Stamp
Auctions, for inclusion in the
Dec. 13-14 auction.

The authenticity of the stamp
was verified and on Dec. 14,
the rarity came under the
auctioneer’s gavel as part of
the "Winter” auction.

The Superior official explains
that Kam will use the proceeds
from the sale to continue his
education and ensure his entry
into the legal profession.

,377

Another Kent-Giasgo**
Error Offered

THE recorded numbers of the spectacu
lar Falklands Error of Vignette from

the 1964 ship issue have increased from six
to eight during the past few months. In their
Winter 1976 Auction, Superior Stamp & Coin
auctioned the seventh example of this
rarity. This stamp realized §4,200 against
its present catalog price of $2,500.

In 1965, Michael Kam, then
a schoolboy living in Honolulu,

We
St-Scfp oP $4<LV'oy
rv. ci' fke-

d

J- IK I »IC

Scott NO. 151. *5
hnoTfiaundHwfm H.M.S. *

sign.

Publicity resulting from its discover tad ;
sale caused additional collectors to check
their sets of this issue for the error - and
lightning struck twice! For one forttqgte
Nevada collector, his 91 mW tame pnMfeM
turned out to be the rare Glasgow vipetta-
making this-the eighth recorded exantole.
He consigned it to Superior Stamp h Coin
for Inclusion in their June 1177 auction •
making them the only firm to have offered
three copies of this 20th Century rarity.
This summer auction scheduled to be their
largest, with over 3,000 lots of rare stamps
of the world has a projected realization
approaching $750,000. Catalogs are
available from Superior Stamp A Coin, SMI
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Cal. N210.



Foreign and Commonwealth Office
London SW1A2AH

H E Mr J R W Parker, OBE
Governor and C in C
Falkland Islands

Your reference

Our reference && ^05/1

Telephone 01- 233 34^1

Date 13 June 1977

3^^
STAMP ISSUING POLICY

Thank you for your 205/1 of 29 March in which you apologised
for not having replied earlier to mine of 1 February. I now
have to make a similar apology for the same reasons.

2. You wonder whether there is any real problem over stamp
issues. I think there is, but it is possibly in the nature
of a misunderstanding rather than a serious problem. Is it
not simply that each side believes the other to be claiming the
whrHe of the stamp eake instead of sharing it? I gather from
your letter that this is your impression aoout us, since you
argue against the idea that we might ”... shift the whole
responsibility for all three issues over to your encC^ But
this is not what we want at all. We readily accept your point
that considerable expertise is available in the Islands about
the Islands and the last thing we wish to do is to usurp the
whole responsibility for the programme or to impose unpalatable
conditions on the Islanders. What worries us, and what prompted
us to begin this lengthy correspondence is the following statement
quoted in the minutes of the Stamp Co-Ordinating Committee meeting
of 26 August 1976:

"It was agreed to inform CA, with regard to the BAT,
that this Committee is concerned to ensure that the CA
are left in no doubt that philatelic policy is to be
decided by this Government. The Committee welcomes
liaison with BAS and will do this whenever possible but,
to avoid confusion, it is important that it is known
generally that policy is decided here. It was further
agreed that it may be useful for Government to approach
BAS with a view to establishing contact with one person in
their organisation to advise on availability of ships etc
for carriage of stamps to the bases end S.G."

This left us with the impression that it was the Committee who
wanted to take charge and, as I am sure you will understand, that

| would be as difficult for us as the reverse would be for you. We
' too have expertise to offer on B A T, and some aspects of
pependencies’, issues and not only on logistic questions.



3- That said, I think that the solution is a simple one. We
are happy to have a half-share of the cake and to keep to
the consultation process set out in John Heap's letter of 25
H&rch 197t which should work well once it can be got to operate
smoothly. If you are happy with that, then perhaps there is
no problem after all.

4. One last point - you mention in your letter that the
whales issue for the BAT should have gone to South Georgia.
Checking back through the files I notice that we have nowhere
suggested that the S.G. whales issue be abandoned because of the
recent BAT whales issue. We have noted that the S.G. issue
will need to depict the Blue and Fin whales which are shown on
the BAT issue, but we have suggested that attention to design
might overcome this duplication. Therefore, unless you know
of a decision to abandon the S.G. whales issue, I assume that it
is still on the programme.

Christine Brookfield
Polar Regions Section
South America Department



extract - MINUTES OF STAMP CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE U APRIL 1977

1*3  oO Suggestions in Major Spofford1 s lottqr and jiis mooting .with tho
Chief Secrotary

lojol Stanp packs - Crown Agents to ho asked for details (how mado up and
who by) 0 

le>3«2 Keeping Commemorative stamps on sale for ono year - Crow Agents1
advice to be sought o

1*3  «3 Brochure - Postmaster to consider and then give his views.

«u3c4 Speeding-up service - overtaken by events. Bureau now operating with
full-time clerk.

1o3g»5 Crown Agents’'Willingness to send out so ioonc to advise on running of
Bureau - This was best left until the Bureau clerk had had time to
adjusto :

1o3*6  Retaining regular orders - Postmaster said they were working up to this.

Io3o7 Stanp Booklet., Swedish type - Members were not familiar with the
£wedish~typo booklet$ but it could, be looked intoo
Fswenttttion ef ©up for best exhibit - Grown Agents® advice to be soughto

l03o9 Exhibition mounted by KE Study Group - this could be a good thing, but
needed more thought before coning to a definitive decision0

1.3*10  Stamp vending machine - the committee saw no advantages in this idea.

1.3 oil Overprinting .locally tho .definitive stamps for first airport flight -
it was not thought advisable to proceed with this as this typo of work
was best undertaken by security printerso

lo3ol2 Now issues - the connittoo welcomes ideas for stamp issues from any
sourceo

- 2

1.3.13 Sale of EDCs after release date - Tho position was noted.



Ref: P&T/1/1 11 July 1977

The Postmaster
Stanley

?HILATBLIC BUREAU CLERK

Noct that the philatelic clerk has been employed on a full-
time basis for some months, it would be 'rudent to take stock of
the effect of this# Perhaps you will be kind enough to let me
have your assessment of the situation.

2. As you are aware we have always been conscious that we ought
to, and probably could increase our revenue from philately, end
&ajor Spafford has made several useful suggestions during his visit
here which are recorded in the minutes of the co-ordinating committee.
Perhaps you will be kind enough to include in your brief report
an indication whether any of these recommendations have so far
been implemented. In this connection I am particularly interested
in:

a) the sale of commemoratives by the bureau after they
have been withdrawn from sale in the Post Office;

b) the sales from air lettex’s; was there for instance
a special release date for this?

c$ publicity;

d) the frequent revision of our information sheet; and

e) the addresses to which this sheet is sent.

A J P Monk
Chief Secretary
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CROWN AGENTS

Crown Agents for Oversea Governments and Administrations
ST NICHOLAS HOUSE SUTTON SURREY SM1 1EL

TELEPHONE 01-643 3311 TELEX 267103 TELEGRAMS CROWN SUTTON

Dear Sir

I Chief Secretary
The Secretariat
Stanley
FALKLAND ISLANDS

i South Atlantic

H3/FALKLAND IS

P&T/l/l

7 July 1977

Thank you for your letter of 6 May in which you detail various
recommendations made by Major Spafford when he visited Port Stanley.
2 We would be entirely happy to fall in with all four recommendations
except that we would prefer to keep commemorative issues on sale for
six months rather than twelve. This is because after the initial
demand our sales fall away rapidly and re-orders in the last week or
so of a commemorative issue’s life are the exception rather than
the rule. The Silver Jubilee issue was an exception, we should add.
What is important is that to ensure a strong market all commemorative
issues should be taken off sale at most twelve months from issue
date.
3 However, neither the presentation packs nor the extended period
of sale are^in^our view likely to increase sales~~more than by a
very small__ margin. The same consideration'applies to-”the awarding
of a cup for exhibitions in the UK and one for the USA. In both
cases only the specialist collectors would compete and there will
be no appeal to the wider field of collectors who alone can materially
increase your sales.
4 The manning of a Falkland Island stand at the international exhib
ition to be held in London in 1980 would be welcome. It should
have a beneficial effect on sales and, since we shall also be
participating in our own right, we will be only too happy to help
the Study Groups in any way we can. Certainly we can supply the
mint stamps they will need. The exhibition must however be
considered as a long term project rather than one that can be put
into effect at once.

/5 This

OS 55 A



To Chief .Secretary

(
From: THE CROWN AGENTS

9
Page No..............................................

Date 7.7.77

5 This letter highlights the problems that face us when we consider
proposals for expanding sales. It is unfortunately the case that
the requirements of the trade, if sales are to show a dramatic
increase, are likely to be more orientated towards ideas that_are
of passing interest. Such’ideas may well be frowned upon by the
purist collectors. ' ---------
6 Thus we feel confident that with an early release there could be
an ideal opportunity for us to have a Silver Jubilee Booklet now
and follow up with a definitive booklet of, say, three most postally
used stamps shortly after the new definitive appears in September.
7 For the Jubilee Booklet we suggest three blocks of four of each
value, and producing around 30,000 booklets, with a reasonable
chance of selling the lot. As present stock is insufficient for
this purpose, we would propose a reprinting with a different
format to enable the booklets to be easily assembled, and
anticipate that production could be completed within 10 weeks of
receiving your approval. Bearing in mind that we should be
using blocks of four the booklet would have a selling price of £2
producing a potential nett revenue to you of about £50,000.
8 Our own reaction has been one of hesitation in putting forward
such a proposal but, because there is still some interest in the
Silver Jubilee issues, these booklets should sell well. Othe^r
postal authorities have issued,,or are known to be issuing, such
booklets and we enclose one for reference. On balance we believe
that one such booklet now and a booklet with definitive issue
stamps early in 1978 would be generally acceptable and give rise
only to the strictly limited criticism that we imagine is inevitable
from the purist collectors - and ironically probably from the
Study Group itself.
If you wish us to go ahead we shall be glad to do so. Please
let us have your instruction by telegram.

Head of Security Printing

f/(p^

OS 149 a



Jubilee Booklets

C.S.,

You kindly let me see this file. It seems that the Crown Agents’ letter
of 7 July 1977 has just today "homed in" - it contains a suggestion tucked away
on page 2 which seems vitally important; they are suggesting what seems to be
a "cast-iron" scheme for making another <£50,000 out of Jubilee stamps for us.
All Jubilee issues appear tohave gone better than was expected and the present
suggestion is a last-minute idea for our cashing in a little.

It would have been better if CA had picked up the telephone and put
the matter to us urgently, as it is a lot of time has been lost in the post.

We have agreed for the time being to retain the Crown Agents as
our stamp advisers and this is one suggestion I think we should accept on
their advice.

Since time must be of the essence and several weeks have already
been lost I suggest we should send off a cable today telling them to go
ahead, with perhaps a confirmation letter (if it is necessary) to be sent in
today’s mail for tomorrow’s plane. The alternative would be to telephone but
that could not now be done until tomorrow, so that a cable should arrive
earlier.

There are a number of other points arising from the two new letters
and I would be happy to discuss them with you or the committee if you like,
but the .£50,000 nest-egg is the one that will disappear if we do not seize itj

(H.W.T. Pepper)

fiscal adviser

3-8.77



NOTICE: In the absence of any indication to the contrary it will be assumed that this telegram is to be charged at full rate and treated accordingly

PLEASE WRITE THE NAME AND ADDRESS IN CAPITAL LETTERS
CLASS LT
AND
ADDRESS CROWN

SUTTON

FOR SIMMS FROM MONK

Yourlet 7 July PandT/1/1 - Proposals in paras seven and eight
foi- Jubilee and Definitive booklets both acceptable

CHIEFSEC

CHARGE NUMBER

OFFICE STAMP AND DATE

VIA CW

CABLE AND WIRELESS
CABLE AND WIRELESS LIMITED

INCORPORATED IN ENGLAND

FORWARDED PARTICU

INSTRUCTIONS

DESTINATION PT ORIGIN WORDS

NO. OF WORDS DATE TIME

I REQUEST THAT THE ABOVE TELEGRAM BE FORWARDED SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS PRINTED ON THE BACK OF THIS FORM
BY WHICH I AGREE TO BE BOUND.

SIGNATURE AND ADDRESS OF SENDER _ ______________________________TELEPHONF 
NOT TO BE TELEGRAPHED

MEMBER OF THE CABLE AND WIRELESS WORLDWIDE COMMUNICATIONS GROUP



( 0:

P&T/1 /1

Postmaster

From time to time we have wondered whether we are doing
enough to publicise the occasional sub-issues or variations
in issues of our stamps. For instance 1 understand that
there has recently been a reprint of the South Georgia
overprints in half sheets. This would have been of interest
to stamp collectors and could have resulted in increased
revenue had we put Crown Agents on notice and asked them
to put out some publicity.

2. There have been other instances, too, such as the with
drawal date of stamps and the depletion of definitive stocks.

3. Possibly you are already malting arrangements to publicise
these changes, in which case there is no need to take any
action on this minute. If, however, there is room for
improvement, I should be grateful if you will instruct the
philatelic clerk that all such changes be brought to your
notice and that she informs the CA on your behalf.

ft. While 1 am on the topic may I sec an up to date handout
such as is issued by the philatelic clerk to potential
custoners please.

S

15 August 77



UNCLASSIFIED
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
London SW1

Telephone 01 -

A J P Monk Esq OBE Your reference
Colonial Secretary’s Office
Port Stanley Our reference

STAMP POLICY

1. Thank you for your letter of 3 August addressed
to Michael Hickson.

2. I have shown your letter and the enclosed draft
to Mr Parker and to other interested Departments in
the FCO. There is no objection to the proposals
set out in the draft.

C W Osborne
South America Department



Hl I j POLICY OX SOl'VKMK SHEETS

This 80th annual Convention assembled • 'he American Philatelic Society doc*
•hereby reaffirm the action relative to Heir-"- *neets  taken during the 76th annua
■convention of the Society at State Colle v- ft , and does hereby enact a standing
^resolution concerning the Society's poh-' -l.ition to such souvenir postal she*? ’.*
as follows:

The American Philatelic Society, <. :t rented with the constant pressures on stamp
collectors to purchase stamps and souvenir -heels produced primarily for collectors
with little regard for their postal usage, condemns the practice.

Specifically, the Society condemns the pi active of - postal administration issuing
souvenir sheets, sometimes referred to as ‘miniature sheets, which for al) intent?
and purposes are not likely to be used for piepaymen! of postage, especially aouvenB
sheets without perforations to permit removal of the Hamp and/or stamps for use f>p

postage if the entire sheet cannot be utilized for prepayment of mail charges co
ordinary sized letter envelopes or post cards.

The American Philatelic Society will consider such issues described above aj
coming under its Point 5 In the “Black Blot program as “an oddity intentionally
included with an issue,” and will so record such issuance*.  publicizing such facts
not only in its own journal. The American Philatelist, but • making those facts-
available to other journals as well, to apprise collectors, notah !h --r collectors.
of this practice judged inimical to the hobby of stamp collec* . -

The American Philatelic Society is cognizant of the fact tha1 .»ny such souvenir
sheets have been Issued in past years, mainly in connection with gatherings of
philatelists, for specific national or international exhibitions. The American Philatelic
Society does not condemn this past practice of many governments, nor does it
condemn the practices of those governments that have habitually used a small format
(for example 12, 20, 25 stamps) for the production of their xeipral issues, or com
memorative stamps.

However, The American Philatelic Society has taken recent, notfao of a newer
method of exploitation by a postal administration printing sheets, referred to as
“compact sheets,” with wide marginal selvage into which fancy inscriptions and
pictorial art is designed. Such sheets are strictly so designed and arranged, usually
containing high denomination stamps, to entice a collector, particularly a topicalist,
to purchase an entire full sheet to obtain the decorated selvage Such decorated
selvage serves no need in the prepayment of postage, and the practice is condemned
as harmful to the hobby, and shall be considered under Point 6 In the “Black Blot”
assessments.

Specifically, and in conclusion, The American Philatelic Society condemns the
prarflce of government postal administrations that are today adding—without nefed—
such souvenir sheets, miniature sheets and so-called “compact sheets” in order to
fill their own treasuries, such sheets having no purpose < - need for postal use,
belli).- < rp-atiwi solely for stamp collections.

—80th Annual Convention, 1966.

—3 6—
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, Thank you very much for your letter of ^rd. August from Stanley, ,1
took a long time to reach me, and since then I have been kept very bn. y on a numbeiP?
of other outstanding Falkland Islands matters. I am concerned thr-t you have now r
left the Islands and are back in this country, and that according to rumour: you have*'
now written your report. I think therefore that perhaps I should send a copy of this
letter to the Chief Secretary for information.

?9 }ue<- ?
Wes ton-S'
BSP3 ?LB

A.P.S. Policy on Souvenir Sheets etc., because
as any .then statement. The collecting of
a giraraick, and I do not purchase them,

3 tamp Exhibitdons. I have noted your various points. I have called for volunteers •
in the September issue of The Uni an' Goose and in due course I shall know the availabili
of our embers, if we are called upe-. to help. The September issue is not yet out,
unfortunately, due to my other co ts, and slowness at the printers.

Sheetlets. I . enclosing a cop.” of
it probably explains the position as
Gutter ’’airs is, in my own persona? -

j^th October 1977

because, quite frankly, they are not an/ significance or importance. Some people
are collecting them because a pa-4b■■-lar dealer, "G'.iss tamps" I think, offers to buy . ,;
them at a highly inflated price. Tn fa?' , since f ny exist as part of the normal yiA.
sheet, and since there was ’ever an.y ?n tent io by Postal A ;th ties to make extra
money thereby, I - no harm in or the •vlleotig of them. "'he fact that, in
the c se of the F-'lkliuv: ” -.lardr., they only exiut at '’t-n?ey Post Office, because th®'
Crown Agents g-’iP ' :ne 1 .he e' ■.'.wo panes bef•. r they sell them to dealers, is
very definateky t the Ivan*.  •.>? ?f • -e '•■‘••i’land Is In - is G'ver. nent, because it attracts
more collectors to b »y fro. the P ='. • leP'c i: .ma? Gt..--ley 4Van from dealers in this
country. As you will 1 ■no;. -be ?• ' ’?a■ ’?■■ lard; -aze ore money from stamps
sold in the Stanley " u~e . tv •■?'. fr . th . ? sold by the Crown Agents direct
to dealers. This is e-.k.-uu/ e 1 ■?- ’ I zcrPe';/ encourage collectors to
buy from the Buren n Se.7, It' •’ they ?., '?.;e to w?-.‘t for completion of their
orders. In tie matter -f G?'--.r ’v;~. , ' • r.lar/s are making more money,
without the . elves • ucti .•••euted */ j ick. I’ waver for the Falkland
Islands to capita?‘3e -n ‘.ss • :c< c •' ? ec ; r? : i-.j s'.eetlets merely to
make money, would ‘ ~ i: . 7 ;. 4 Pe in the ■•:ror/, ue 'r ,rery high standards
on which their wb; "e • :o- stand? w?u]..l • ••' v,:dly stak ed. If one st-dies the
customer col ’- ct. ' .! ’’• -kla:.d ’ and.? , it is -.tire
which attracts i "./■•?. *~ . ' th”.4. ■"eput? tk-n- 3 1
of view, they hecc e ’ st tver small group of sta

'j -.-?rv igh reputation,
then, Ftsk the c ol les tors poi nt

• .issuing islands. I realise
that the Ci;5 '“-k :' ? i. -re ■•’ho^t sold well to an A--sr'cau -galor, ' owever T am sure
that to repeat it 1 ■ irreparable ban--, to the Falkland Islands rey.’tai'on. /

As ■■■ ■ point out, T un-lerstund that Britain is to r luce a MiniaturejflflBfiW 1
Sheet to finance the '980 International. You will, however, note ' e rider about
such a practice in the A.P.S. olicy, when it affects Specific or Tu1ernatinnal
Exhibitions. Personally I hate the idea and I think that :t.is an ‘inreasonable
exception. I shall not buy the British 1-iniature Sheet, actively encouraging others
to do likewise, because it will encourage other Postal Ad-in ’ 3 tratiorts to use it as
an excuse to issue these gimmicks. I believe that these British’Fin.:ature Sheets
will fail, like the Charity Issue we had in 1975, and I believe it is a breach of
faith by the 1 ?P0 Exhibition organisers, and a sore point.

Of course I would have no wish to write one word against Falkland
Islands stamps, but T have to say that should they isrue Xiniature/s?>uvenir Sheets,. ' .
I would feel obliged' either to publish articles and comments in our journal and
elsewhere condemning them or to resign from Editorship of The Upland Grose or both.
This is not t’ raat, but a statement of policy and principle which I must fellow.

0onmemerat' vc C ■ ins. I have been in touch with Mr Lotberington and t’ a 'Jepteuber
is ue of The Upland Goose carries an announcement and illustrations. I hope that it
pro oles sales. I should add that I have no claim to an\r know?edge of the ethics of
Numismatics, the coin collectors must look after that themuelves. a collector of



Philately. Thank you very much for the information which you rent. Falkland Islands'
stamps have been prized for many yer.rss the 1698 2s.6d. Blue stamp was voted the mostr-
beautiful stamp in the World ever to exist J by a poll amongst philatelists in the USA .
as long ago as 1904. Used Falkland Islands stamps are greatly prized now. Apart
fro- the very lowest values, one c^n always obtaia face value + 10/' on used Falkland
Islands stamps in the UK, when selling to .a dealer,' and of course more for complete
covers. Most local stamp shops in the UK and America;simply are unable to offer
Falkland Islands used stamps, they just do hot exist in /sufficient quantity. InoidenWlly
I believe that the Bureau in Stanley is offe^hg FirgfMy Covers of issues,some thr$$ .

-or more years old,at wall. below,:the really xjught
Up this stock to present ic#^^c^S-ly'’crbtain from the eutr^nW^' ‘ ■
.Gibbons catalogue - or even ask ma, I’ll teil them if they want to know. When dealers
find out, it will be them and not the Islands who will make the profit!

I think that the selling of used stamps could be developed quite ir
leyiti a'oly, if carefully planned, though I do regret the canceliing^o order which/ I.
saw going on in the Post Office f however I have kept quiet about this because I do
not suppose the extent is very great.. ’ ^b;-_ 

things Falkland, as well as stamps, I will just t what is 'f-’ered. Already I have
an order in for the coins.

At one time, I suggested that we should have a standing A'visory Board,
consisting of representatives of the Falkland Islands Postal Ad .frustration, the Crowji'
Agents and the Collectors (i.e. the cutomers) represented by our Study Group to work
together to promo1e Falkland Islands stamps in the best possible way with long term
objects in view. I believe that the free exchange of idecs would be extremely
valuable and could be of nothing*but  benefit to the Falkland Islands Postal Administration
• after all we have '-re *»mon  aim to promote ?* I'-'land Islands Philately. Perhaps one
day such an de® might be ennsu’ered.

> >. I am of course delighted that T have hen able to have this dialogue . ?■_ ■
with, you et this time. I am r,nly sor^y that I ’-&ve een unable to answer your letter b'

■ J.-'v sooner. .'-1'* VAX! • \
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6 September 1977

His Excellency
J R W Parker OBE
Government House
Port Stanley
Falkland Islands

Your letter of May 4th came while I was away on leave, and for
this reason, I am afraid, seems to have fallen out of sight. So
please accept my apologies for this belated reply.

2. We continue to be well pleased with the performance of our
philatelic bureau, and in case these are of interest I enclose copies
of the original agreement we signed in 1975 and of the new one we
entered into this year. We now have a full time Attorney-General
at post, and he is able to keep a fairly close eye on what goes on.
I think our partners have got the message that anything unethical is
not worth trying on.

3. Our stamps seems to have a high reputation amongst collectors
and we are considered to have succeeded in avoiding the pitfalls into
which one or two West Indian and Pacific territories tumbled in the
196O’s. Financially, results have been excellent and it appears that
we shall exceed revenue estimates for the current year. All in all
there is no doubt in my mind that the Falklands could add £100,000
a year to revenues if 'you set up the same kind or organisation.
However I know all too well your problems I

(T H Layng)

CONFIDENTIAL



AN AGREEMENT made the third day of May One Thousand Nine Hundred and

Seventy Seven BETWEEN the Tuvalu Philatelic Bureau Limited

(hereinafter called the Local Company) on the one part and

Philatelists Limited of 7 Richmond Hill Avenue Clifton Bristol England

(hereinafter called the Company) on the other part

IT IS HEREBY AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

1 o The Local Company mil employ the services of the Company

and will appoint as its bureau manager a person to be

nominated by Philatelists Limited who in the first instance

shall be Anthony Kennett Esq® or failing him a man of equal

calibre for a period of eighteen months commencing on the

first day of December One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy

Six at a management fee payable to the Company equal to

£5000 (Five Thousand rounds Sterling) per annum plus a

commission of 20$ (Twenty per centum) of the net profits

of the Local Company® The expression ’’net profits” shall

mean the profits of the Local Company for the period in

question after taxation but before charging commission

payable hereunder

2® In consideration of the payments hereinbefore specified

the Company agrees to continue to manage the philatelic

bureau previously set up in Tuvalu and to arrange, subject

to to the Government of Tuvalu’s (hereinafter referred to as

the Government) approval, for the issue and distribution of 



stamps by the bureau from time to time*  In particular the

Company shall provide and pay the salary of the Manager

referred to in Clause 1 hereof, engage, in consultation

with the Government, local staff to assist in the management

of the bureau, arrange for the payment of all outgoings

of the bureau, and collect the proceeds of sale of stamps

distributed by the bureau and all advertising thereof.

It is further agreed that the Government in consultation

with the Manager will select and the Company will endeavour

to train a suitable local person with a view to his taking

over the position of manager on the termination of this

Agreement as well as selecting and training the local

staff in necessary management and philatelic skills.

Hie Company will arrange for a Director or Manager of the

Company to make not less than two visits per annum to

Tuvalu on the business of the philatelic bureau and it

shall advise on all matters relating to philately

including the preparation of stamp issuing programmes,

the format of sheets of stamps etcetera, the employment

of the best artists and printers and printing processes.

It shall also liaise with the Crown Agents on all matters

concerning the production and printing of stamps and

mastermind and implement promotional sales campaigns

with the object of increasing the net revenue of the

Local Company. The Company shall do its best to protect

and, wherever possible, to enhance the philatelic reputation



of Tuvalu. It shall also, through the Manager nominated

by it, maintain accurate books of account, records,

supported by vouchers, of all the income received and

expenditure incurred by the Local Company including the

costs of advertising provided that the Company shall accept

reinbursement of all expenses incurred by it by way of

credit to its account with the philatelic bureau.

4. The management fee shall be paid to the Company monthly

in arrears on the last day of every month and shall be

paid into such account or accounts as the Company may from

time to time direct.

5» In addition to the management fee the Local Company shall

reimburse the expenses incurred by the Company in carrying out

its duties under this Agreement and such expenses shall include

(but not so as to exclude other expenses reasonably due) the

Director’s return economy air fare from the United Kingdom to

Tuvalu once in every six months and the Director’s living

expenses while en route to or in Tuvalu and his reasonable

' travelling expenses while in the area for which receipts or

vouchers will be produced. In addition the Local Company

shall reimburse the Company for the economy return air fare

to and from the United Kingdom and Tuvalu of the current

Manager and the return economy air fare to and from the United

Kingdom and Tuvalu of his replacement. The Local Company

will also procure free furnished living accommodation for the 

said Managers and will allow them four weeks leave per annum 



6- All differences arising out of this Agreement shall be referred

to the decision of an arbitrator to be appointed in writing

by the parties hereto or if they cannot agree upon a single

arbitrator to the decision of two arbitrators, one to be

appointed in writing by each of the parties within one

calendar month after having been required in writing to do

so by either of the parties or, in the case the arbitrators

do not agree, of an umpire appointed in writing by the

arbitrators before entering upon the reference. The umpire

shall sit with the arbitrators and preside at their meetings

and the making of an award shall be a condition precedent to

an right of action hereunder •

7. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent the Local Company

terminating the service of the Company without compensation

should the Company be unable to carry out its duties under

this Agreement or to make satisfactory arr?ngements for having

these carried out for any consecutive period of three months

for any of the following reasons 2

a) Any law, directive, pronouncement or order of the

Government of the United Kingdom which prevents the

Director travelling to Tuvalu to carry out his duties.

b) If the Company shall be guilty of any material or

persistent act of dishonesty or misconduct or wilful 

neglect of its duties or any breach of this agreement



other than a breach which (being capable of being

remedied)shall have been remedied forthwith by the

Company upon its being called upon to do so by the

Board of the Local Company♦

8. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent 'Philatelists Limited

engaging in the philatelic business either as a principle

or agent of anyone else or any Company provided that such

engagement or association does not interfere or conflict

with its duties under this Agreement.

9. This Agreement shall in all respects bo interpreted in

accordance with the Laws of .England.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties to those present have hereunto

set their hands the day and year first above written.

Signed on behalf of the Tuvalu

philatelic Bureau Limited

e>» J.-UrOC GGi’

oap9Q<»>>oc>4>9->os»«>>> ThrOC bOr

Signed on behalf of fhilatclists Limited

Bireccor

Director
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I fear X have bean some time la replying to yourletter*  Wat it beoaaie rather fulmrc^d la the Chief
Scerotasyts office where X sent It for co—ants oa
the applicability hero of what you described as
your "new If controversial philatelic bureau". ¥©
wore intrigued by this because of our need to increase
our stamp sales revenue in the light of the
Shackleton Report.
Vo wore indeed subjected to well orchestrated
lobbying following the publication of the
Shadklet on Report, and we have opted to stay with
the Crown Agents, though making it plain that we
expect acre of then in the philatelic field in
future. Vo do feel an obligation towards those who
have Invested in Falklands stamps but of coursethere are also the interests of the Colony as a
whole to consider, so we have by no scans closed
our Binds to new methods and ideas. Ve would,
accordingly, welcome more details about your
venture.
As you know, there have been many criticisms of
firms promoting stamps, not all by the disinterested.

/Of course



Of*  course it is early days yet, but I would be
particularly interested to know how your retention
of control over operations and policy is working out
in practice and whether, with the benefit of
hindsight, you would not suggest further safeguards.
I air. thinking primarily of the quality of stamps and
the number of issues, and whether one could make
the best of both worlds and increase profits while
protecting collectors’ interests.

j it h Parker
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AN AGTOJCT? MADE THE Eighteenth day of October too Thousand U 7

Nine Hundred and Seventy Five BSTWEEH the Government of Tuvalu

culled the Government) of th© on© part and Fnilateliete Limited of V Mcimoxxd
Hill Avenue Clifton Bristol England (hereinafter ©filled the Company) of tto

other part

whereas <
a) Th® Govoi’nsieat and th© Company about to establish an isdep'sndent

Philatelic Mw for Tuvalu find appoint the Ce^n-Hny for a trial period

of twelve months to sst up and administer the bureau and

b) It is proposed that a Cs-iupaxy with limited liability ©hall b© formed

for th© purpose of taking ©ver and cax-rying on the philatelic

bureau and for th© sale of otrimp© and promotion of philately and

o) The authorised share capital of the Tuvalu Company is to ha 10s000
(Ten Thousand) Australian Dollars divided into 10,000 (Tsn Thousand)

Ordinary shares of $1 A (One Australian Pollux') each of which 89COO

(Eight ©unifiond) chares shall be cubsoribed for by th© («GV€:ranent usd

2*000  (Two Thousand) shall ba subscribed fur by th© Company and

d) The existing arrungtsueiiis made between th© Govcx'xmient and th© Company

shall be continued by the Tuvalu Company and th© Tuvalu CcW'W chall
enter into the attached Agency Agrecuieixi with th© Corap.ny of w-ich th©

terms have been agreed and which for the purpose of identification

have been initialled by the parties

how Tins deed lamssm a^ iwxnist

1» The Govex'HffiCiai hereby appoints th© Ccmpaxjy and the Company herety

accepts th® appointwent to set up and administer an independent

philatelic Var©^u for Tuvalu for a period of twelve months fim tto
first day of December 1975

2® It is agreed by th© parties that a now limited co^raay ehall be foxwd

for the pux^jQsoa of ©trying on the business of the philatdi© Uimi

to be named TUVALU PHILATELIC BUREAU Ul’tlTED

1* The Ctovcrnmcnt hcroby agrees to subscribe for 8$0C0 (Eight Thousand) /
i

Bharoa of Cue Aufetrnliea Dollar each and th© Cc&pa^y herelgr agrees t# -

subscribe for 2|0C0 (Two Tiicusand) ahares of Cue Australian Dollar ea©h ■
in Tuvalu Philatelic Bureau Limitod ** the proposed Comp<u^ / /

/

KI
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4« Th® Govornaenl hereby a&rooti with tiwj Company th-.t long the

Company beneficially owns the above mentioned pharos in th® insued

share capital of th® proposed Company *»  Tv^ilu railatelic Xteeou
Limited •*  (ox*  ©took or shares into which such shares may W converted

or oorisolidatGd) th® OowwM will exercise iiu voting rights fol*

th® tta® being in that Company to ©neuro that a*-  

u) Subject to th® provisions in th® following suV-claus® 4 (b)
hereof 90$ (Ninety per ©entw) of the aiot profits in respect of any

accounting period of th® Tuvalu Company shall ’be rat©ably dietritatei

Ly way ©f dividend to the ©Uiroholders of that Company8 euch net profits

to bo ewiioulated after making provision for trading ©xpen&ca and taxes
(if any) mid cu&h further adjustments on the auditors of the Tuvalu Company

fchall think fit 

b) So long as the Agency Agreement referred to in Clans® 6 hereof 

continues in force or is rcplac^A^h k
extended by agreement then theyJornpany shall receive in IxeiAof ilia
distribution^}/ way of dividend as provided for in clause 4 (&) above )

a commission only of 20$ (Twenty per centum) of the profits 

mor© particularly referred to in clause 1 of th© proposed Agency

Agreement between the Company and tho Tuvalu Company

c) The remaining 10$ (Ten per contun) of the not profits as-reduced '

by the amunt payable by the Company in-taaation ; hall bo passed to x

roserves W4-utilired’ ia th<rf irst pluoerto pay rutcaLly for uncalled

liability of tsharelioldera on allotted shares and when such uhares have

become fully paid such racerves shall from tim« totime be capitalised

and distributed te shareholders pari passu in the form of capitalisation

issues

d) The Mefuorondum and Articles of Association of the Tuvalu Company

shall not bo altered to the prejudice of minority oliaroliolderu and

c) Th® Tuvalu Company uhall not <3jag?iga in any activity other than

that ©f scle and promotion of philatelyt coins and other collectors*
items -and

f) The Birocvuxc of the Tuvalu Company shall not rofbee to register

the transfer or tranaaisoioii of any shares of its capital io a subsidiary

or holding Company of the Compmiy or to a member of the family of any

minority sluroholder Lui th® Gowr^cnt reserve the right to cancel this



agreement if the shares ar® trannferr<5d io a c^pa>.y && pexi^on of vhos

they Go not approve

I
J». The provisions^ of Section 210 of the Companies Act 1$4® (Wk) and/or

i
any subsequent- amendments thereof shall as far as practicable fcpp’ly

to the conduct and managtmont of the affairs of the Company

6* It shill be a condition of this agreement that ths Government will y
procure thut proposed Tuvalu Philatelic Bureau Limited will as fretth

the det© of its formation oaploy Philatelists Limited to jaanago and. vim
/

its affairs i^xd to provide the services and expertise of a philatelic

bureau in Tuvalu and that Ihilatslists Limited shall accept ouch employment

on the terms eat cut in the Agency Agreement referred to between the parties

and a copy of which marked *A*  and initialled by and on behalf of th©

parties is annexed to this Agreement

7® The Company shall provide the initial capital required to furnish and ,’

c^uip the bureau to a standard agreed between gpver-mea*  and the Company j
on the understanding that ouch capital and any eccpenses applicable to b

the setting up of the bureau will be reimbursed fvoaa bureau funds |

when available

8# Th© Company shall advise the Government on all matters relating to

Philately including preparation of stamp issuing programmes# the

format of sheets for stamps and advise on the Last artists# prixitero and

type of printing involved in ths preparation and issue ci*

The Company agrees to liaise with the Cxwn Agents insofar as &11

matters concerning th© production and printing of stamps is ©cmcerr.ed

and to ensure that the agreed programme is adhered to# Tho Company

shall also mstormind and implement promotional scion campaigns with

the object of inoroasing the net revenue of Govercrnent to the maxima

and shall endeavour to protoct and vdiorevex' possible to euhuncu tha

philatelic reputation of the territory

1O« The Company shall provide a suitable bureau Hkm igor for a fco of &5#000
(Jive Thousand Foundo sterling) per annuia which cum c^hall bo eixarged againar^

the philatelic bureau# plu& expsroses sufficient to provide the manager

with suitable furnished aoax&wdation# initially in the form of a
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room at an hotd9 unt„.l other flat and/or house acoownodation ©an be

fcundj together with may travelling esp^nsos agreed by govtm»«a4 and

th© cost ci’ OU63 economy return air fare to th® United Kin&d&u and back

per year to cover the involved at the comencem^it of hl»

©iuployuient and return at ths end of his twelve taonih period of duty*

It is agreed that th© manager ©hall 'fee entitled to four Wushs paid
holiday per unnusu/ Th© (Sovermsnt agrees that the barom mana-ger shall

be granted immigration permission to work in Tuvalu for cm> year*
This will bo renewed if necesoaxy )

11 • Ths Company ©hall keep proper books of account and shall make entries

ihsreia of all receipts and payments racaived and made on behalf of ths

Iciness of the philatelic bureau or ouch other matter 9 transactions

and things as are usually written and entered into books of account

kept by parsons engaged in concern? of a similar nature and to grant

to the (foverrmat or its duly authorised representative free access to
all books 9 records filea and documents of the philatelic bureau without

prior warning for the purpose of security and audit and shall caous®

that all X'^ocipts and payments are appropriately supported with vouchoxa

12U On tlw 10th November One Thousand. Nina Hundred ?,md Seventy Six*  and tw?

annually thereafter or as soon as practicable after that data a Profit

and Loss Account and Salenoe Sheet shall be made out showing the assets
and liabilities of the philatelic bureau and what belongs and is due io *\  , .
the Clovermont on the on® ^and and th© Company oa th© other*  A flra v
of Chartax^d Accountant o9 agreed between th© parties shall be eanployed

for the purpose of preparing the annual Trading rmd Profit and

Account and Balanso Sheet and for auditing sa&e

13» Ponding the fox^ation of the proposed new Company ** Tuvalu Rxilatolia

Bureau Limited •*  the Company shall W remunerated on th® basis of

2C^ (Twenty per centum) of the net profits of the bureau



It is further gtoed that any monies drawn from the proposed new Company

on acco ;t of Zi vidends, commiesions or loans shall be drawn by both
parties in tlx proportion of 60$ (Eighty per centum) to the Govexwv.it

and 20JJ (Twety centum) to the Company at ths camo time

Chi*f  Minister fox*  and on behalf of
th*  Government

SIGNED

Director of and for end on behalf
of Philatelists Limited

Govexwv.it
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From

To:- .

E J Sims Esq _ . , », Z .Telephone No/Ext.Head, of Security Printing /
H Division /
Crown Agents DeparZent
St. Nicholas House /

SUTTON Surrey SMI 1EL /

I have recently had some correspondence with the

Commissioner at Tuvalu (formerly the Ellice Islands),

Mr Tom Layng who, some years ago, was Chief Secretary

here. Appa rnnt ky , To help in their administration of

their philatelic policy they have made/an agreement
/with £hre firm called Philatelists Ltd/of 7 Richmond Hill

Avenue, Clifton, Bristol for the management of their

philatelic bureau. Apparently it wgfrks well on the sales

side. One of the main clauses in tne agreement with

Philatelists Ltd is that ’’the company shall do its best

to protect, and wherever possible/ to enhance the philatelic

reputation of Tuvalu”. I am not/at all sure we should

embark on a similar commercial venture, although the

administration of our philatel/c issues does impose a very

heavy burden on us. ixxixi We/ would be grateful to know

what your experience has be^n of this firm, and the Tuvalu

arrangement: whether they have a good reputation in the

business; and whether thyir activities have in fact

maintained the standing/of Tuvalu stamps amongst collectors.

138649 Dd. 107857 500M 2/76 MFP
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Reference 

Chief Secretary

STAMP POLICY

1. You will be interested to see the attached letter I have had
from Mr Tom Layng at Tuvalu in reply to one I sent him on 4 May
(copy also attached).

2. I have replied to Mr Layng thanking him for his letter, and
I am wondering whether it would be worthwhile - or politic.’- now
to write to Major Spafford and/or the Crown Agents as in my
suggested drafts---- I a .

3. Perhaps you could discuss this with Mr Morrison and I will
leave it to your discretion.

Governor

11 November 1977

CODE 18-77



and I was lucky
when I was able

Hon. Secretary /
M .D .Barton'
"The Metis"
Sandle Manor/
For'dingbridge
ants SP6 1NT

out
I used to carry on, what I believe was
to time with your predecessor, Arthur
Islands’ Stamp Policy
Islands last February
Committee and so on.

||LKLAND ISLANDS PHILATELIC STUDY GROUP,

I tried very hard to meet you-^rn London, before you
left for the Falkland Islands, but, by the time that I had found
out your whereabouts, it was but 2 or 3 days before your flight

I hope that you will not mind that I drop you a short letter.
a useful dialogue from time

Monk, on the subject of the
enough to visit the Falkland
to meet the Stamp Design

Editor of "The Upland Goose”
Major R.N.Spafford

29 Queens Road
Weston-super-Mare
Somerset BS23

President
W.C.tye'lld M.C.

Chairman
R.J.B. Leppard
2 Meadow'Close
Hail sham.
Sussex BN27 ITJ
z/el.- (0323)842273

■3rd. November 1 97r

You will know, I expect, that this Study Group, which
has a World-wide membership of the most important Falkland Islands
stamp collectors, is suprebifily keen that the Islands should maintain
its very high reputation as a stamp issuing country with a philatelic
policy that is almost unblemished: so much so that, today, it rates
as amongst the 10 most popular collecting countries for serious
philatelists. This popularity has been gained chiefly because of the
absence of over-issuing, the absence of gimmicks designed purely to
make money, the maintainance of a policy to feature only subjects
directly relevant to the Islands (apart from Royal occasions) and
the retention of the Crown Agents, because all the other agencies
are unethical, being dealers concerned in the philatelic trade.

Whilst this might, at first sight, sound like ultra
conservatism, we are very keen that the Falkland Islands Post Office



||LKLAND 5SLANDS PHiLATELiC STUDY GROUP

2/

in this we want to be

in marketingonly a gimmick

often appear illogical in what they will
not, and this is where, I hope, that I

Hon, Secretary
M.D.Barton
"The Mews"
Sandle Manor
Fpxdi ngbrid ge

/Bants SP6 1NT
Tel: (0425)53282

support and
may be able
Pepper, the
visited the
from the rumours I have heard of his report, we philatelists would

and
good sound long-term
The Upland Goose, I am
persuade, even to

Philatelists
what they will
to help. I had some correspondence with Mr. Trevor
Fiscal Advisor sent out by the O.M.D., who recently
Islands, and whom I met before he travelled out. But

should increase its revenue considerably,
of help. We see this being achieved on a
basis. As Editor of the Society Journal,
only too happy, at all times, to promote,
advertise, Falkland Islands stamps, the Postal System and the Post
Office, in order to help increase sales, provided the present very
sound policy is maintained. We all know that the aim of the Post
Office of every country, however pure its policy, is to make money
out of us philatelists, and this is fine - but it is important that
it is clearly seen that philatelic issues are primarily concerned
with the sending of mail. Thus for example, we will not support
Miniature or Souvenir Sheets or unnecessary extra markings and
inscriptions on the selvedge margins, which have no validity in the
operation of the Post Office, but, on the other hand, for example
we are prepared to push hard the new stamp booklets, because we see
a postal need. We would, however, support Presentation Packs,
because in providing these ( assuming that normal issue stamps are
enclosed), there is no gimmick actually attached to the stamps
themselves,

Chairman
R.J.B. Leppard
2 Meadow Close
Hail's ham.
Sussex BN27 ITJ
Tel: (0323)842273

Editor of nThe Upland Goose”

Major R,N.Spafford
29 Queens Road

Weston-super-Ma re
Somerset BS23 2LH

President
W.C.Neldcl M.C.
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President
W.C^Neild M.C.

Editor of "The Upland Goosen

Major R.N.Spafford
29 Queens Road

Weston-super-Mare
Somerset BS23 2LH

Hon, Secretary
M. D .Barton
"The Mews"
Sandle Manor
Fordingbridge
Slants SP6 1NT
Tel: (0425)53282

not be very pleased with some of his ideas. Because he had left the
Inlands when I sent my last reply to him, I sent a copy of my letter
to the Secretariat for information and you may have it on file.
Certainly I do not wish to be a nuisance and equally certainly you
need have no fear that I shall publish anything of a confidential
nature written to me in a letter.

I am now retired from the Army, and my two interests
in life are the Falkland Islands and Philately; the two often
coincide. I attempt to supplement my small service pension as
a free lance journalist, writing on these two subjects. It is
poorly paid - more pin money - but I have no problems in getting
my work published, and I spread it around all the journals, in turn.
One of my aims is to attract more philatelists to turn to the
Falkland Islands for their collecting. I have a number of articles
commissioned, including a series on the new Mail Ship Definitives,
and I am hoping to sign a contract with BBC Television, at the end
of the year, to script-write a series for broadcasting in the
Spring of 1979 on the hobby of Philately in all its aspects. I
certainly hope to be able to bring Falkland Islands Philately into
the series, if I am allowed, and the BBC are conscious of my keen
interest in the Islands; but of course I shall not be allowed to be
over-biassed•

I maintain a list of events of historic interest, whicl
I hope may help to suggest suitable subjects worthy of commemoration
on stamps. I normally send out suggestions covering about 4 years
at a time, and the last list I sent to the Crown Agents and the
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Chairman
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Hail sham.
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President
W.C.Neild M.C.

Editor of ”The Upland Goose*1
Major R.N.Spafford

29 Queens Road
Weston-super-Mare
Somerset BS23 2LH

Falkland Islands Government. My list goes
there are one or two blank years. If such
next few years, I shall be pleased to send
next 4 years•

Hon? Secretary
M.D.Barton
"The Mews"
Sandle Manor
Fordingbridge

/Hants SP6 1NT
Tel: (0425)53282

up to the year 2000, but
ap.ist is of help over the
the ideas covering the

When I was in the Islands, I floated the idea that the
Falkland Islands Post Office should have a stand, as many other
countries do, at the next International Philatelic Exhibition in
London. This will be at Olympia in 1980. I discussed the idea with
Mr. Trevor Pepper, and he gave me grounds for believing that it
might be acceptable to the Falkland Islands Government. The outline
plan would be a stall-.rented by the Falkland Islands Government
(estimated to cost around £1 ,200) for the 10 days of the exhibition.
Labour to man the stall would be found from within our Study Group
on a volunteer basis, but working to the advice of the Crown Agents.
The stall would sell Falkland Islands stamps on behalf of the
Falkland Islands Post Office, and in itself provide considerable
active advertising for the Post Office and the Islands. I have
gone so far as to make a provisional booking with the organisers of
such stands, because it is already necessary to make such provisional
bookings. However it can all be cancelled, if the idea does not
appeal. Meanwhile I have started to canvas volunteer labour in case
the idea is approved, and so that if the go ahead is given, we can
be ready. Perhaps, in due course, you will be able to let me know
what the feeling of the Post Office and the Government is. If you
do not want us to be involved, then equally you can tell me to stand
down: we should not be hurt. We dont want to force ourselves on
anyone .’
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I am enclosing a copy of the most recent issue of
The Upland Goose for your interest, and shall continue to send it
as I did with your predecessor on a complimentary basis. I also
send copies to the Governor, the Colonial Postfiaaster and to Mrs.
Betty Biggs in the Philatelic Bureau. I shall also send you copies
of anything which I have published on Falkland Islands Philately in
the commercial press, and any other articles by other authors which
I consider important. With this letter I enclose a copy of Stamp
Collecting Weekly of todays date which includes a long letter by
myself, defending the arrangements over the Silver Jubilee issues,
but mostly concerning BAT.

May I stress again my wish that I do not wish to be
a nuisance, but that I offer my services voluntary, for tthe sake-of
the Falkland Islands and for the sake of its philately. I do hope
that you may feel that you can use me.

With best wishes for a very happy tour in what I
consider a wonderful place, amongst wonderful people,

Editor,The Upland Goose and Research Co-ordinator, The Falkland
Islands Philatelic Study Group.
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1st December 77

Major R. N. Spafford,
29 Queens Road,
Weston-Super-Mare,
Somerset, BS23 2LH.

Thank you very much for your letter of 3rd November) drawing
my attention to the activities of your Study Group. —z

My translation from Central Africa to the South Atlantic was
so rapid that almost too much had to be accomplished both
officially and privately in the few weeks that I spent in Britain.
However, though I was sorry to have missed the opportunity of
meeting you personally, the philatelic significance of the
Falkland Islands was drawn to my attention by a number of dif
ferent interested parties. Moreover, I had not been here long,
before the problems of the subject became a reality.

Your letter under reference arrived simultaneously with your
letter of 8th November about the Stamp Booklet. As you also wrote
to the Governor on that matter, I shall not anticipate his reply
which I know you will accept as coming from me also.

That issue apart, I hope that you will still feel able to
offer us your counsel and advice. It is valued here and I
personally, as a newcomer, must have advice from every possible
source if I am to fulfil my office properly. Certainly I read
The Upland Goose with interest and daily meet with people who have
the utmost interest (of varying nature and degree) in our stamps.
To strike the right balance in obtaining maximum revenue whilst not
cheapening our issues is an unenviable task. To accomplish it
properly I shall always welcome your own views and those of the
Study Group.

Thank you for your good wishes. I have had a not uneventful
start in Stanley and my job is certainly demanding. I am enjoying
the challenge it offers but only time will show whether I can meet
it adequately.

J. D. Massingham
CHIEF SECRETARY
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THE SECRETARIAT

STANLEY

Ref: P&T/1/1 12 December 1977

There has been a certain amount of controversy recently
about certain of our stamp issues. It seemed to me, therefore,
that it would be a good idea for a number of knowledgeable
people to meet with myself and some of my colleagues to discuss
stamp policy against the background of the statement which was
issued in March this year to which we are still adhering.

I should like to have this meeting as soon as possible and
would be very pleased if you would be able to attend. I am
proposing to have it at 7®30 pm at my house next Friday evening,
the 16th December. If you would be kind enough to let my
secretary know whether you can attend or not I should be most
grateful.

J D Massingham

CHIEF SECRETARY

H M Milne Esq
Mrs V Malcolm
Mr T Dobbyns
Mr R Griffiths
Mrs B Whitney
Deputy Chief Secretary
Postmaster
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FALKLAND IELA7ES

13 Decembsr 1977

r)
.
Chairman of tho Stamps Committee - about some of the points that you I
raised in your, recent letter to hi® about the fc:.-cboc^lng CL.aibu.3 Issv.3
to tJ?j 2>th‘/uuiiverr:x:-j of Her Hajosty’s Coreration.

2v .1 dc-ubt-nhciher ,X. can usefully add anything to hr Faxxr - s both :•:?
that v;xild r.aticfy you about the acceptability c/ the y.\ 1. shootlets.
?. <•■.£/•*:■  it tee.’, is very conscious of the-need to .j'
L1 b'h jcyutytic^ ;hhat Falkic ’A xy-.?// isiAX c?.Jx . d ...
philatelic world5i. whilst also attempt to avyyont the ic.ac.

• ■ ‘ . • . • -:33P
1 th# philatelic policy statement cf L.

it is -yll v.’/.C:'<:tc.ocl that any drift. into. . ir^-obyonsible ixixo Uv;:.:-.
dissipate lon.j-yjva, and romunorativo interest in our stamps.

3® Thus it waa against such a background that wo considered the Cyo;,..-.
Agents*  original proposals with cautious interest, uo noted that they
had obtained all the appropriate approval and authority for a project cf
this nature. We took into account the fact that special care was app-j/;\.-’-tly

ti'ben with the design of the stamps to encr.:?o that there would orxje
an -acceptably designed issue worthy of the occasion that it would bo
con^o®oruti'!g. Vie were no less aware tha& you yourself that this was
another itsue coning very soon after thia year’s HSilver Jubilee”
one. However, it was not a question of our ’’jumping on tho bandwagon” - to
use your cv.n phrase - rathor did the Committee reflect upon tho possible
repercussions of our failure to participate. Given the nature of tho issue
cur opting out would have lookedp at best, distinctly odd and 'would almost
certainly have provoked undesirable coinment and .speculation. In all the
circumstances and bearing in mind the knowledge that all the ether dependent
territories would be participating ~ among them stamp issuers of inpoccable
standing - wo were satisfied that we ought to go ahead.



15 )Aa...../'A/ .'.977

:... ■ • . . - to '... • .. :
C . ■■•./ ptlots with cxcginal inscriptions*  ilindicl of
■. <:.i_2js to which we. work, it was only after no had cc aa./I.
a ;assurance that there was a substantial demand fro/ rcpnt/Jl,
philatelic sources for such sheetlets that the order was fin■?...'.....■•
fiv/ocu It seem that the frontiers of philately are c:pA_c7/:p
the co .:■■ .pvc.72.n3 intorost in it both as a hobby and a.j a. / ci
in/osb••/ntr Consequently the innovation of today jxcos /c.p:17.'\' to cc^cco
acccp ;."d pnsnt'-- /. I7o. felt-enable, th j/ofcccp.■./■ th..;/ 7: :c -
/.:• r ?-. -lco - ci? assured donnnl-fr ;;c'roputct:‘\o cin/oo/o

Uy GclZcnjaoo- and. I naturally regret that psu sk:\t.t :7. 7.
vehsttently that we are drifting into areas of'gimmickry, but I ©an only
report that there hac been no doporturo from tko dc'clcic.7. po2/' ?
of the Falkland Islands Government and that we have every c:;.?:77.in

c77'7.91/1 /./"j'lcorojj the Cxxwn Agentso ikucovor^ uc. c7/7.1 cc/'; ■■
to. wo7.ooff.j.tbo scholarly interest that you hove-taken c:r? phi?.-;’;:.." ic

.drs .in:.particular•! Xow aayslike to knew that I/am^taking inf«/- 7
ctcp.,. /•..• .-../• .blish contact /"..th a or■/../-••'coo?'..- c<? 7. /■'7 ..... p" ■ '/■■/•/

ca keent^ though possibly varying •*  interest in our stamp issues 1

cpc/ioT.77a; i-.:.;-?..-?z?Q3tap know^.udgQ^ and vic///.

4

<T D ifoDsinpho/i

.......... / ' ..' ... .
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Sutton Surrey

STANLEY

FALKLAND ISLANDS

14 December 1977

STAMP POLICY: FALKLAND ISLANDS

As you no doubt already know, there has been some controversy recently
about two of our stamp issues: the recent Jubilee Booklet and the forth
coming Omnibus Issue to mark the 25th Anniversary of HM Coronation.

2. For your information I have enclosed a copy of a letter that the
Governor received from Major Spafford about the latter, together with
copies of Mr Parker’s and my own letters of reply. I have also enclosed -
in strict confidence - a copy of a letter that Major Spafford had sent
to a local resident. These exchanges are self-explanatory and, of course,
centre around Spafford who is an influential figure certainly in local
philatelic circles and maybe elsewhere as well.

5. It is a great pity that there should be public controversy centring
round this particular commemorative issue. However, as you yourself
pointed out in the fifth paragraph of your letter H}/FI of 7 July to my
predecessor, exploring the frontiers of philately is not without its
hazards. You were right in predicting that new ideas may well be frowned
upon by the purists. Since you clearly realised that to print illustra
tions and wording on gutter margins (forgive me if I get the technical
terms wrong but this is a new field for me) I wonder whether you might not
have done something to anticipate public criticism by suitable advance
publicity and explanations. I should be interested to know what, if any
thing, was in fact done to head off purist criticism.

4*  At the same time, since we are under attack as a result of your
advice - and as you will see we have stoutly defended out~association with
you - I wonder whether you would consider as a matter of urgency what
counter measures might now be taken:

a) to advertise our adherence to our declared policy statement of
March 1977; and

b) possibly to enlist some specialist support for both the two
issues under reference in the hope of stimulating some defence
of our policies within reputable philatelic journals.



E J Sims Esq 14 December 1977

2

5* We did telegraph (our cable 288 of 26 October) to your colleague,
Mr Hawthorne, indicating that the issue of the Coronation sheetlets had
raised our apprehensions that such a departure from normal practice might
harm our philatelic image. His assurance that requests were coming from
reputable philatelic sources alleviated our misgivings. But, as our
declared policy was intended to mean that you would do everything possible
to increase our revenues from stamps by more extensive and perhaps more
adventurous marketing arrangements without resort to "gimmicks", we
should be grateful for any comments you may care to make upon our two
recent ventures; for any material that you could send us quickly that could
be used to rebut criticism of a drift towards gimmickry; and finally for
any constructive ideas that you may have for even further extending our
sales# (This last point does not, of course, have the same degree of
urgency as the two others.)

6. It is a pity that my first letter to you about philatelic policy
should be associated with controversy. I am very sorry, too, that, in my
initial and. rapid briefing in London, I was not advised to go to Sutton
to see you all. I had not been in Stanley long before I realised how
important and significant a part stamps play in my official life. Just
recently we have all been very encouraged by the "ringing of the bells of
the tills". But stamp issues seem to be fraught with dangers and I shall
welcome all the help that you can offer not merely in extending revenues
but in shielding us from the attacks of purist collectors.

J D Massingham

CHIEF SECRETARY

JB



The memorandum on postage stamp policy for dependent
territories is basically the same as the 1971 memorandum.
There is nothing that needs special attention. Tuvalu must
had had special permission to set up an agency.


